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OPTICAL TUNING OF THE ARCS AND FINAL FOCUS 
SECTION OF THE STANFORD LINEAR COLLIDER (SLC) 

- 

In this thesis, we present the experimental tuning procedures developed for the Arcs 
and for the Final Focus Section of the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC). Such tuning is 
necessary to maximize the l&inosity, by minimizing the beam size at the interaction 
point, and to reduce backgrounds in the experiment. 

--- In the final Focus Section, the correction strategy must result from the principles of 
the optical design, which is based on cancellations between second order aberrations, and 
on the ability to measure micron-size beams typical of the SLC. 

In the Arcs, the corrections were designed after the initial commissioning, to make 
the system more error-tolerant, through a modification in the optical design, and to enable 
adjustments of the beam phase-space at the injection to the Final Focus System, through a 
harmonic perturbation technique inspired from circular accelerators. Although the overall 
optimization of the SLC is not entirely finished, an almost optimal set-up has been 
achieved for the optics of the Arcs and of the Final Focus Section. 

Beams with transverse sizes close to the nominal ones, of a few microns, have been 
obtained at the interaction point. We present and discuss our results and the optical limits 
to the present performance. 
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I.1 LINEAR COLLIDER APPROACH AND BASIC NOTIONS 

In t,he past t.went,y years, electron-positron colliders have established t,henlselves as 
powerful tools for st.udying high-energy particle physics. 

Unt,il now, elect,rons ant1 positrons have been collided by confining particle bunches in 
st,orage rings. This approack can however not be extrapolated as desired t,o very high 

- energy because of the rapid increase in synchrotron radiat.ion emitted in the bending 
nlagnet,s. Tl le energy loss per turn to synchrotron radiation scales as E”/R, where E 
is t,he beam energy and where R is the average radius of the storage ring. It can be 
show11’ t.hat. because of t,his, bot.11 the size-and the cost of a storage ring with an optimized 
design scale as E”. This law is ill&rated in Fig. 1, where t,he average radius of most 
electron-positron storage rings is shown ai a function of their energy. 

XII alternat,e method for producing electron-positron collisions consist,s of colliding 
beams of two opposed linear accelerators’. In this case there is no significant synchrot,ron 
radiation except in the vicinity of the collision point, and t.hus more favorable scaling with 
energy may be possible. 

In order t,o be a useful tool for particle physics, an electron-pbsit,ron collider must in 
addition t,o high energy also provide high luminosity - or event rat,e for a process wit.11 
unit cross-section. The lurninosit,y can be expressed as a funct.ion of t,he frequency of t,he 
collisions f, t.he number of part*icles per bunch N, and the effective transverse area A over 
which bhe collisions t,ake place: 

(1) 

Present. technology 1inlit.s t.he repet,ition rabe of linear accelerators t,o a few hundred Hz. 
This is much less than the frequencies of several hundred KHz at which bunches circulat,e 
in t.ypical storage rings. Also, the bunch population is usually higher in a storage ring t ban 
in a linear accelerator. In order to reach comparable or higher luminosiby, t.he t,ransverse 
area of the beams at, t,he collision point of a linear collider must be made substantially 
smaller t,lian that, typical of st.orage rings*. 

The collision point, area A is conveniently expressed as a funct,ion of c7 t,he transverse 
emit,tance of the beam, defined as the area of the phase-space occupied by t,he particles 
divided by in, and of d*. which we clefine as the second moment of the transverse particle 
clisbribut.ion at, t.he collision point, nomalizecl t,o t,liis ernittance”. If t,hese two parameters 

* Stronger space-charge effects arise in the collision of beams with very small areas, but the resulting 

disruption to fhe particle trajectories is not as severe a limitation as in storage rings since the beams of 
linear colliders are not sa\.ed for future collisions after each crossing. 

* The d-parameters of a beam imaged through a focusing array can more generally be interpreted 
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are the same in each transverse plane, one obtains for A43: 

.4 = 47r/ll*f. (2) 

The factor 4 in (2) arises through the overlap of the part,icle distributions, assurnecl to be 
gaussian in this calculation. 

To produce a small int.eraction area A4, both the enlittance and t,he J*-paramet,er 
must, be small. The enlittance can only be made small at, the source, or through racliat,ion 
damping, which can be used&o cool t.he beams in a dedicated st,orage ring. Such a storage 
is referred to as a “damping ring”. The /?*-parameter can only be reduced by focusing the 
bean1 to t,he smallest possible size. This is achieved in a dedicated opt,ical system inune- 
diately upst,ream of the collision point, which must in general be correct.ecl for chromatic 
aberrations. This optical system is referred to as a “final focus syst.ern”. 

Besides the basic design of the conlI>onents of a linear collicler, the handling .of im- 
perfections in the long open structure involved presents concept,ually new problems. Such 
handling must be folded into both the detailed design of the individual components and 
into t.lie overall system optimization. Considerable effort is in fact required at several 
stages of the system to preserve the carefully damped emitt.ance and to precisely monitor 
and control beam parameters. Both are necessary conditions for t,he final focusing to work 
properly and t.o minimize backgrounds in the experimental apparatus from secondaries 
produced by t.he beam halo and by the tails which are t.ypical of linear accelerators. Solv- 
ing such issues at reasonable cost appears to be a crucial element in t,he development of 
linear colliders which must. be fact’ored int.0 basic scaling and feasibility arguments. 

I.2 THE STANFORD LINEAR COLLIDER 

The St,anforcl Linear Collicler (SLC!) is t.lie first. linear collider presently operating. It. 
was conceived and built, with the double mot,ivat,ion of”: 

1. Producing high luminosity electron-posit,ron collisions wihh a center of mass energy 
of about 92 GeC’, to study bhe physics of the internlediate vect.or boson ZO. 

2. Providing the first. pract,ical test. of t,lie linear collider approach towards high energy 
elect.rou-posit ran machines. 

A schenlat,ic of t,he SLC is shown in Fig. 2. In the case of the SLC’, one single linear 
accelerat.or - t.he Stanford linear accelerator - is used rat.her than two opposing systenls 

as the r.alues taken by an envelope function J(S). This f unction describes the etrolution through the 
nrra.y of the square of the beam size corresponding to a phase-space with ernittance unit-v. Alore on the 

correspondance between these two definirions can be found in section L’1.l 
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as was described in 1.1, t,o accelerate both elect.ron and positron beams. The beams are 
t.hen aimed into collision by means of two arcs. The collision point beam size required to 
achieve significant luminosity is nominally a few microns. 

hIore specifically, at t,he begining of each cycle, two elect,rorl bunches are generat,ed and 
co-acceleratecl to 1.116 GeV in the inject,or and in the first sector of the linear accelerator’. 
At 200 MeV, t,hey are joined by a positron bunch. The three are then injected for cooling 
into t,wo damping rings 6, from which t#hey are extracted before the next linac pulse. They 
are then reinjected into the linear accelerator and co-accelerated up to energies of 50 GeV’. 

- The 6 mn equilibrium ring E&lch-1engt.h is compressed to 1..5 mm before reinject,ing inbo 
the linear accelerator to minimize wake-field effects produced in the accelerator wave-guide 
structure by the intense bunches. The last electron hunch is ejected onto a barget at 33 
Gev, t,o produce positrons 8. These are returned along the length of the Linac to the 200 
Mev point in the injector. At the end of t.he linear accelerator, electrons and positrons are 
bent around and into collision t.hrough two arcs ‘. The final focus syst,em, stracldling the 
interact,ion area, provides t,he necessary opt,ical demagnification ancl steers the beams into 
collision’“. 

The main paramet.ers of the SLC are shown in Table 1. Column one lists t,he design 
paramet,ers, and column two lists present.ly achieved parameters. As can be seen t.he lurni- 
1losit.y reaches unfortunat,ely only a t.housandth of t,he nominal value. -41~0, the operating 
efficiency for achieving peak luminosity with accept,able backgro&d in the experimental 
apparatus (not listred in Table 1) was lower than 5% in t,he last cycle of luminosity runs 
cluring t,he suinnier of 19SS. 

The discrepancy between expected and achieved performance resu1t.s part,ly from in- 
sufficient emphasis, during the early phases of the project,, on the clesign of systenlat,ic 
diagnostic and correction schemes to control the beams aclequately at each stage of t,he 

. syshem, on t,he development of a global int.egrated t,uning strategy, and on hardware reliabil- 
ity and st.ability. Tunin, m and correction rnet~hods were in most cases developed empirically 
and added-on to each of t,he components of the SLC’ aft.er t,he basic optics and geomet.ry 
had been fixed, or sonlet,imes in response to specific clifficult.ies encountered in the conl- 
missioning p tiase. In several cases, t,lie iiiethocls cleveloped were therefore imperfect. and 
their improvement, is the centerpoint of t.he ongoing effort, t.o bring the SLC towards its 
clesigri performance. The experience gained wit,11 t,he SLC, which is the first, linear collider 
to be brought into operation, will be very useful to the design of fut.ure linear colliders. 

I.3 SCOPE AND OUTLINE OF THESIS 

In this t,hesis, we present, t,lie procedures developecl t,o correct and to tune the optics in 
two parbs of the SLC’ complex: t,he arcs and the final focus sections. The nlet,hods which we 
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describe were conceived and developed in preparation for and during the conmlissioning 
of the SLC, mainly between 1984 and now. They are presented t~hrough a select,ion of 
technical notes, conference art,icles and publications clescribing in detail their design ancl 
the operational experience which has been acquired. Although the entire SLC complex 
has nob yet reachecl its nominal performance, t.hese rnet8hods have enabled t,o achieve a 
close to opt,im.ized optical transport in these two sections, and to charact,erize the optical 
limitations to t.he SLC performance. 

We int.roduce these papers in an overall presentation where we: 
- 

1. Review the basic principles of the optical designs of the arcs and final focus sections, 
on which our tuning methods are based. 

--2. Study the effect of focusing errors in the system on the luminosity and on the back- 
ground. These errors can result in both-recoverable and unrecoverable distortions of t,he 
beam phase-space. We give orcler of magnitudes for resulting tolerances and charact,erize 
the different cases in terms of bheir effect, on t*he phase-space and of their correctability. 

3. Describe the context of t,he SLC commissioning, and the evolution of t.he global 
tuning strategy, from which the optimization of the arcs and final focus can not be enbirely 
isolated. Some of the methods were developed in preparation for t,he commissioning, while 
others were conceived in response to specific difficult,ies encount,ered during the first tests. 

We then int,roduce each of t,he papers presented, show its relevance to the subject of 
this thesis, and outline it,s original con1ponent.s. 

In the case of the arcs, t.he papers presented describe essentially: 

1. A method for correcting long FODO arrays in a compact. ancl economical way. . 
This method is inspired from harmonic correction t,echniques conuno11 to circular acceler- 
ators. Its application to an open beam-line is new. We have designed and implemented 
this met.hod in t.he last port.ion of the arc beam-line, t,o enable tuning t.he phase-space 
at, the entrance to the final focus sect.ion. Such t.uning has turned out t,o be crucial to 
nlininlize backgrounds resultin, m in t.he e?cperirnent,al apparat,us from secondary particles. 
Such secondaries are generat,ed when edges or t.ails of misnlatchecl beams get, scraped off 
in the final focus system, where the apert,ure (nornlalizecl t.o the nominal beam size) is 
significantly snialler t,han in bhe arcs. 

2. The st ucly of bhe part,ial nloclificat.ion of bhe arc lat,tice. To follow t.he terrain of 
t,he SL.ic’ site, t.he arcs were designed in t,hree dimensions: in acldit.ion to t.he horizontal 
bending, the beam-line is deflected vertically by rotat.ing the bending magnets about t,heir 
axis. 111 the initial design, these rotat.ions were int~rocluced abruptly. The coupling hetwee.n 
t,he horizont,al and vertical betat,ron motions was suppressecl by grouping t~hese rotations 
in long-range cancelling pairs. This st,rategy, however, made the system sensit,ive to sys- 
t,elnatic errors. It has been possible t,o modify t,he desigrl to produce srnoot,her t,ransit ions. 
These new t,ransit,iorls almost ent,irely suppress t,he sensit,ivity t.o syst,emat,ic errors, ancl 
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render the overall optical t.ransport much more tolerant. 

In the case of the final focus, the papers presented describe essentially: 

1. The elaboration of the interaction point beam size minimization procedure. This 
procedure consists of the sequenbial application of ten correct,ions in t.lie different. opt.ical 
modules of the final focus section, following a strategy which must take into account the 
ability t.o measure very small beam sizes and to resolve the various distortions, as well as the 
specificity of the final focus optics. The final focus design is in effect based on balancing 

- several higher order opticaraberrations which can individually dominat,e the minimum 
beam size if t.he system is not. adjusted correctly. It is now possible to adequately control 
the interaction point beam size, starting with a very distort,ed phase-space at the entrance 
to .the system. ._ 

2. The practical implementation of this procedure and the operational experience 
which has been acquired, along with the present optical factors which limit the SLC lu- 
minosity. As we explain, these optical limits result principally from the requirement to 
minimize backgrounds in the experimental apparatus, and from a somewhat larger than 
nominal emittance at the exit to the SLAC linear accelerator. 

._. 
, ,  .  .._ ::.’ 

8. :  1,:: 
!  : :  .-’ 

I  ._ 
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Finally, we include, in an appendix, papers on the development and on the init.iaI 
performance of one of the three measuremenb t,echniques, based on electromagnetic space- 
charge effects occuring in the collisions between the two beams, which were conceived to 
diagnose t,he beams at t,he interaction point: t,he “beam-beam deflection” t.echniclue. The 
two other met hods which were developed are based on “bea~~lstrahl~l~lg”, or synchrotron 
radiat,ion from the space-charge forces, and 011 “disruption“ . Such methods are particularly 
important to diagnose t.he beams at the interaction point, but. do not belong clirectly t.o 
the subject of t,his thesis. 



II. OPTICS IN THE ARCS AND FINAL FOCUS 



II.1 OPTICS IN THE ARCS” 

II.1 .l Overview 

The arcs are the only part of the SLC which will not be required in linear colliders of 
the future. They are needed&l the SLC system, which uses the same linear accelerator to 

- accelerat,e both beams, to bend each beam around 270°, and into frontal collision. Because 
of the limited size of the SL.Ac sit,e, they have a short bending radius of 279 meters. They 
are intended to behave passively and to produce a close to exact optical image of the 
electron and positron beams injected from t*he linear accelerator. The opt,ics is therefore 
designed to be an opt,ical identit,y from the beginning point to the exit. A schematic of the 
two-arcs is shown in Fig. 3. Two physical mechanisms must be counteracted to prevent 
the beam phase-space from bein g enlarged as it is imaged through: synchrotron radiat,iorl 
emittance dilut.ion and filament,abion effects from the natural chromaticity of the lattice 
and from the fact, that the beam has a finite energy spread. 

11.1.2 Synchrotron Radiation 

Synchrokon radiation photons are emitted at random and cause energy fluctuations. 
Lower energy part.icles are bent. more and follow curves with short.er average radius. This 
disperses their traject,ories incoherently which in turn dilutes the phase-space in t,he plane 
of the bending. Such t.rajectories execute betatron oscillations in the quadrupole lattice. 
To minimize the growth, both t,he photon emission rates and the oscillation amplitudes 
must be small. This is achieved by making the bending radius large and the betatron 
period short, through tight focussing. It can be shown bhat the gr0wt.h is proportional 
t,o q/p”, where Td is the betat.ron period and p the average radius”. The transport. 
t,herefore uses the lowest possible field compat,ible with t,he size of the SLAC sit,e, and a 
strong focusing alternating gradient. lat,t,ice, wit,11 optical pararnet,ers chosen to minimize the 
average invariant, amplitude of the dispersed oscillations. For a FODO array, the optimum 
cell phase-shift,‘” to minimize emit t.ance growt li is near 135 ‘. For reasons explained below, 
t,he design in fact uses 108’. The packing factor is in addit,ion nlaxinlizecl by using conlbiued 
function 1nagnet.s. 

At. 50 Gev, the enlit.tance added in one passage is 1.3 10-l’ rad-m (or one half of the 
clesigu value at t,he entrance) in t,he horizontal plane, and 0..5 lo-” rad-In in t,he vertical 
plane’*. The emit.ttance growt,h occurring in t,he vertical plane arises because of vertical 
dispersion introduced by t,he rolls (clescribed lat,er). 

11.1.3 “Chromatic Filamentation” 
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The second mechanism for phase-space growth arises through residual energy spread 
resulting from the bunch-length and the accelerading linear accelerator RF. Because of the 
energy dependance in the focussinb, v or chromaticity, optical distortions at the injection to 
the arc, or arising from gradient errors within t,he arc latt.ice, are not imaged coherently. 
For example an off-energy slice of a mismatched phase-space is t,ransmit,t,ed with a phase- 
shift A,$ = .L7fAVg$6~ where 6~ is the relative energy error, No is the number of betatron 
periods, and -$$ ^V 1.5 is the ratio of phase change to excitat,ion change in t.he arc lattice. 
For large phase-shifts, the overall mismatch averaged over all energies looses its phase 
relation to the input. The effective volume occupied by the observable phase-space is 

- thereby enlarged. This effe> is referred to as “chromat,ic filamentat,ion”. Unlike t he 
phase-space dilution resulting from synchrotron radiation, this enhancement of the effective 
volume does not violate Liouville’s Theorem. The volume of the full six-dimensional phase- 

I 6E space(x,z’,y,y ,x,= ) is in fact not changed, but acquires a complicated internal structure 
corresponding to a second order correlation. 

The arc beam-lines have No = 69 betatron periocls. For a fractional energy spread 
of aE/E 2 0.5%) the spread in betatron phases at the output is about UQ 2 7r. In order 
t,o assure coherent imaging of focusing errors injected into the arc or generated along the 
beam-line, over an energy band-pass of 3~0.5%) the design uses sextupoles to cancel the 
first-order chromaticity of the lattice. 

11.1.4 Chromatic Correction 

The sextupoles are introduced by shaping the combined function magnet poles?. For 
the horizontal optics, t.he vertical component of t,he magnetic field on bhe horizontal axis 
(y = 0) is: 

By(S) = B (1 - g + s “) YO s 
P P' 

x 7 

where Q and S are the strengths of t.he quaclrupole and sextupole components respect,ively, 
and p is the bending radius. The sext.upple provides additional focusing for off-energy and 
off-axis rays with s = 6.r + C;~rj, where ‘7 is bhe dispersion function, which suppresses the 
chronlaticity if 2S’.tl = ()p. Since sine and cosine-like component,s are equivalent, module 
7r/2 in a repetitive latt.ice, only one family per plane is needed. Additional terms in .r2 
and 6’ for rays solely OR-axis or off-energy are suppressecl by grouping the cells to produce 
cancellat.ions as locally as possible. Second order achromat,s achieve this by pairing the 
sext,upoles TT phase-shift apart and by requiriti, u at least four-fold sequent,ial syniniet ry13. 
This is done by groupin, G the cells into achronlatic superperiods wit,h the smallest. possible 
mult.iple of 2rr compat,ible wit,11 the cell phase-shift,. In the SLC! arcs, each such superperiod - 
or achromat - spans a 6, phase-advance and consists of t.en 108’ cells. This is a colnpronlise 
between achromat. compactness, best wit,11 90°! and quantum dilution, smallest near l%?“. 
The resulbing lat.bice functions /3 ant1 ~1 are shown in Fig. 4. 
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11.1.5 General Layout 

The whole arc consists of 23 such achromats. In addition, as shown in Fig. 3, special 
matching sections are used at the inflexion points (reverse bends sections) and bet,ween 
t,he linear accelerator and the main arc (beam switchyarcl section). The matching secbions 
needed at the exit of the arcs are described in the section on t.he final focus. 

- Finally, for economical r6asons, the arc’beam-lines are required t.o follow the terrain of 
the SLAC: site, and are therefore not planar. To provide the necessary vertical deflections, 
t.he achromats are rolled relative to each others. The distribution of rolls for the north and 
south arcs are $own in Fig. 5. 

-:. ..::: . 
. 

II.2 OPTICS IN THE FINAL FOCUS14 

11.2.1 Overview 

The final focus is the last. sect,ion of beam-line in the SLC’ before the interaction point.. 
It,s ~nain function is to focus the beam to a transverse size of less than 2ym at the collision 
point. 

. Schemat,ically t.he final focus consists of a demagnifying telescope, similar to a low-3 
insert,ion in a circular machine, wit.11 a special section at its entrance t.0 match the arc 1 

I 
latt,ice paramet,ers. Because of the finit,e emit,tance and momentum spread in the beam, a 
2/tm beam spot cannot be obtained without carefully minimizing higher order chromatic 
and geometric aberrat,ions. The dominants optical aberration is t.he first order chromaticity 
- or momentum clepenclance of t.he focusing - of t.he demagnifying t,elescope. Physically, 
t.his first order chromaticity causes particles with different. energies to be imaged into 
longit,udinally displaced focal points at the int.eract,ion point.. The magnitude of this effect. 
is easy to estin1at.e by considerin g solely t.he variation wit.11 energy of t,he focal lengt,h of 
t,lie last, focusing elemeds. Since t.his focal length, computed as t,he clist.ance from the 
interacbion point t,o the principal planes of t.he final lens system in each plane, is about, 
5 met,ers, anti because the dept.11 of focus of t.he optical sydem, measured by the linear 
/3-function at, bhe interact,ion point. is required t,o be about O.-j centimeters, we see that, 
part.icles wit,11 energy errors of a few parts per thousand are t.otally out. of focus (See Fig. 
6) 

.  .  :- 

.,= 
. :  .’ 

“.: . ._: 

:  

11.2.2 First Order Chromaticity 
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More quantitatively, we use TRANSPORT15 to compute the rate of change F of the 
interaction point beam size with the fractional energy error 6~. We have: 

c~‘(6~) = q3*(6E) = q& + -+F%;, (4) 
0 

where /3; = /3*( 6~ = 0) ’ p le resents the nominal value of t,he j3’ parameter, ancl where E is 
the emittance. One obtains F 2 15 m. where F.2 15 meters, where ,/3bfj and ,tiTi, are t.he 

effective and linear /3-functions at the interaction point, 

-- The presence of this firsTorder* chroniat.ic term in (4) leads one to define an energy 
band-pass over which the demagnifying telescope will perform its function. This band-pass 
is shown in Fig. 7a. AS can be seen it is rlluch smaller than the minimum fractional energy 
spread of 0.002 which can present.ly be obtained’ at t.he end of t,he linear accelerator. 

-An effective value could be calculated for t.he /3* parameter, by averaging equation 
(4) over the particle’s energy disbribution. This parameter would however not represent 
the new particle distribution very well since this new distribution is more peaked than a 
gaussian, and has tails. Rather than calculating this new distribution explicitly, we will 
directly estimat,e the effect on the luminosity, by averaging the usual expression over t,he 
two beam’s energy distributions, which we take t,o be equal and square. One obt.ains: 

(*5) 

The result is shown in Fig. 8 for clifferent energy spreads and allows to determine an 
opt.imum $*. Since t.his energy band-pass scales as ,i3* from (4), and because the optimum 
occurs when the band-pass is matched t,o the energy spread, one expects the optimum ,~3’ 
to scale roughly linearly wit111 the energy spread in Fig. 8. This can indeed be verified. 

. 

11.2.3 Chromaticity Compensation and Znd Order Distortions14?” 

The first order chromat,icity is corrected by int,roclucing a special chromatic correct,ion 
section upst.ream of bhe demagnifying t,elescope (see Fig. 9). This chromatic correction 
section consists of two -I telescopes, combined with dipoles at their foci, to generate 
significant. energy clispersion at’ the quaclrupoles. Sext,upoles, where the focusing strength 
varies linearly with excursion, are put, near bhe quadrupoles, t.o provide additional focusing 
proport ional to energy. This compensat,es for t.he intrinsic first, order chromat,icity. Ad- 
ditional first-order perturbations to the imaging produced by each sextupole are made to 
cancel over the length of t.he section by pairing t,he sextupoles r bebatron phase-shift apart 

* The chromatic term in question appears to be a second order term in (4). hut it is really does 
correspond to a first order term in the optical transfer since (4) gives the hehaviour of the square of the 

beam size. 
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and by imposin, 0’ sequential symmetry for t.he dispersion fun&on. In t.his way, all residual 
perturbations to the focusing are pushed to second order. The parameter ,d* can thus now 
be writ. ten: 

,d’2/3;+ti:g &E 
2 ? 

+ ,ikJ--f + ";-&, (f4 
0 

where ~1, ~2 and ng measure the magnitudes of the residual second order pert.urbations 
to the focusing. 

11.2.4 Origin and ScalingZaws for 2”” .Order Distortions 

-~Because the SLC is designed for round beams at the collision point, with equal emit- 
tances and ,d-functions in each plane, the linear chromaticity must be corrected in both 
planes7 and two families of sextupoles m&t be used. In order to save space, a single. chro- 
matic correct,ion sect,ion, wit,11 int,erleaved families for correction in each plane, is used. 
The second order perturbations to the focusing come in most part from coupling between 
these two interleaved families. This consideration allows to develop approximate scaling 
laws for these terms16. 

Since t,he largest contribution t,o the first order chromaticity comes from t.he final 
demagnifying telescope, we can find a nearly exact scalin g law fir t,lie strengt,hs of the 
sext.upoles by neglecting the first order <hromaticity introduced by t,he t,elescopes which 
make up the chromatic correction sect.ion: the scaling law is obtained by equat,ing the 
first order chromatic cont,ributions to the variation of the interaction point angular spread, 
from the intrinsic first order chromat,icity of the final demagnifying t,elescope and from the 
sext,upoles. We obtain: 

where ,S is the strength of t.he sextupoles, I’ is the distance from the interaction point to 
the principal planes of the last lenses, B is the angle of bending in the chromatic correction 
sect.ion, and 1,,, is the length of t,he chronnat ic correct,ion sect.ion (see Fig. 9). 

Next, because the dominant second- order perturbations to the focusing in (6) come 
from t,he cross-coupling of the sextupole families used to correct in each plane, we can 
neglect. t.he final demagnifying t,elescope in the scaling laws for these second order t,ernis. 
Lye find in this case: 

i 

tiI ,x S’l,0,,B” 
K? cc S”l~,,Bil, w 
Kij cc S”l~,,M’: 

where A1 = 1*/L is t,he magnification of the final demagnifying telescope! and where L is 
t.he distance between t,he lens and the ‘%ource” in Fig. 9. 

By subst,itut,ing in (8) for t,he sext.upole strength needed t.o correct the first order 
chromat,icit.y in ( 7), we fincl t.he following scaling laws for the three cont.ributions to the 

11 
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interaction point beam size which arise from the seconcl order terms in (6): I 

(9) ; 

It can in addition be noted that scaling I* at constant. M = 1*/L is equivalent t,o 
scaling t,he full lengt,h of t,he,Jinal demagnifying telescope*. Thus if we scale hhe whole 
length ltot of the final focus system, we exp.ect all terms in (9) t,o scale linearly. 

I 
/. -:.: :.: ,^,,. 2: ‘2. 

., 

The dependence of these t,hree limit8ing residual second order terms on the design 
variables: B, l,,,, l* and ltot has been checked with TRANSPORT,’ by scaling the SLC 

final focus design. The results of such calculat.ions are shown in Fig. lOa,b,c,d. 

I I 
I 

I 
As can be seen the scaling is not perfect. This arises tnainly because the first. order 

chromaticity of t,he lenses in the chromatic correction section is not,, as was pointed out, 
included in t,he scaling argument. Because of this, the reduction of t,he magnitude of these 
terms when increasing the length I,,, of the chromatic correction section is less than linear 
and eventually saturates, in particular for t,lie geometric term uKi?. Similarly, the reduction 
of their magnitude when decreasing l* is less than quadratic. The actual simulated power 
dependarlces are given in t.he figure captions. 

11.2.5 Limits on Chromatic Correction Bend Angle 

. 
As can be seen from (9), t,here is a lower limit on t.he angle B of t.he bending in the 

chromatic correction section, from bot.h t.he chromat.ic term in ~2 and from the geomet,ric 
t,erni in 63. We will ret,urn to this poiut in the next section. 

In addition, there is a sharp upper limit on this bend angle from synchrotron radiabion 
enlit.t.ance dilut,ion, which increases as bhe fifth power of t,he bend angle and of t.he beam 
energy. For the SLC final focus, t,he linti! occurs” when this bend angle B is of the order 
of about, one degree, which corresponds to an emittance growt,h of about. 20% at, 50 CeV. 

11.2.6 Optimization Procedure 

The scaling laws given in (9) allow one bo understand the different proceclures which 
can be followed to optimize the optical design. X full descript,ion of t.lie opt,inlizat,ion 
process car1 be found in Ref. [16]. 

* By length of the telescope. we intend the distance between the image and the source 
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Several points of views can be t’aken. Here, we will show one of them, which consists 
in considering that the emittance e and the energy spread SE have been set in the overall 
syst.eni specification, that a giver1 ,8* is desired, and that one wishes to choose the lengt,hs 
1 Ls tot, and 1’) and the bend angle B in an optimal way*. 

A reasonable procedure would go as follows: 

1. Set t,he bend angle B to the nlaximu~n possible consistent, from the point, of 
view of the synchrotron radiation etnittance dilution, with t.he chosen tnininlum beam size 

2. Set the magnification M such that all t,ernls in (9) be about equal, for t,he given 
emittance and energy spread, and for the chosen /-I,*. When this has been done, it can be 
seen-‘from the two first equations in (9) that the bet.atron and chronlat,ic angular spreads 
at the input to the chromatic correction sec.tion are about equal. 

3. Decrease the rat,io l*Z/lccS unt.il t.he second order aberration t,ernls ancl the linear 
term in (6) are about equal. This determines a minimum for $* in (6). As we will also 
see, this optimum can also be interpreted as t,he point for which t.he energy band-pass of 
the correctecl syst,enl is mat,checi to the energy spread 6~ of the beam. 

Implicit, in t.his is the fact that t.lie sedupole strengths are free parainet,ers. Also, t.lie 
magnification M of the final demagnifying telescope is in general riot sufficient, t.0 deniagriify 
the input $-function to the desired ,J,“, and an initial demagnifying section is needed 
upstream of the chromatic correction sect,ioxi. Therefore, when M, t,he magnificat.iorl of 
the final demagnifying section, is varied, we assume that this initial demagnifying section 
can be acljust.ecl to keep the overall magnification of the beam-line (and thus $3) constant,, 
ancl t,hat over t.his acljustnlent range, this initial sect,ion does not contribute significanBly 
to the chromaticity of the overall beam-line. 

In practice, the niininiuni distance I* between the interaction point, and the principal 
planes of t,he last focusing elements is set. by the maximum gradient. available in t,hose 
focusing element.s, and by the requirement to leave sufficient space for components of 
the experimental apparatus. In the case of the SLCl final focus system, 1” 2 5nl. The 
optintizat.ion lecl to introclucing a deniagriification of a fact,or four in bot,li planes for the final 
telescope, arid of fact.ors eight. and three in the horizontal and vertical planes respect.ively 
for the initial telescope. Besides initiatin, 0’ the tleniagnificat~ion, the init,ial t,ransfornier also 
serves to niatcli the final focus and arc betat,ron lattices”. This resu1t.s) given an energy 

* Two different points of view would consist in asking: 

I. For given constraints on the lengths [tot and l’, what are the requirements on the emittance and 

on the energy spread to reach a given ,d” ? 

2. For a given ernittance and energy spread, and for given constraints on the lengths lfot and l*. 

rrhat is the minimum $* that can he reached ? 
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spread of 6~ Z 0.002 and an emittance of 6 2 3 10” racl-m, to about a ,dh;,, zi’ 4 mm 
(t,his is also illustrated in 11.22). The bend angle B is set to about one degree as was 
ment.ionned above. 

11.2.7 Optical Bandpass 

The overall effect of the- chromatic correction is to broaden t,he energy band-pass: 
- described above, over which rays are imaged to the same interaction point focal point. 

From (6), the width of this band-pass scales roughly as fl (if only t,he term in nl from 
(6) is used). The banclpass is shown in Fig. 7b. Defining it quantitatively as the band 
of energy deviations for which ,d* 5 1.25/j;, it is &0.5% for /?,” = 16~111111 and f0.22% for 
130” = 4 mm. _ 

11.2.8 Optimum /3* 

Much as in the case without chromatic correction described above, the luminosity is 
maximized by mat,ching this enlargecl band-pass, defined by j3*, to the beam energy spread. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 11, where the luminosity loss is computed as a funct,ion of /3* 
for two different energy spreads, using the raytracing code MURTLE17. The solid lines 
inclicabe t.he luminosity loss as a function of ,d* for t.he chromatically corrected system, 
and t,he clashed lines, reproduced from Fig. 8, show for comparison the loss which occurs 
without, the chromatic correct,ion. As can be seen t,he wider band-pass produced by t.he 
cliromat,ic correction results in a smaller optimum for /3*. 

11.2.9 General Layout 

The whole sydem is shown in Fig. 12. It, inclucles, in aclclit.ion to the t.wo t,elescopes 
and to the chromatic correction, a section t.0 mat.ch bhe arc dispersion funct,ion. Also t.he 
extract.ion of the spent beam is built in to t.he upper t,elescope, using a kicker and septum 
magnet,. 
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III.1 INTRODUCTION 

The goal in t,his chapter is to describe the effect of errors on the beam phase-space, 
in order to define tolerances and a global st.rategy for acljuding the SLC or an SLC-like 
syst.em. We give t,liis description at a qualitative level, and we give only orders of magnitude 
for the t,olerances. 

We first determine the e;lution of the’phase-space from the different. kinds of errors, 
and in the different cases. We then analyse t.lie effect of the distortions induced by t,hese 
errors on the performance of the system - i.e. on t.he luminosity and on the backgrounds in 
t.he experimental apparatus, and t,he ability to correct them. As we shall see, this analysis 
enables t,o classify the different, kinds of errors in terms of their consequences and in terms 
of the t,ype of correct,ion t,liey require (Gal or at t,lie end) and to split up the tuning of 
t.he machine sequentially inbo several pieces. This then allows to define criteria for setting 
tolerances, and to outline a global cornmissioning strategy. 

This thought-process results from our accumulated experience in learning to operate 
t.he SLC. The actual commissioning strategy which was followed differed initially from t,he 
prescript,ion we give here. We briefly describe this initial strategy j11 the next chapber. 

Ideally, such conceptual analysis would be carried t.hrough at an early enough stage 
so as to be able t.o incorporate its most important implications int,o the basic design and 
architecture of the opt,ics ancl of the control system. 

. III.2 EFFECTS FROM IMPERFECTIONS 

111.2.1 Errors in the Guide-Field and Betatron Oscillations 

Staaic dipole errors along the entire system cause spurious kicks t,o the beam, which 
then as a resulb executes betat,ron oscillat.ions in t,he quaclrupole latt.ice. Such clipole errors 
arise from Inisaligrinlents of t,lie lenses in t,he focusing latt,ice, or from field errors in t,lie 
bending magnets of bhe t.ransport. This is illusbrat,ed in Fig. 13a. The frequency of the 
betat.rori oscillation is referred t,o as t,lie betat,ron frequency. 

111.2.2 Errors in Focusing-Field and Phase-Space Distortions 

Ii1.2.2.1 Regular Focusing Field Errors mcf Betatron Alisrnatch 
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Static quadrupole - or focusing - errors perturb the beam phase-space ellipse as shown 
in Fig. 14. Such focusing errors arise from gradient errors in the focusing lenses of t,he 
syst,em, or, if the lattice uses sextupole magnets, from liorizont~al misalignments of the 
beam in these sextupoles. Because the quadrupole error will kick particles in this ellipse 
proportionally to their excursion in the quadrupole, its effect is the st,retching of t,he ellipse 
shown in Fig. 14. The ellipse will then rotate in the coordinate systenl as it is imaged 
through the rest of the syst.em. The beam envelqpe, or the projection of this ellipse on the 
horizontal axis, will therefore beat along the optmica array. Because the ellipse is invariant 
under rotation of TT, the beating which is generated has twice bhe betatron frequency. This 

-- is illustrated in Fig. 13b. - 

111.2.2.2 Skew Focusing Field Errors arid cross-Plane Croupling 

-If sextupoles are used in the transpo‘rt, as in the arcs and final focus sections., or if 
the system does not satisfy mid-plane symmetry, such as the arcs, where t,he beam-line is 
rolled about the axis to allow following the terrain, then anot.her type of focusing error can 
arise, which couples the horizontal and vertical planes. Such cross-plane coupling arises 
from vertical misa1ignnlent.s of the beam in the sextupoles, or from the imaging of beat.s 
in the beam envelope, generated by the regular focusing errors described above, across 
t.lie rolls. In this case, the projections of the - coupled - four-diniensional phase-space 
onto t,lie horizontal and vertical planes are in general not preserve2 and can result,, if left. 
uncorrected, in larger effective einittances. 

III.3 EVOLUTION OF PERTURBATIONS - CORRECTIBILITY 

. 

111.3.1 Case of Chromaticity Corrected Optical Lattice 

In parts of the system where bhe first order clironiaticity of t.he lattice is corrected, 
such as bhe arcs or the final focus sections, t,he clistortions of the envelope, from both 
regular arlcl skew quadrupole errors, and the coherent oscillation of the beam generat,ecl by 
dipole errors, are transmitted wit.11 the same frequency for all energies wit,liin the opbical 
band-pass of the chroniat.icity-corrected opt,ics. In this case, the effect,s of these errors can 
be correct,ecl furt.her downstream in the system This is in particular the case for the arcs. 

111.3.2 Case of Lattice Not Corrected for Chromaticity 

In parts of t,lie system which do not have chroinatically corrected optics, such as t.he 
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linear accelerator, bot,h these errors will gradually loose their coherence, due to the finite 
energy spread in the beam. 

III.3.2.1 Incoflererlt Propagation of Betatrorl Oscillations - Beam Dispersion 

The propagation of a dipole error will generat,e linear correlations between the energy 
and the t,ransverse coordinat,es, which we refer to as beam dispersion. After the phase- 
shift accumulat,ed between particles wit,11 maximum positive and negative energy errors has 

- reached 7r, t,he effective phas&pace area containing the beam will become as large as t.he 
phase-space trajectory described by t,he betatron oscillation induced by a dipole error. This 
occurs without. violating the conservation of the six-dimensional (.c, E’, y, y’, T, z) phase- 
space volume. However this phase-space vplunle has become correlat,ed, and its project.ion 
on one of t.he (x, z’) or (y, y’) planes corresponds to an enlarged area. We illustrate this 
mechanism in Fig. 1.5a,b. 

Such beam dispersion is correctable downstream, through adjust,nlents in a purposely 
designed matching section. 

111.3.2.2 Incoherent ProlIagation of Betatron Mismatch - Clllromatic Filamentat;ion 

Similarly, the propagation of a quadrupole error will cause second order correlations 
- or aberrations - of energy to t,ransverse coordinat,es. In this case, the quadrupole error 
generates an anomalous correlation between positions and angles in the transverse ( ,P, s’) 
or ( y, y’) phase-space. This correlated ellipse t,hen rotates in phase-space with different 
speeds for different. energy slices in the beam, as was described in 11.1.3. Also here, when 
t,he accunlulat.ed phase-shift bet.ween slices with opposite and maximal energy error has 
reached 7rY bhe ensemble of t.rajectories composing t.he beam will be conbained in an effect,ive 
area as large as the circle in which t,he distorted phase-ellipse in inscribed. The actual area 
occupied by t.he t,rajectories is not enlarged, but acquires a cornplicat,ed smeared st.ructure. 
This effect, usually referred t,o as chromatic filamentat.ion, is ill&rated in Fig. 16. 

In t,his case, the distortions cannot be correct,ed downstream and must be corrected 
locally. This is particularly t.he case for t.he linear accelerat,or, and is important, to minimize 
the effect,ive eniitt.ance at, the inject.ion to t,lie arcs. 

111.3.3 Frequency Analysis 

The effects from t.he accumulat.ion of these t,wo errors will in general only be significant. 
if they acid in phase. In the case of the dipole errors, subsequent kicks of t,he same sign and 
separat,ed by 2~ phase-aclvance will add up and cause a betat ron oscillation wit,11 increasing 
amplitude. In t.he case of t,he quadrupole errors, t,he beats in the beam envelope will grow 
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if errors with the same sign are separated by r phase-advance. In general, since the errors 
are random, their Fourier component, at the betatron frequency for the dipole errors, 
and at. twice the betatron frequency for the quadrupole errors, is not inore significant 
statistically than other components in t.he frequency spectrum of the errors. Also, t.he 
specific clistribution of the errors can be such t.hat cumulative effects occur in one sect.ion 
of the array and not. in the others. 

We will examine the case of focusing errors’ in more detail. 

-- 111.3.3.1 Average Growth frd% Random Focusing Errrors 

In a repet,itive FODO array, and for an ensemble of error distribut,ions, the average 
fraEtiona1 growth (y) of the beam phase-space which occurs at t,he end, in any of its 
dimensions, is relat,ed to the magnitude af t.he errors in the following way: 

(A+ “v ek=zfi, (10) 

where CR is the stanclard deviation of t,he random errors, N is t’he number of cells in t.he 
array, ancl X is a parameter or order unity, which characterizes the latbice. For the arc 
labtice, we find t.hrough simulation t.hat X 21 2. In t,his case, the exponential law arises 
because t,he differential growth of the beam size is proportional to the beam size and bo 
t.he cell number for a quadrupole error at, twice the betatron frequency. The fi in the 
exponent, arises from t,he fact that the one standard deviation statist,ical expectat.ion value 
for t.he magnitude of any given component in the spect,rum of random quadrupole errors 
is CR/v%. 

Growth occuring through the accumulation of random errors can in some cases be 
. correct.ed globally, by deliberate int,roduction of a perturbation at the resonant, frequency. 

This is explored iu more detail in sections VI.2 and 4 for the case of focusing errors in the 
arc lat. tice. 

U’hen chromat,ic filarnentat.ion effect,s are negligible! the induced clist.ortions remain 
coherent and can also be correctecl downst,reanl, in a purposely designed tnatching section. 
Such a matching section has been developed in bhe final focus (see chapter VII) 

111.3.3.2 Barldwidth Limits from Discor~tir~uities irl the Focusing Lilt: tice 

Ib is not unco~n~non that there be a rat.her large component in t,he spect,rum of rauclom 
errors at zero frequency, from systematic errors in the calibration of the nlagtlet,s or in t,he 
krlowledge of t’he energy (if t,he lat.tice is riot chronlabically corredecl). For a t.rdy repet.itive 
lattice, such errors are harmless and simply cause t.he betat,ron frequency to be shi-ft.ed. 

This is however no longer the case if the lat.t,ice includes discont.inuities, as is the case 
for the arcs, where large rolls of up to ten clegrees were introduced to enable followiiig 
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the terrain (see section 11.1.5). Tl lese rolls were matched in pairs, to produce long-range 
cancellat.ions of the distortions induced on the phase-space. This arrangement produced a 
relat,ively strong artificial sensitivity t’o systematic errors (see also section VI.2). 

The distort,ions of t,he phase-space are correctable, either globally? t~hrough systematic 
adjustments of t,he focusing element<s, or further downstream, in the same conditions as in 
111.3.3.1. 

- 111.3.4 Electromagnetic Gaupling to the Environment - Wake-Field Effects’* 

--Electromagnetic coupling of the beam charge distribut,ion to the environment can 
result in correlations between transverse and longitudinal coordinates. Orbit excursions 
of the beam, caused by dipole errors, induce in general asymmetries in the image-currents 
on the inner walls of the vacuum chamber, or of any other structure seen by the beam. 
For large enough current, these asymmetries can result in significant transverse fields - 
or wakefields - affecting the trailing part of the bunch, and thus causing a growth of t,he 
effective emit’tance. 

The most sensitive part of the system is the linear ac.celerat,or, where large wakefield 
effects are generated in the RF waveguide structure, for typical SLC beams. Beam tra- 
jectory errors must. be corrected locally and launch parameters must be stabilized at the 
entrance for minimization. Such wakefield effects, pertinent to the dynamics of the linear 
accelerator, are not considered furt.her in this Thesis. 

111.3.5 Number of Free Parameters of Transverse Phase-Space 

It is important to know the number of independent phase-space distortions which can 
be corrected downstream, in order t,o enable designing appropriate correct.ion schemes. Fve 
will evaluate this number in the case of the t,ransverse phase-space, and include also the four 
dispersion terms. We will include in our‘counting neit,her correlat,ions to the longitudinal 
coordinate from wakefields, nor second order correlations between energy ancl transverse 
coordinates, from chromatic filamentation effects, both of which must be correctecl locally. 

The optical transfer is describecl through a four by four matrix R (t.ransport matrix), 
relating the four input. coordinates S,,, to t,lle four output coordinates -fout: 



Since the particle motions are governed by Harnilt,on’s equat.ions, this transfer mat,rix 
is constrained to be symplectic, which nleans that: 

/O -1 0 o\ 
RtSR = S, where S = 

(i I 4 pi) 7 

is t.he synlpledic nlat.rix in four dimensions. It can be sl~ow~~‘~ that (12) results in six 
indeperlclent constraints 011 tie matrix R, which has therefore a tot,al of t,en indepenclant 

- 
parameters. 

111.3.5.2 Beam Ptlase-Space Matrix 

‘The phase-space is described through a synlrnetrical four by four variance matrix ~7, 
describing t,he correlations between t,he four .r, s’, IJ and y’ beam excursions. For a linear 
transfornlatiou of the coordinates described by R, bhis mat.rix is nlapped through similarity 
t,ransforniation as follows: 

u out = Rai,Rt. (13) 

111.3.5.3 General Case of Unequaf Input Ernittances 

The g-matrix is fully specified through t.en terms. However, only eight of these terms 
can be perturbed through a perturbatioI1 satisfying Hamilt.ou’s ecluat,ions. This comes 
about because in general, Hamiltonian syst.ems with two degrees of freedom cau be sllow~~ 
t,o possess two canonical invariantP. Including the four linear dispersions, the phase-space 

. cau t,hus irl geueral be perturbed in t,welve iuclependerit ways. 

lII.3.5.4 Special Case of Equal Irlput Emi6tances 

In t.he case of equal illput, eulit,t.auces, it, is possible to show, using t,he symplect,ic 
coust raint. of ( Ia), that. t.wo additional cot1straint.s exist on t.he beam phase-space, rest.rict- 
irlg the total number of indepeudeut. clistort,ions, including t,lie four linear dispersions, t,o 
tell. The proof, which we outline below, is straightforward. What is lacking, however, is a 
physical unclerstancliri g of t,lie tiiechariisni by which this symmetry bet weeu t.he eiiiitt.arices 
can ge1ierat.e these t.wo new coristraiut s. 

Proof: The proof consists of showing t.hat because the transport matrix is symplectic, the fl-matrix 

transformed through this transport matrix will also be symplectic, if the entittances are equal in each plane at 

the input point. This then Imposes two additional conditions on the elements of the C-matrix. C’onsitler an input 

phase-space with the two (J, d”) and (y. 9’) pl anes decoupled. The g-matrix gin representing this phase-space 

is block-diagonal. The emittance in each plane is given by the square root of the determinant of each two I)y two 
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block. Since we assume that these two emittances are equal, we scale each two by two block by this common 

value E for the square root of the determinants. We can thus write: 

Next we multiply (14) by R from the left and by Rt from the right, and use (13). In the rest of this proof, we 

will in additon set E = 1. We have: 

- RSRt = Rai,R’SRai,Rt. - 

In (Is), we recognize Qo,,t, given by (13). We have thus: 

_. RSRt = ~outS~out. 

(1.5) 

To show that the output phase-space matrix gout is also symplectic, we need to show that the left hand side of 

(16) is equal to S. To do so, we start with (12) and take its inverse, go through the following manipulations, 

and note that S” = -1, where 1 is the identity matrix. We have: 

S-1 = R-IS--I(RL)--I, (17 

RS-‘Rt = S-’ 7 w 

-RSR’ = -S. (W 
Thus the output Q-matrix flout is symplectic. Writing out the conditions explicitly at a point where positions 

and angles are simultaneously uncorrelated within each plane, as occurs for example at the collision point, after 

a waist has been obtained there in each plane, i.e. where 61% = g34 = 0, we obtain: 

(‘20) 

where we have defined the normalized correlations: rij = Uij/ dm. Th us there is a total of four constraints 

restricting the distortions of the phase-space if the input emittances in each of the two transverse planes are equal. 
In this case, there is a total of ten independent distortions, including the four linear dispersion terms. 

111.3.6 Classification of Phase-Space Perturbations 

The different cases described in t.his section are summarized in Table 2, where we 
list, for each basic t.ype of perturbat,ion, the couseyuences 011 the beam phase-space if a 
correct,ioli is not appliecl until t,he very end, as a function of each location in tlie SLC!, 
clownst.ream of the danlping rings. In each case, we then ask if the tlistort,ion is in principle 
correctable at, the very encl. 
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Distortions correctable in principle may however not be tolerable in practice because 
of the requirement to minimize backgrounds in the experimental apparatus. As we shall 
explain in the next. section, such requirements impose much more stringent constraints on 
the distortions which can be allowed to accumulate to the very end. We do not attempt 
to incorporate such requirements in Table 2 

For completeness, we have also included the emitt,ance clilut,ion effects from syn- 

chrotron radiation which occur in t,lie arcs. 

- 

III.4 CONSEQUENCES ON PERFORMANCE AND SENSITIVITIES 

III..4.1 Sensitivities Pertinent to the Luminosity 

111.4.1.1 Phase-Space Distortions 

The luminosity which can be obtained depencls strongly 011 the ability to correct t,he 
distortions of the beam phase-space which we have described. Tile distodions which are 
uncorrectable at the very end, such as the correlations of transverse to longit,udinal coordi- 
nates and clironiat,ic filarnentat.ion effects, are translated into a larger effective enritbance, 
and affect t*he beam size directly through (2) if they are not, taken care of locally at their 
source. For the t,en distortions which, in the case of equal enlittances in both plaues, can 
be correded at the very end, t,he SLCI is equiped wit.11 a special mabching section just 
downstream of Qhe arcs. This matching section serves as a buffer section to absorb the 
disbortions. Because the beam size at. the interaction point, is produced by carefully bal- 

. 
ancing higher order chromatic and geometric aberrations, all of these ten distortions must. 
be corrected t,o fully optimize t.he 1uminosit.y. Allowable distort,ions are of the order of 
one half to one st.andarcl deviat,ions of the opt.iniuni paraniet,ers at the collision point, for 
reasonable luminosity to be nlaint,ained. 

111.4.1.2 Beam Jitter 

hlaintaining t,he luulinosity also requires that t,he .beanls remain in collision. The 
1untinosit.y reduction for an offset, corresponding t.0 q st~aridard deviations of the beam can 
be ‘calculated 13~ perturbing bhe overlap integral performed t,o obtain (1) and (2). One 
obt,ains, in t,he case of round beams: 

d 
C(q) = L”e- * ) (21) 

bvhere Co is the 1unlinosit.y for an offset q = 0. From (21) can be seen that the nlaltinlum 
offset, bet.ween the two beams which can be t,olerated is about, q 5 1 st,anclarcl cleviat,ions. 
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In the SLC, the main source of pulse to pulse jitter in the beam position resides 
in the kicker magnets used to extract the beams from the damping rings. This pulse 
to pulse jitter causes variations in the beam trajectory along the whole machine, and 
as mentionned in 111.3.5, such variation can blow LIP the emittance through t.ransverse 
wake-fielcl effects. Therefore, at high intensity, the tolerance to beam position jitter is 
in fact not set by the requirement t,o maintain the beams in collision, but rather by the 
requirement to minimize these wakefield effects. With large local energy spread (several 
percent) introduced on purpose along the bunch’t,o reduce the build-up of wake-field t,ails 
(so-called BNS Damping), the t,olerance to launch jitter is of the order of a tenth of a 

- sbandard deviation of the traiiSverse beam distributions, at 5 10” particles per bunch. 

111.4.1.3 Intensity Dependance 

-hIore generally, the entire system enters a new regime at high intensity. Because of 
t.he wake-field effects, tolerances for maintaining a nominal phase-space at the end of the 
linear accelerat.or become more stringent with increasing intensity. It is therefore expected 
that the effective emittance at the collision point will be a growing function of the beam 
inbensity, and that the gain in the luminosity from raising the current will not be as rapicl 
as bhat implied through (1). 

111.4.2 Sensitivities Pertinent to Backgrounds in the Experimental Apparatus 

III.1.2.I Introduction 

. 
Beyond t,he goal of maximizing the luminosity, t,he beam phase-space must also be 

st.abilized t,o minimize backgrounds in the experimental apparat.us. Such backgrounds arise 
when t,ails of the beam generated by wakefields in the linear accelerator st,rike apertures 
near the inberaction point, causing electromagnet.ic showers into the det,ect.or, or furt,her 
upstream in the final focus beam-line, where they produce I~LLO~S which can reach the 
cletector. 

Such beam tails are clipped by using collimat.ors at. the exit. of t.he linac and in the 
arcs. Ideally, such collimation would be perfect, and define a full-proof beam st,ay-clear. 
allowing t.0 precisely shadow t,he critical apertures in t,lie final focus. 

III.4.2.2 Principle of Collitnatioti 

The basic principle of a collimation syst,em is illustrated in Fig. 17, as an .e.yam- 
ple. Simplistically, a minimum of three collimators is used to enclose a three-clinlensional 
(-Y,S’! y) phase-space volume in the horizontal plane. The two first ones are upst,ream 
of a bencling magnet,, and serve mostly t,o define t,he spatial and angular dimensions. The 
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third one is downstream. It serves mainly to define t,he energy. 

If the two spatial and. angular dimensions of this volume are defined at reference point 
(0) by X(0) a11d S’(O), and if the desired cut on t,he energy is +$, then the settirlgs of the 
collimators is obtained by inverting the three linear equations relating the paranleters of 
this volume at the reference point, to the spabial coordinates X(l), X(2) and -V(3) of t,he 
beam at. each collimator. If R (i), for i = 1,2 and 3, represent t,lie optical transfer matrices 
bet,ween the reference point and the three collilnat,ors, then these three relations can be 
writen: 

(i) AE X(ij-= @X(O) $ &k’(O) + R,, --. (22) 

Sindar equations can be writen for the vertical plane. 
-- 

In order that the equations in (22) be-far from degeneracy, it is irnport,ant t,o choose the 
locations of the t.wo first collitnat,ors with-about a r/2 betat.ron phase-advance separation, 
and the third collimator urhere bhe natural dispersive size of the beam is significantlj larger 
t,han its bet,atron size. Moreover, with high current small enlittance beams, it is desirable 
t,o collimate the beams at relatively high values of t,he ,&parameter, so as to minimize the 
power deposition on the collinlat,ors*. 

In many cases, a more sophist.icat.ecl collirnat~ion system is usually required, of which 
t.he arrangement described above is only bhe first, stage. There are t(wo basic reasons for 
this. The first. is t,hat the equations in (22) fully clefine t,he specified phase-space volume 
only to the extent t,hat t,he optics between them is independent of energy over the specified 
f&E range. To minimize such chromatic effects it is important to place t.he collimators 
as Flose to each other as possible. The second perhaps more important reason is that 
each collimat.or impinged by the beam will reracliat.e some fradon of bhe incident beam 
through edge-scattering. For this reason, it is oft,en desirable to add a fourt,h collimabor 
;r/2 phase-advance upstream of the first one in Fig. 17. With t,his redunclant collimator, 
the two following ones can also serve t,o clean up large angle debris, and the last one to 
cat,ch components of this debris wit,h large energy errors. 

Even with this extra collimator, t.he scheme we have described will not enable to 
entirely suppress part.icles from forbidden regions beyond t,he specified beam-stay-clear, 
and t,here will be a cert.ain probabilit,y -for transmit.ting particles int.0 such regions. This 
probability can be reduced by aclcling more stages to the collinlat,ion syst,enl. 

In relation to the nominal beam size, t.he t,ighest. aperture in t,he syst,enl are the 
quatlrupoles near the collision point4. Although t,hese quaclrupoles only represent, one be- 
t.at.ron phase, it, is appropriate to define a full phase-space volume corresponding to their 

* \\rth very small emittances and a large ,d-parameter, one must also begin to Ivorry about wakefields 

from the discontinuities in the beam-pipe generated by the collimators. 
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aperture. The reason is that the phase relat.ion bet,ween the collinlation and these apertures 
is not well clefined for typical tail particles with large energy errors, if the collinlators are 
far upst.ream in the system. For nornina enlittance and with the optics in the final focus 
adjusted to nlininlize the beam size at the collision point, this aperture, and therefore the 
phase-space volume to be defined by t,he collimators, corresponds to about five st.andard 
deviations of the bean1 phase-space distribution*. 

able at the SLC was insuf- 
t.he clifferent, dinlensions of 
nt betatron phase-dist.ance 

111.4.2.4 Constraints on Performance from Parti& C~ollimation 

- 
(1) Requirements on Bean1 Stability 

During initial comnlissioning, the collinlation schenle avail, 
ficient. Only a prinlary cut was being n+e, and, in addition, 
phase-space were cut non-orthogonally and sometimes a significa 
apart. As a result., not only could secondaries be transmitted, but also prinlary particles 
from corners of phase-space which are significantly correlated. Consequently, the bean1 
stay-clear defined by these collimators was far front full-proof and was very sensitive to the 
detailecl shape of the phase-space at the end of the linear accelerator. This generated an 
abnormally stringent, t.olerance on the stability of the phase-space. Small variations would 
often cause the collinlator configuration to no longer be optinlal and backgrounds to rise 
in t.he experinlental apparatus. 

With ideal collinlation, the end of the linear accelerator would provide a break-point 
in the accumulation of errors, separating the minimization of backgrounds produced by 
the errors in t,he sections upstreanl of the arcs from t.uning in the arcs and final focus 
to niaxinlize or siniply maintain the luminosity. The fraction of particles out,sicle of t.he 
bean1 stay-clear defined by the collinlators would then be snlall enough not to get1erat.e 

. backgrounds, independent of variat,ions in the bean1 phase-space upstream of bhis break- 
point. Variat,ions would of course still need to be shabilized wiQhin t,his (five st.anclarcl 
deviation) bean1 stay-clear, in order to rnaint,ain the luminosity. As we described in 111.41, 
such stabilizabion nlust be clone roughly at t,he level of one half t,o one stanclard deviations. 

Short of such a well defined break-point, the tolerance t.o changes in the bean1 shape 
at t,he end of the linear accelerat,or is very t,ight.. In the init,ial commissioning of the systenl. 
it, was of the order of a tenth of a standard deviabion, which was very harcl t.o nlaintaiu. 
The collinlation schenle is at present being upgracled with additional collinlat,ors. This is 
expect.ed to reduce this sensitivit,y substantially. 

* This comes about from the fact that for the optimum /3* of about 0.5 cm required at the interaction 
point to optimize the luminosity, the one standard deviation value of the beam size in the last lenses 

reaches a maximum of about three milimeters, and from the fact that the aperture of these last lenses is 

ahout two centimeters. Thus, since one must allow for oKcentering from misteering of about one standard 

deviation. the useful aperture is about seventeen millimeters or just over five standard deviations of the 

beam size. 
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(2) Requirement t,o Operate with Detmuned Opt.ics 

Operationally, in order to reduce the requirement for a good full-proof five standard 
deviation cut on the phase-space, the optical cletnagnification in the final focus is reduced 
by about a fact.or two. This reduces the natural beam size in all the high-d quadrupoles 
near the interaction point by a factor t,wo, and lowers the probability that stray part.icles 
which have been transmitted through the collimation at the end. of the linear accelerat,or, 
wander outside of t,he beam st.ay-clear specified by the aperture. This is however cost,ly 
in overall performance since&e beam size at t,he collision point is t,hereby enlarged, and 

- thus the luminosity reduced. 

_ .(3) Requirements on Phase-Space at-the Arc Exit 

The sensitivity t.o insufficient.ly collimat2ed beam-tails was in addition enhancd, ini- 
t,ially, because the apertures of the final focus beam-line, upst,rearn of t.he correction ele- 
ments used as part of bhe optical buffer section for phase-space clistortions (described in 
111.4.1), are tight,er than those in the arcs, by factors of five to ten, after norxnalising to the 
nominal beam size. For t(his reason, otherwise correctable phase-space distortions could 

cause scraping off t,his apedure. This in turn would generate nluons which could reach 
t.he detector. The t,olerauce to beam loss along t,he final focus beam-line was of the order 
of lo7 particles per crossings, or one part per thousand of a beam with lOlo particles per 
bunch. This was a very stringent t,olerance, which required that the beam phase-space be 
nearly matchecl at, the arc exit. To meet this tolerance special optical controls within the 
arc lattice had t,o be designed, to enable controlling the beam size and shape at the end. 
LIore recently, special magnet,ic shielding has in adclition been installed in the final focus 
tunnel, to relax t.olerance to beam loss there by almost an order of magnitude. 

III.5 TOLERANCES AND TUNING: THREE MAJOR PIECES 

111.5.1 Introduction 

it, is appropriate t.0 evaluate tolerances to errors and a global strategy for adjusting 
the system by &vi&n g up t,he SLC’ in three major pieces, arid in terms of their overall 
effect. on performance, described in 111.4. 

The three major pieces are: 

1. The pads of t,he SLC which are upstream of the damping rings: t.he elect,ron and 
posit.ron sources, t’he irlject,or arid first sector of the linear accelerabor, and the transport 
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lines feeding the beams into the damping rings, 

2. The parts of the SLC which are between the damping rings and t,he encl of the linear 
accelerator: the t.ransport, lines connecting the damping rings to the the linear accelerator, 
and the linear accelerator, 

3. And the part’s of the SLC wl1ic.h are between t’he end of the linear accelerator and 
the collision point: t’he arcs and final focus sections. 

- 111.5.2 Sources and Injec&r 

- The clamping rings, thanks to the racliat ion damping, will “standardize” virtually 
anything* that is injected into them. Therefore, errors in t,he sect.ions upstream of the 
clanlping rings matt.er only if the dist.ortions generated become larger than the available 
aperture, in which case the transmission into t,he rings is derated. The cletailed shape 
of the beam and its emittance are not very important as long as t,he beams makes it 
int,o the rings without getting scraped off. The t,olerances are therefore relatively loose 
on the transport, as long as t’he phase-space generated at the source is not, abnormally 
large. This is t,rue both of static and dynamic errors. In this way, except. for possible 
losses in beam current,, errors and tuning upstream and downstreaIn of the clamping rings 
are independent of each-ot,her. The damping rings provide a breakpoint in the overall 
accumulation of errors, where the beam “looses nlenlory” of what perturbed it before. 

X1.5.3 Ring to Linear Accelerator Section and Linear Accelerator 

. 

Errors in t.he ring to linear accelerat.or section and in the linear accelerator will cause a 
combination of effective entittance growth and betatron mismabch. The effect,ive enlittance 

* This is strictly true only for a storage time large compared with the damping time. If the storage 

time, which is equal to the time between pulses in the linear accelerator, is T, and the damping time is T, 

then output emittance can be written’?l: 

where E,~ 1: % 10-5mrad is the normalized equilibrium emittance of the ring. For the initial specification 

of the SLC’ at 120 Hz, T = 8.~rns. The clamping time is T 2 sms. This allows to calculate the 

maximum eniitfance or distortion Cc”” of the phase-space at the injection to the damping rings which 

rrill be damped to the desired normalized emittance value of ~~~~~ ‘ks = 3 10-5mrad. ICP find. using (2.3): 

C” k8.5 E fe:. This sets a theoretical tolerance on the input phase-space at injection. As can be seen 

it is a rather comforfable tolerance. The practical tolerance set /my the aperture of the injection lines is in 

fact more stringent. 
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growth is uncorrect.able and affects the luminosity that, can be achieved direct.ly. The 
mismatch of t*he phase-space will if left uncorrected combine wit.11 the misnlat,ch generated 
in the arcs and final focus. As long as such errors are stat,ic, this is not a major problem 
for the luminosit,y. The effects from, and sensitivity to such mismatch, from bhe point of 
view of the luminosity, was described in 111.4.1. 

-- 

The static tolerances must be specified to avoid significant, ernitt.ance growth. If the 
collimation system at t.he end of the linear accelerator is close to perfect,, and defines a full- 
proof beam-stay-clear, as clescribed in 111.4.2, then these tolerances must be detmerminecl 
to maintain a st,able phase-sEce at the end of the accelerator to one half to one st.andard 
deviations of t,lie nominal parameters. In t.his case, the tolerances in the linear accelerator 
are of the order of 100~1n for the orbit errors, and of the order of half a percent for t,he 
focusing errors, in order to assure enlittaIlce growth below a factor l.?*. The tolerance on 

the focusing errors is not difficult to meet for the quadrupole strengths. It, is however quite 
clificulb to know the energy of t,he gradually accelerated beam, locally, t.o that precision. 

In addition, because this energy depends on the population of klystrons used to gen- 
erate the RF power which is fed t,o the beam, and on the correct phasing of this RF at, 
each sbation, and because both t.hese are not entirely stabilized, the phase-space mismatch 
and effective enlitt,ance growth are not necessarily stable. It is therefore most, often u- 
reasonable to allow them to accumulate and combine with resiclual errors in the arcs and 

final focus, because as we will see, the tuning proceclures for the’final focus are complex 
and lack orthogonality, which means that, a full reoptimization can be required even for 
modest, changes. In general, this second part of t,he system can be considered t,he “active” 
part of the SLC. St,abilization is still an ongoing effort. 

In t,he case of t,he ring to linear accelerator transport line, a chromaticity correct,ed 
optical syst.em, the tolerances are determined by the requirement t.o minimize higher order 
aberrat,ions. This is similar to t,he requirements in the final focus which we describe in 
chapter VII. Work on this is also ongoing. 

111.5.4 Arcs and Final Focus: Range of Optical Buffer Section 

Because t,he arc lat,tice is achromatic, the errors are transnlit.ted coherently t.o t.he 
end, and can therefore be correct.ed optically in the final focus. The final focus is equipped 
with special opt.ical mabching elements t.o perform such corrections. Because the SLC’ has 
nonlinally equal eniit.t.ances in both transverse planes, Qliis optical matching is designed 
t,o correct the ten possible independent, phase-space dist.ort,ions, and uses therefore t.en 
variable elements. Tl le correction range allows to rnat.ch phase-spaces clist.ort.ed by as 
much as four st.andard deviations of the tioniinal parameters. and in any of it,s dimensions. 

* As we clescrihecl in 111.4.2.1. the tolerances in the linear accelerator were initially much more stringent. 

clue to the fact that the collimation system was insufficient. 
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If t.he beam phase-space is close to matched at the exit of the linear accelerator, and 
if for a moment we do not consider the background problems, t.hen the tolerances to errors 
in the arcs are in principle set by the correction range available in the final focus. We can 
then estimate the tolerances t,hrough (lo), by calculating the standard deviation ER of the 
random errors compatible with t,he factor four correct.ion range. We find, since t,he number 
of cells is N = 230, and if require a 98% confidence level: CR 2r 0.023. 

This is a rather loose tolerance. Initially the system was much more sensit,ive, for t.he 
two following reasons. 

-- 
1. As already ment,ionned in 111.3.3.2, the discontinuities introduced into the arc 

lattice by the rolls of the achromats resulted before the modification of the roll transitions 
in a severe tolerance to systemat,ic errors, of the order of 0.005 (see section VI.2) 

2. As already mentionned in 111.4.2.!, the smaller normalized apertures in the final 
foc& beam-line required initially that the beam phase-space be negligeably mismatched 
at t,he end of the arc. The tolerances to random errors were in this case also of the order 
of ER 2 0.005. 

111.5.5 Global Tuning Strategy 

The above considerations on t.he t,olerances and on the tuning in the SLC are sum- 

marized in Fig. 18. Both static and dynamic random errors naturally cause an average 
growth of t,he phase-space with t,he exponential of t.he square root of the distance. Two 
breakpoint,s exist, where the beam is in principle reset t.o its nominal condibion. These 
breakpoint, separat,e the tuning in the three parts of the SLC: which they define. The first, 
breakpoint: the damping rings, re-standardizes bhe beam perfect,ly. The second breakpoint, 
consist,ing of the collimators at t.he end of the linear accelerator, serves t.o separat.e t.uning 
relat.ed to maximizing the luminosit,y from the requirement to minimize backgrounds in 
the experimental apparatus. The set.tings of the collimat.ors are determined by t.he op- 
tical set-up arrived at in the arcs and final focus. This set-up results from tuning both 
t,hese sect,ions to maximize t,he luminosity at the interacbion point.. After t,his, bhe second 
breakpoint, - the collimat,ors - decouples the backgrounds in t,he det.ector from tuning in 
t,lie upstream sections. The tolerable error level and performance of feedback correct,ions 
and t.uning are determinecl at. each stage by t,he “capture-range” defined by each of these 
breakpoint,s. 

SIuch of the present, challenge in opt,imizing t,lie overall tuning strat,egy of t,he SLC! 
is the definit,ion of t,he second breakpoint, by improving the collimation at t,he end of the 
linear accelerator, ancl the tuning of t.he beam in t.he second part, of t.he SLC’: the ring 
to linear accelerat.or and linear accelerator sections. Once this is clone, t,lie optics. in t,he 
arcs and final focus can be adjust.ecl to optimize the luminosity independent. of background 
consiclerat,ions. 
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IV.1 INTRODUCTION 

What was described above is t,he current stat,us and understanding of t.he commission- 
ing of the SLC. Bot,h result from our accumulated experience with this nlachine’“. The 
initial program proceeded in a rather different- way, as we were learning to operate bhis 
new kind of machine. 

- Commissioning and tests of successive stages of the SLC were an ongoing enterprise 
since the fall of 1981, and throughout the construction period (fall 1954 t,o spring 1987). 
Subsequently, and for a little over one year, mucl~ dedicated work was devoted to the newly 
installed arcs and final focus sections, with continuing improvements in t,he upstream parts. 
This last half-year, the full extent of t.he overall tuning problems of the SLC have been 
recdgnized. Special efforts are now dedicated t.o opt,intize each system according. to the 
general framework described in 111.5.5. 

IV.2 EARLY COMMISSIONING PHILOSOPHY 

The early comnissioning philosophy for t,he systems downstream of the clamping rings 
consisted in transmitting the beam rapidly and as far as possible into each newly built and 
inst.alled systems t.o enable early diagnosis of major inst8allation and construction errors. 
After this was done, the program continued with an overall tuning and correction st,rategy 
which treated the final focus section as an optical buffer section for t,he accumulat.ed errors . 
in the whole machine. 

The program therefore began early on trying t.o focus the beam to a small size at the 
collision point, although with litt.le success! because of primarily two reasons: t,he specific 
problenis wit,11 t,he arc lat, tice, which were not. understood init,ially, and were discovered 
experiment,ally, and the lack of unclersbandin g and st.ability of t,he phase-space at, the encl 
of t,he linear accelerator, due t,o insufficient time spent, cotnmissioning the upsBream part,s 
of the SLC. 

IV.3 OPTIMIZING THE ARC PHASE-ADVANCEz3 

After t,he mechanism which caused the arc lattice to clistort t,he beam phase-space 
had been iclenbifiecl, namely the sensitivity to systematic phase errors iritroducecl by the 
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rolls, the program shifted towards minimizing the dist,ortions, through a conibination of 
measurernent,s of the phase-advance in each of t.he achromats, and partial corrections? pos- 
sible in the combined function magnets, by physically moving magnets and by combining 
trim windings in each achromab and a global imbalance between focusing and defocusing 
magnets set up in a separate circuit. 

IV.4 MODIFICATION OF ROLL-BOUNDARIES 
-L - 

A second cure which was devised consist,ed in modifying the roll distributions t.o 
gen&ate transitions with a greater tolerarice t,o systematic phase errors. The adjustments 
of the arc phase-advance had brought the system close to specification, and had minimized 
the coupling to the point where it could be handled relatively well by t.he optical matching 
sections in the final focus. It was however felt important for future operability to implement 
this passive cure, which made the syst,em significantly more error-tolerant, particularly for 
equal or close to equal input ernittances. After implementation of t4his modification, the 
arcs behaved much as arcs without rolls, and although some cross-plane coupling remained 
at the arc exit, the beam envelope was near its nominal size. This, and improvements made 
in controlling t,he phase-space at t.he end of the linear accelerator, enabled ho obtain and 
to maintain small focused spots of about 5pn at. the collision point. 

IV.5 NEW AND TIGHTER CONSTRAINTS FROM BACKGROUNDS 

In the next coninlissionirig phase? the problems of minimizing backgrounds in the 
cletect,or began to be included in t,he tuning st,rat.egy. The initial collimation st,rategy 
concentrated the primary collimation in t,he final fOCUS, where nearly every accessible 
place on the beam-line is at. the same betat,ron phase because of the large $-functions? and 
where only small fract.ions of t.he phase-space could be cub without, generating excessive 
numbers of I~UOIH reaching t,he det,ector. Recause of these t,wo problems, a rlearly mat,ched 
phase-space was found to be required at t,he ent,rance to the final focus. For this reason. 
two addit,ional modificat.ions had t.o be introduced. Firstly t,he collimation st,rat,egy had 
t.o be nlodified, and t,he primary collinlat,ion redeployed t,o t,he linear accelerator t.o arc 
beani-line ( i’t)eaiil swit chyartl”) and to t’lie arc “reverse bend”. Secondly, a new schenie 
for doing opt ical corrections with t,lie combined function arc magnebs, t,lirough harmonic 
perturbations, had t,o be devised t,o enable adjustin, 0’ the beam shape at. the arc exit. 

IV.6 COLLIDING BEAM OPERATION 
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After this, the program proceeded trying to maint.ain st*able colliding beams at the 
interaction point, with low backgrounds. This involved both small adjustments t,o the 
optics in the arcs and final focus and extensive use of the new collimators. In this phase, 
the beams were made to collide and maintained in collision for the first time by detecting 
beam-beam deflections, which result if the beams don’t collide head-on. 

The beam-beam deflect.ion method was proposed at an early stage in the commission- 
ing, as a way t.o bring the focused micron size beams into collisioil at the interaction point., 
using the electromagnetic fields produced by the charged electron and positron bunches. 

- These fields are intense eno@h to deflect the opposing bunch coherently, if the collision is 
not head-on. The deflections can be measured with strip-line beam position monit,ors at 
the system’s high p-points, where they are magnified. 

This method is one of t.he three observable effects from the beam-beam interaction at 
the-SLC. The two other methods are the synchrotron radiation emitted as the particles 
are deflected in the electromagnetic field of the opposing bunch (“beamstrahlung”), and 
the enlargement of the betatron angular spread at the interaction point from these same 
fields (“disruption”). 

Wit.11 its st.rong and relatively easy to detect signals, the beam-beam deflection method 
has become the primary method for maintaining the beams in collision. It also provides a 
signal st.rongly correlatecl with the luminosity, which may in the future be used to optimize 
the beam sizes of the two beams at the interact,ion point. 

IV.7 TOO MANY KNOBS 

With a not, fully stabilized phase-space at the end of t,he linear accelerator, with the 
presence of st,ill some unstable pieces of hardware in t,he arcs and final focus, and because 
of insufficient and solely primary collimat,ion, the program oft,en became non-con\.~ergerlt: 
collimators were set-up one clay for a given phase-space; then the beam phase-space woulcl 
change and particles would begin to get transmit,ted int.0 forbidden parts of the requirecl 
beam st,ay-clear. The response would be a combinat.ion of re-adjustments of t,he collimators 
and of the opt,ics in t,he arcs and final focus, which images t,he collimators. This would 
t,hen require furt,her optical adjustments t,o re-opt,imize t,lie beam size at. the interact.ion 
point. and so on. It. was understood t,hat to solve this problem, the program had to 
begin by ascertaining a st,able opt,ical set,-up in the arcs and final focus, where corrections 
would not be made continually to feedback on variations in the beam sizes at t,he collision 
point, or to rising backgrounds, but. rather as well thought out adjustments based 0.~1 t.illle- 
averaged observations ancl measurements. It was also understood that the stability of 
t.lie linear accelerator is essent,ial, ancl that a more full-proof collimat,ion sysbem is needed 
to separate luminosit,y maximization from background minimizat,ion, as described above. 
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Also, reliability issues began to receive more att,ention, as the time to reach a well optimized 
set-up became longer, with the ever increasing requirements put. on the phase-space, and 
sometimes almost reached the time between hardware failures in the machine. 

IV.8 PRESENT GOALS 

The SLC is at present being restarted. A new collimation system is to be installed at 
the end of the linear accelerator. Also, special magnetic shielding has been installed in the 
firm~~focus tunnel, to reduce the rate of II~UOI~S generated by beam tails getting scrapped 
off t,he vacuum chamber of the early parts of the final focus. This, combined with the 
already exist.ing slits, will enable beam tails to be cut more efficiently. 

Furthermore, ~nucll attention is now given to controlling and stabilizing the beam 
phase-space at the end of the linear accelerator. This, coupled with improvements in 
handling the backgrounds, is expected to enable using the nominal rather than the detuned 
optical configuration in the final focus, and thus to reach a lower @*-parameter for the beam 
at the interaction point. 

In addit,ion, tests are being made with larger intensities (2 and 3 10” particles per 
bunch), to begin exploring experimentally the hi& current, dynamics and the possibility to 
reduce wakefield effects through the introduction of a large energy spread along t.he bunch 
in t.he early sectors of the linear accelerator (so-called BNS damping). 

The combination of t,hese improvements, and of ot,hers not mentionned here, is ex- 
pected t,o enable producing a useful rate of det.ectable Z” particles. . 
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v. OVERVIEW OF-OPTICAL TUNING 
INTHEARCSANDFINALFOCUS 



V.l INTRODUCTION 

The optical tuning procedures which were devised to adjust the arcs and final focus 
sections of the SLC result from: 

1. The basic principles of t#he optical design of these two sect,ions, which were described 
in chapter II, and 

- 

2. The global evaluadion of t.he sensitivity to imperfections and of the overall t,uning 
considerations described in chapter III. 

These procedure where furbhermore developed in the framework of t.he actual st.rategy 
followed t.o commission t.he SLC, as sketched in chapter IV. 

V.2 OPTICAL TUNING IN THE ARCS 

The SLC arcs have an achromatic lattice consisting of a FODO array. To maximize 
t,he packing factor, combined function magnets are used. All magnets except in the “beam 
switchyard” and “reverse bend” are on the same power supply. The magnets are equipped 
wit.11 backleg windings, on a achromat by achromat basis. These backleg windings were 
originally int,roduced to provide a gradual adaptation of the magnet excitat.ion to t.he beam 
energy, which decreases by about 1 GeV because of the synchrotron radiation emitted in 

I. the bending field. III addition, an imbalance between focusing and defocusing magnets can 
be set. up globally over t,he length of the arc, through a separate circuit. 

The goal of the tuning in t,he arcs is primarily to render the opbical t.ransfer as close 
as possible to an identit,y transformation. To some ext.ent, tuning in t.he arcs is also used 
to supplement the tuning of the final fqcus, as explained in 111.4.2.4, in order t,o correct 
for errors in t.he incoming phase-space. Three met.hods were devised for t.his purpose. The 
two first, ones are specifically geared towards optimizing the latt,ice in t.he presence of t,lte 
large cliscontuit,ies introclucecl by t,he rolls. The third one is a more general method for 
adjust,iug long repetitive FODO arrays. 

V.2.1 Phase-Adjustmentsz3 

The first, one is a part,ial acljustment of the phase-advance per achromat in each plane, 
t,y moving magnets horizontally. by readjusting t.he backleg windings and by set.t.ing up the 
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global imbalance. This had to be done since t,he rolls were in the original design grouped 
iI1 compensat,ing pairs separated by one or several achromat,s, to adjust the phase-advance 
in each plane uear its design value of 6~ per achromat. 

V.2.2 Smoothing out Roll Discontinuities 

The second one is a modification to t.he roll distribution, enabling a smoother transi- 
t.ion, which was showm to reduce the sensitiirity of the lattice to systematic errors substan- 
tially. This was a passive correction, which reduced the need for doing precise adjust,nlents 
of the phase-advance. 

This modification is clescribed in section VI.2. 

V.2.3 Harmonic Corrections 

The third correction is a harmonic correction. It applies more generally t,o FODO 
arrays, and allows t.o correct. any kind of error generated in the .arcs. It is designed in 
part,icular to correct. for coherent. build-up of the phase-space clistortions due to errors at. 
twice the bet,at.ron frequency, including both in-plane phase-space distortions and cross- 
plane coupling. The required trim corrections were introducecl in t.he combined funchiou 
lllagnets by rewiring t,he backleg windings in each magnet of the last seven achromats of 
each arc into set,s, spatially modulated at t,wice the betatron frequency. By driving t.he 
upper and lower windiugs of each nlagnetm separately, it is possible to generate both regular 
and skew quadrupole perturbations in the magnets. III total, t,he lattice can be perturbed 
in nine independent ways through t,his mebhod. These addit,ional adjusttnent,s allow both 
t,o take out, errors in the lat,tice and t,o correct dist.ort,ions of t.he phase-space injected into 
t,lie arcs. 

This nlet.hod is describecl in sect.ious VI.3 and 4. 

V.3 OPTICAL TUNING IN THE FINAL FOCUS 

The opt ical correctious irl t,he final focus were designed t,o enable reacljust.ing t,he lat.- 
tice, irl order to absorb phase-space distortions in beams wit,11 equal ernittances iu hot h 
planes at the iriject.iori t.0 the sect.ion. The design of these adjustments and of the st.rat.egj 
for opt.itnally applying t,hem st,art.ed out, with an optical system which had already been op- 
timized for t.he required performance of the final focus and for the available space. Because 
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of this, t.he design work had to take a pragmatic approach, ancl only slight modifications 
to the lattice were possible. As a result, some of the correction modules straddle several 
of the telescopes of the final focus, and are therefore st*rongly coupled. In addition, one of 
them has a practical range severely limited by perturbations to the traject.ory produced 
on the outgoing spent beam. 

The maximum adjustments of the optics which are possible enable absorbing dist,or- 
tions of up t.0 a factor four in any of bhe orient&Cons of the phase-space. All cotnpouents 
of the t,ransverse phase-space and t,he couplings between them must be controlled to mini- 
mize t.he beam size at the co’l+ision point. This involves ten independent distortions of the 
phase-space, and thus the correction algorithm uses ten variable quadrupoles. 

The adjust,rnents are grouped in three sets: 

1. Four corrections to minimize the spatial and angular dispersion in both planes, 
using two pairs of cluadrupoles t,o perturb the matching of the dispersion in t.he first 
section of t,he final focus. The pairs are separated by % ancl consist of regular and skew 
quadrupole for control in each plane. 

2. Three corrections to the betatron angular spread at the interaction point,, by 
controlling t.he magnitude of < t” > and of < y’” >, and by minimizing the < .~‘y’ > 
correlat.ion. This is done using the two last erect quaclrupoles and a skew quaclrupole in 
the upper telescope, where t,he demagnificat,ion of the final focus is initiat.ed. 

3. Three adjustments to position the waists in both planes at t.he interaction point., by 
minimizing the correlations bet,ween the positions n:,y and the angles Z’J’ in both planes. 
This is done using trim windings on the next to last two quaclrupoles of the final t,elescope, 
and with a skew quadrupole just upstream. 

The ten variable quadrupoles used for these corrections are shown in Fig. 12. Because 
each correct.ion is coupled to t,he ones downstream, t,hey must. be applied sequent.ially. A 
flow diagram illustrating this sequent,iaJ application is shown in Fig. 19. 

The seven first adjustrnentSs are st,rongly coupled ancl clepencl non-linearly on phase- 
space parameters. The final three waist correct,ions can be orthogonalized independent of 
the input phase-space. X ten-dinlensidnal non-linear fitting program has beeu developed 
to niat,cli t,lie lat,tice in t,lie final focus t.0 t.lie input, beam. Local orthogonal “knobs” are also 
defined for fine-tweaking around the initial solut,ion, although t.his is not, always practical 
because of st.eering from the lenses. 

The opQica1 t,uning of t.lle final focus is the subject of chapter VII. 
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Figure 3. General layout of the arcs. The numbers refer to each achromat. 
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Figure 5. Rolls about axis of achromats in north and south arcs. 
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Figure 6. Longitudinal displacement of the focal point with the energy. 
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Figure 7. Variation of the P-parameter with the fractional energy error in the final 
focus section, with chromaticity correction (a), and without chromaticity correction (b). As 
can be seen, the optical bandpass of the system is enlarged by the chromaticity correction. 
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Figure. 9 Relative variation of the luminosity with the P*-parameter in the final focus 
section, without chromaticity correction, and for several values of the energy spread. 
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Figure. 10 Contribution to the interaction point beam size of the main second order 
aberrations, as a function of the bend angle of the chromatic correction section (a), of 
the distance between the last quadrupole and the collision point (b), of the length of the 
chromatic correction section (c), and of the total length of the system (cl). The real power 
dependances for each of these aberrations are: 

ca) Tl266 0: B”, Tl446 0: B-l, &244 CC Bm2.05 

(b) Tlijk oc (l*)1*7g 
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In the case of(c), the power dependance is slightly weaker for Tl244 and for Tl446i for 
large values of I,,,. 
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Figure. 11 Relative variation of the luminosity with the P*-parameter, with chromatic 
correcti’tin (full line), and without chromatic -correction (dot ted line). 
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Figure. 12 Schematic of the final focus optics. Correctors for betatron matching are 
shown shaded, and for dispersion matching cross-hatched. 
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Figure. 13 Betatron oscillation (a) and oscillation of the square of the beam envelope 
(b) in the focusing lattice. The oscillation of the square of the envelope is at twice the 
betatron frequency. 

Figure. 14 Distortion and rotation of beam phase-space from a focusing error. 
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Figure. 15 Incoherent imaging of a betatron oscillation of a beam with finite energy 
spread (a). Th ‘s results in an abnormal correlation between the transverse coordinates and 
the energy of the particles in the beam. The projection of the phase-space (x, x’, F, z) on 
the plane (x, x’) is thereby enlarged. 
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Figure. 16 Incoherent imaging of a phase-space distortion. In (a), we show the 
nominal phase-space, and in (b) the distortion of this phase-space from a focusing error. 
The incoherent imaging of this distortion generates a second order correlation between 
the transverse coordinates and the energy of the particles. When this correlation becomes 
large, the projection of the phase-space on the plane (x, x’) will correspond to the larger 
cercle in which the ellipse is inscribed. 
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Figure. 17 Basic principle of collimation. 
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Figure. 18 Illustration of the separation in three major pieces of the tuning in the 
SLC. There are two breakpoints in the accumulation of the errors, from the radiation 
damping in the rings, and, in a more imperfect way, from the collimators at the end of the 
linear accelerator. 
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Figure. 19 Sequential application of the ten optical adjustments necessary to minimize 
the interaction point beam size. 
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yI.REPORTS AND PUBiJCATIONS ON OPTICAL 
CORRECTIONS IN THE ARCS 



VI.1 “Betatron Phase-Space Diagnostic in a FODO Array” 

This collider note describes one of the experimental methods used to determine the 
beam phase-space injected into the arcs. The method consists of: 

1. Varying the phase-advance per cell in the optical lattice of the linear accelerator, in 
order to cause the beats in the P-parameter which result from the accumulation of focusing 
errors upstream of the arcs to move longitudinally, and of, 

2. Measuring the beam-size on a fixed phosphor profile monitor screen. 

- 
This method is being successfully applied to monitor the phase-space at the end of 

the linear accelerator. 
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SINGLE PASS COLLIDER MEMO CN-367 

AUTHOR: Philip Bambade DATE: October 2, 1988 

TITLE: BETATRON PHASE-SPACE DIAGNOSTICS 
XN A FODO ARRAY* 

I. INTRODUCTION 

- As has been shown ‘, Matron mismatch is conveniently diagnosed in long 
repetitive FODO arrays by systematically varying the cell phase-shift p and by 
measuring beam size at the end. For small variations, lattice parameters Q and 
p change negligibly. This can be seen calculating2 for example p as a function of 
piti a thin lens FODO array. One gets: 

p* - Ll * 4P/2) - 
sinp 

where pk are the minimum and maximum values, occurring at the D and F lens 
respectively, and L is the cell length. The beam-size remains therefore nearly 
constant if the phase-space is matched to the lattice. If it is not matched, beam 
parameters beat at twice the betatron frequency along the array, and the size 
at the end will vary as the beats are moved back and forth. A total phase-shift 
of r is needed to go through a full cycle of variation. In the Linac, where the 
total phase-advance is 607r, a &2.5% systematic variation of F and D lenses is 
sufficient. 

In this note, we show by parametrizing the mismatch in normalized coor- 
dinates, that the beam phase-space is readily determined from the measured 
size-variations. The parametrization given is general and applies to any transfer 
channel. The insensitivity of lattice parameters to systematic phase-shift applies 
however only in a FODO array. In addition, the calculation assumes uncoupled 
motion. The proposed method is therefore not applicable in the Arcs or Final 
Focus Sections. It is relevant however at the end of the Linac, where it enables 
rapid diagnostic, in both planes simultaneously, and without extensive set-up, of 
the beam injected into the passive part of the Collider. 

l Work supported by Department of Energy Contract DEACOJ- 76SF00515. 
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Phase-space parameters can also be determined without varying any focussing 
element, through measurements at at least three different betatron phases. The 
four Sector-30 off-axis screens3 may be used for this, allowing monitoring without 
intercepting the beam during running. Practical formulas can be derived. An 
approximate expression is given for the emittance as an example. 

As noted4, the spacing in betatron phase of’the four screens is not regular. 
Also, two out of four screens are at p maz whereas the two others are at ,&in. 
This gives about a factor two assymetry in their sensitivities, which the error 
analysis of this method must take into account; This, and a comparison with the 
traditional methods5 is not included here. 

.__ .: ‘- .,. .. .:. 

II. NORMALIZED COORDINATES5*6 
- 

The transverse motion of a particle in a focussing array is governed by Hill’s 
equation: 

d2z 
-j-J + k,(s)2 = 0 (2) 

where z and s = ct are the transverse and longitudinal coordinates respectively, 
and k,(s) represents the strength of the time-varying restoring force from the 
focussing array. 

Introducing the normalized variables 2 = t and d& = $, where p satisfies: 
fi 

gg$~(~)2+k*p2-1=o, (3) 

transforms the governing equation (2) into that of a pure harmonic oscillator: 

d2.Z 
w+i=o* 

Thus the solution of (2) is: 

2 = a&cos(~ + b), 

where a and 6 are integration constants, 
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It is easily verified that: 

7Z2 + 2azz’ + pr12 = a2, (64 

11 

where t’ = 2, 7 = 1+ 
-# 

, and cy = $. The quantity in (6a) is called the 
Courant-Snyder invariant ‘. It can also be written in matrix form: 

(6b) 

-- 

(6) defines the closed phase-space trajectory - an ellipse - of a particle with 
initial condition a. It also defines the envelope of the phase-space .matched to the 
lattice. The Twiss parameters CY, p and 7 are here properties of the lattice. The _ 
area 1ra2 of the ellipse is identified as ?r times the emittance c In the matched 
condition, the beam-matrix7 (T = CT. 

III. PARAMETRIZATION OF MISMATCH 

In the normalized coordinates z = z and 2’ = $ = a(2 - $z), the 
fi 

matched phase-space is a circle of radius e. This can be verified by direct sub- 
stitution in (6a). A mismatch amounts to distorting this circle into an ellipse. 
We characterize the mismatch by the ratio A4 of the radius of the larger circle 
in which the ellipse is inscribed to that of the initial circle corresponding to the 
matched case, and by the angle 40 between its major axis and the abscissa (see 
Fig. 1): M and $0 can be thought of as the amplitude and phase of the mismatch. 

The equation of the distorted ellipse is calculated in terms of M and 40, first 
in the coordinates rotated by ~$0 in which it is erect, and then transforming back 
into the unrotated coordinates. This gives: 

.z2 (M2cos240+ &sin2do)+(i~)2(M2sin2~o+ ~~os~$o)+2ii’eos~o~;~~o(M~-- ;?I = .f. 
(7) 

The corresponding beam-matrix, written in the normalized system, is: 

( COS’$O 

l3i=C 
M2sin2& + M’ -cosq&in&j(M2 - -&) 

-cosqbosin40(M2 - $) M2C0S24rJ + ?gp 
1 

* 
(8) 
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Transforming back into real coordinates gives: 

(9) 

In the matched condition, characterized by M = 1, (9) reduces to (6b) as ex-’ 
petted. 

IV. PHASE-SPACE DETERMINATION - 

From (8) and (9), the bzm-size measured at an arbitrary point at the end 
- of the array as a function of the total induced phase-shift 4 is: 

u2(4) = $M’ + &, + (M2 - &)cos2(+ - &I)). (10) - 
The. period of this function is r as expected. The mismatch parameters M, do 
and the emittance e are easily computed: 

In (ll), 40 is the difference in phase between a(4) = ~~~~ and the starting point 
4% 

The full beam-matrix can then be reconstructed from (9), using the lattice 
parameters cy and /3 at the measurement point. Equations (10) and (11) are 
approximate because Twiss parameters a and p change slightly with the induced 
phase-shift from (1). The contribution to the error from this is however small as 
it is bounded by their variation over the 2.5 % phase changes which are applied. 

We can also use (10) to determine the phase-space from measurements on 
the four off-axis screens3, without varying any focusing element. Approximate 
expressions are easily written if the slight mismatch present in the design lattice 

t is neglected . Using’ A&2 = A& N 22.5’, and A&s = 67.5’, where i = 1,4 

t The design Linac lattice is not fully periodic. It includes deviations in quadrupole strengths 
required to match across sector boundaries. These local deviations can be as large as 20 
%. However because the systematic strength variations induced in this method are about 
2.5 %, effect-e from these irregularities are small. This has been checked’ using the on-line 
model. 
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refer to the four screens, the horizontal electron emittance is: 

c2 N ( AI + A2 + A3 + A4 

4 I2 - ( A12A3)2-( 
&(A2 - A4) - (Al - &) )2 

2 3 
(12) 

where Ai = u’ f , -9 in which pr,s = Pm;,, N 20m. and p2,4 = Pmaz N 50m.. The 
same expression applies for the vertical plane by exchanging ,&in for &,,, and 
for the positron emittance, by exchanging horizontal for vertical electron results. 

Similar expressions can be obtained in the same way for mismatch parameters 
M and 40. 
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ized coordinates. 
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VI.2 ~LRoll-fix - An Adiabatic Roll Transition for the SLC Arcs” 

This conference article describes the mod ification of the roll transitions which were 
used to provide the vertical deflections necessary to follow the terrain of the SLC site. The  
boundary was mod ified into a  smoother transition, which almost perfectly suppressed the 
coupling of horizontal lattice dispersion into the vertical plane, and substantially reduced 
the sensitivity of the betatron lattice to systematic focusing errors. This mod ification was 
proposed and implemented to help control the magn ification and, build-up of errors from 
the arc lattice, by making the system more error-tolerant. The  paper  summarizes the 
evaluation and performance of this scheme. 
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ABSTRACT 

The SLC Arcs were rolled at achromat boundaries to follow 
the terrain of the SLAC site. This makes the linear optics 
sensitive to systematic gradient errors, from which severe cross- 
plane coupling effects may arise. As a partial correction, a 
smoother roll transition was introduced which relieves much of 
this sensitivity. We present an evaluation of this scheme and 
report on the observed improvements. 

INTRODUCTION 

The two Arcs of the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) are 
designed to bend the electrons and positrons around and into 
collision, without significant emittance dilution.’ To minimize 
emittance growth from synchrotron radiation in the bend field, 
the focusing must be strong and compact and, therefore, use 
combined function magnets. To assure achromatic imaging, 
the magnets must also include sextupole components, and be 
grouped into sets (achromats) appropriately symmetrized for the 
suppression of optical aberrations.’ In addition, for economical 
reasons, the two Arcs were designed to follow the terrain of the 
SLAC site (see Fig. l), and thus include vertical deflections. 
For maximum compactness, these deflections were produced by 
rolling the magnets around their axis by up to 10’ at achromat 
boundaries (see Fig. 2). To provide an overall cancellation of 
the induced cross-plane coupling, the rolls were grouped in pairs 
separated by one or several achromats, corresponding in the 
ideal system to an identity transfer matrix with 6 n* phase- 
advance. 
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However, these long-range cancellations resulted in a limited 
bandwidth for the optical transfer, which had relatively stringent 
tolerances to systematic focusing errors. This fact was realized 
in several stages, before and during the initial beam tests. At 
first, a stringent tolerance to systematic horizontal displacement 
errors, which in the combined function magnets generate 
systematic focusing errors, wss noticed through computer 
simulations. For example, see Ref. 3. 

During the first beam tests, it was observed that the transfer 
of betatron oscillations and of the dispersion function across 
rolled achromat boundaries could be associated with a large 
magnification. A detailed calculation of the magnification 
associated with this transfer can be found in Ref. 4. In the initial 
commissioning, this magnification was observed to be as large 
as a factor of three over the whole length of the Arc because 
the systematic errors exceeded the specified design tolerances of 
0.002.5 

Although, for the case of equal input emittances (correspond- 
ing to the SLC design specification), such growth is in princi- 
ple recoverable downstream, in the Final Focus, where a set of 
skew corrections are instaUed,6 its magnitude required initial 
correction within the Arcs. Also, as was later found, the pro- 
jected transverse emittance must in fact be close to the nominal 
design value at the exit to the Arcs, in order to minimize de- 
tector backgrounds induced by beam-tails strikin 

$ 
the smaller 

(normalized) aperture in the Final Focus region. Two basic 
cures were therefore devised. The first consisted of adjusting the 

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 
LINAC NORTH ARC PROFILE s 111) IR Hall 

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 400~1 4500 
I-ss SOUTH ARC PROFILE s (11) 

Fig. 1. Vertical profiles of the SLC Arcs. 

* Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SF00515. 
t Present address: Laboratoire de 1’AccCltrsteur Linbaire, Omay, France. 
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Fig, 2. Roll angle about  beam axis versus achmmat number  for 
North and  South Arcs. 

focusing gradients, based on  measurements of the phase-advance 
in each achromat,* to their nominal values. Such adjustments 
helped bring the growth in the betatron transfer down to within 
a  factor of about  two, but further reductions by this procedure 
w_ere limited by measurement  errors and  by thrrlack of fully 
separate controls in each plane and  in each achromat.* 

A second cure consisted of splitting each roll over several 
magnets on  each side of the boundaries,  to yield smoother 
transitions having a  greater tolerance to phase-advance errors, 
and  to nearly suppress the coupl ing of horizontal lattice 
dispersion into the vertical plane. The adjustments of the 
phaseadvance had  brought  the system close to specification, 
and  had  minimized the coupl ing to the point where it could be  
handled relatively well in the Final Focus. It was however  felt 
important for future operability to implement this passive ml&z 
cure, which makes the system significantly more error-tolerant, 
particularly for equal  or close to equal  initial emittances in both 
planes, as was noted above.  

In addition, the nearly suppressed vertical dispersion is 
expected to reduce synchrotron radiation induced emittance 
growth in the vertical plane. The scheme could be  installed 
without major disruption to the beam-line, and  resulted in 
some observed improvements. The reference trajectory could be  
kept unperturbed through small vertical displacements of the 
magnets involved. 

In this paper,  after introducing an  approximate measure for 
the cross-plane coupl ing in the betatron transfer, we evaluate 
the sensitivity to errors in the initial and  modif ied designs, and  
characterize the predicted improvements. W e  then report on  
observed improvements. 

APPROXIMATE CHARACTERIZATION OF 
CROSS-PLANE COUPLING 

The practical consequences of cross-plane coupl ing are dif- 
ferent in a  beam-l ine .than in a  circular machine. In a  cir- 
cular machine, the motion is stable only for tunes such that 
sum-resonances (corresponding to pv, +  qvv = n), have negli- 
gible effects. Residual coupl ing arises in this case exclusively 
from di f ference-resonances (corresponding to pv, - qvv = n), 
which can be  shown to result in stable beat ing between the 
two projected transverse emittances.g In a beam-line, distor: 
t ions from cross-plane cou ling can correspond both to growing 
and  decaying solutions. P “1  ’ The two projected emittances can 
in this case both grow. It has been  shown that the severity 
of such growth can be  characterized by the determinant of the 
off-diagonal two-by-two submatrix C of the general  four-by-four 

R= = 

R.41 &2 &3 E44 

transfe; matrix:” 

. (1 

This can be  seen from calculating the projected emittances 
c2 and  cy onto each plane of a  four dimensional phase-space 
transfered through a  fully coupled system, and  by using the 
six symplectic condit ions imposed by Hamiltonian Mechanics9 
W ith the simplifying assumption of upright phase-el l ipses and  
of beams initially uncoupled in both planes, one  can show that 
the following inequality holds:10 

Q,~ 2  ~,~(O)ll - det Cl +  ev.z(0)l det Cl . (2) 

In most cases, the inequality sign in Eq. (2) can be  replaced 
by an  equality. This has been  observed in several computer  
simulations. An analytical attempt to show this is descr ibed in 
the Appendix. 

From Eq. (2), we see that the most severe coupl ing effects 
arise if: det C < 0, or if: det C > I. In this case, the phase-  
space projections will grow in both planes, irrespective of the 
initial emittance values. On  the other hand,  coupl ing effects 
with 0  < det C < I are severe only if the initial emittance 
values are very assymetric (and if it is desirable to preserve such 
an  assymetry). In this case, the coupl ing will tend to equalize 
the two emittance projections. In the SLC, where the initial 
emittances are close to equal,  coupl ing effects with 0  c det C < 1  
are benign. 

DESCRIPTION OF ORIGINAL AND 
TAPERED ROLL TRANSITIONS13 

Figures 3(a) and  (b) show the principle of the original and  
tapered roll transition pairs. The first transition has a  total 
angle 8. It is matched by a  second transition, with a  total 
angle -0, located an  integer number  of achromats downstream. 
In this way, all cross-plane coupl ing effects cancel after the 
second transition, if the achromats in between are perfect, and  
correspond to an  identity transfer matrix. 

e -e 
1  I 

+o.)g)~(j . . . . . . . . . . . . . !?!x . . . . . . . . . . . . . .&j&iX~ 

(4 

; (1-2r) 

rB 2  r8 

-3 (l-2r) 

dh 

r0 -- 23  

- ik0~0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . sn.n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;o&+ 

dlil 
. 

I..0 (b) llp4 

Figs. 9(a) and  (b). Principle of original (a) and  tapered (b) roll 
tmnsition pairs. In the original set-up (a), pairs of rolls were 
concentmted at achtvmat boundar ies separated by 6  mr betatmn 
phase-advance.  In the tapered solution. (b), each roll was split 
about  jive magnets to yield a  smoother transition. The opt imum 
value for the mtio r of the total roll of the first cell to the total 
roll of the tmnsition is near  r =  0.28. 

In the original transition [see Fig. 3(a)], the full roll is 
concentrated at the achromat boundary.  In the tapered 
transition [see Fig. 3(b)], the rolls are distributed across three 
cells around the boundary.  As we will show, this tapering 
suppresses the most damaging component  of the cross-plane 
coupl ing induced in the betatron transfer. W ithin each cell, 
the rolls are split equally across the defocussing magnet.  This 
was found to nearly cancel the coupl ing of horizontal lattice 
dispersion into the vertical plane, and  is due to the fact that 
the vertical phase-advance across a  defocusing magnet  is only 
about  22*, and  because the angular horizontal lattice dispersion 
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has opposite sign at the entrance to focusing and to defocusing 
magnets. We define by P the ratio of the roll of the first cell to the 
total roll of the transition. In the original proposal, P = 0.38 was 
used, by analogy with the coefficients for a matched trajectory 
bump. It was later found that P = 0.28 gives a slightly better 
results.” 

TOLERANCES WITH ORIGINAL AND 
TAPERED ROLL TRANSITIONS 

Following the above description of cross-plane coupling 
effects, we use the magnitude and the sign of det C to 
characterize the severity of the cross-plane coupling effects which 
arise from errors in the Arc lattice. 

The original design was especially sensitive to the total 
deviations a~,,, from the nominal phase-advance between 
transition pairs. For two original roll transitions, each of angle 
8, and separated by a regular FODO lattice with an integer 
number of betatron periods [as in Fig. 3(a)], it can be shown 
that after the second transition: 

det c = sin2(20)[sin2 (AeZ;Aru)-~2sin&sinA~,] , 

(3) 

where Q  is the usual Twiss parameter at the transition (in the 
Arc, (Y = 2.65). 

For phase-advance errors with the same sign in each plane, 
det C < 0, whi!e for phase-advance errors with opposite sign,~ 
det C > 0. The magnitudes of det C, computed with a 
simulationI to confirm Eq. (5), are shown in Fig. 4 as a function 
of (l/2)(ApZ f Ap,), for a typical transition with 0 = loo. As 
expected, the maximum value for 1 det C 1, which is close to one, 
is reached for (1/2)(Ap, f A/J,) = f90’. The same quantity is 
shown in Fig. 5 for the tapered transition. As can be seen, the 
onset of a negative det C is nearly suppressed by the tapered 
transition, and the onset of a positive det C is reduced by a 
factor of two. 

1.0 

3 (4h+ by) (degrees) Qpu 

Fig. 4. det C as a function of systematic phase-advance errors 
of equal sign (dashed line) and of opposite sign (solid line), 
between two original ml1 tmnsitions. 

The actual roll distributions in the two Arcs are more 
complicated (see Fig. 2), but are superpositions of the basic 
ones shown in Fig. 3. We therefore expect the same overall 
features as for the simple examples examined above. To verify 
this, we show in Figs. 6 and 7, the same quantities as in Figs. 4 
and 5, under the same conditions - but for the whole North 
Arc, as a function of the fractional phase-advance deviations 
(1/2)[(Ap,/p,) f (Apr/pr)]. As can be seen in Fig. 6 (solid 
line), the tolerance to systematic phase-advance errors, for 
negligible coupling to occur, was about kO.006 in the original 
North Arc. 

‘.O I 

-0.5 - 

-1.0 ' I 1 I I I I 

-100 0 100 

(degrees) 
119 $(Ar,+Aky) - 

Fig. 5. det C as a function of systematic phase-advance errors 
of equal sign (dashed line) and of opposite sign (solid line), 
between two tapered roll transitions. 

14 

Fig. 6. det C as a function of systematic phase-advance errors 
of equal sign (dashed line) and of opposite sign (solid line) in 
the entire North Arc with original roll transitions. 

::: 
-0.02 -0.01 0 0.01 0.02 

I..@ ; (Ak/kG *clyhLv) ~~, 

Fig. 7. det C as a function of systematic phase-advance errors 
of equal sign (dashed line) and of opposite sign (solid line) in 
the entim North Arc with tapered roll transitions. 

In the modified North Arc, and in the case of equal emittances 
in both planes (for which cross-plane coupling with 0 < 
det C < 1 is benign), this particular tolerance is very broad and 
one expects the sensitivity to errors to be comparable to that of 
a flat Arc. For unequal x and y emittances, the improvements 
are, however, not expected to be as great (see Fig. 7 - dashed 
line). 

In practice, the system can be perturbed by both random 
and systematic errors. Also, the tolerance to errors depends 
on the requirement put on the phase-space at the Arc exit. 
As was mentioned in the introduction, the cross-plane coupling 
distortions of the phase-space are correctable in the Final 

, 
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Focus, but large distortions of the beam envelope - from any 
kind of error - can result in unacceptable background in the 
experiment, and must therefore be avoided. This leads us to 
define a tolerance in terms of the maximum deviation from 
the nominal size reached by the beam envelope at the end of 
the Arcs, as generated through the mixing of the distortions 
from both random and systematic errors. Extensive computer 
simulations15~16~17 were performed to evaluate the sensitivity of 
the Arcs, with both random and systematic errors. It was found 
that in the case of equal emittances, the Arcs with modified roll 
transitions are about as sensitive to errors as a flat Arc without 
rolls. We illustrate this point with the result from one of these 
simulations in Figs. 8(a)-(c), where the geometric mean of the 
maximum growth of the horizontal and vertical monochromatic 
beam sizes at the end of the Arcs is calculated for the original 
North Arc, for the tapered North Arc, and for a hypothetical flat 
Arc.15 The errors are the same in each case and correspond to 
systematic errors of 0.01 and to a sample of randomly distributed 
errors with a standard deviation of 0.005, in both the focusing 
and the defocusing magnets. As can be seen, the distortions are 
almost the same for the tapered Arc [case (b)] and for the flat 
AJC [case (c)l. Similar results were obtained for?ie South Arc. 
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Figs. 8(a), (b) and (c). Mazimum growth of the geometn’c 
mean of the monochmmalic beam sires in the vertical and 
horizontal planes at the end of the North Arc perturbed by 
systematic ermrs with the same sign in each plane, of 0.01, and 
n&dok errors, with a standard deviation of 0.005. The same 
sample of errors are used for comparing the North Arcs with the 
original roll transitions (a), with the tapered roll transitions (b), 
and without rolls (c), The nominal value is 35 ,um in each plane. 

OPTIMIZATION OF TAPERED ROLL 
TRANSITION 

A perfect match of the betatron transfer can be achieved 
by including at least five cells in the transition, but is not 
practical because the sign of the rolls must alternate in this case 
(presumably because the phase-advance across more than two 
cells becomes larger than x), and because the solution depends 
in this case very nonlinearly on the total roll of the transition. 

The distribution of rolls indicated in Fig. 3(b), however, can 
be improved. An example of such an optimization is shown 
in Fig. 9, where the maximum positive and negative values 
of det C, occuring when the phase-advances between the pairs 
of roll transitions shown in Fig. 3 are perturbed to satisfy 
(1/2)(Ap, f Apy) = f90°, is computed as a function of r. The 
dependance is fairly flat. The optimum value of r = 0.28 results 
in slight improvements in the overall performance.” 
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Fig. 9. Mazimum value of det C .resulting from systematic 
errvrs with opposite sign (dashed line) and with the same sign 
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(solid line) between the tapered transitions of Fig. S(b), as a 
function of the ml1 mtio r. / 
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Figs. 10(a) and (b). H orirontal and vertical dispersion mea- 
SW& in the North Arc, before (a) and after (b) the installation 
of the tapered roll tmnsitions. The vertical dispersion was es- 
sentially suppressed by the modification. 

PERFORMANCE AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 1 

The performance of the modification was particularly clear / 
for the suppreaaion of vertical lattice dispersion. This can be ! 
seen from the measurements in the North Arc, before and after 
the modification of the roll transitions [see Figs. 10(a) and (b)]. 

I 
; 

The minimization of the coupling in the betatron transfer 
which was achieved during the recommissioning of the Arcs after 
the installation of the modification cannot be attributed solely to 
this design change. It was also the result of the previous phase- 
advance adjustments,* of several other empirical adjustments 
and resteering performed at turn-on. 

The modification did in addition improve the overall per- I 
formance of the Arc, by reducing, as expected, the need for I 

I 
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feeding back on the optics to cancel variations from steering or 
other changes. However, later, expectations on the quality of 
the phase-space at the exit to the Arcs were also enhanced, in 
particular from the requirement to minimize beam tail induced 
backgrounds in the detector.? Because of this it became neces- 
sary to implement further and more precise corrections.” 

More recently, it has been possible to determine the transfer 
matrix along the Arc beam-line, by fitting betatron oscillations 
launched at several input phases.‘* Such calculations have shown 
that presently det C N 0.2 at the exit to the North Arc, leading 
to small coupling effects in the case of equal emittances. 

APPENDIX 

It is possible to calculate the projected emittances exactly 
with the simplifying assumption of upright phase-ellipses and 
of beams initially uncoupled in both planes, by folding the 
contributions to each emittance projection from the two planes. 
Because the phase-ellipses are not in general upright, the derived 
expression is an upper bound of the cases with phase-ellipses of 
arbitrary orientation. One obtains: 

- 
e =,# = [eI,,.(0)I1 - det Cl + er,,(0)l det Cl] m  , (4) 

where c:,(O) and c”(O) are the initial values, and where the factor: 

>= e,jO)q(O)l det Cl11 - det Cl 
e,,,(O)11 - det Cl + cv,z(0)l det Cl 

(:+s-2) (5) 
Xi 

describes the mixing which results from folding the phase-ellipses 
if they are not similar. Such dissimilarity arises from upright 
quadrupole perturbations to the lattice, both through random 
and, in the presence of rolls, systematic’errors. The parameters 
AZ,,, describe the magnitude of the mismatch which result in each 
plane. These parameters are defined in normalized phase-space 
as the ratio of the radius of the circle in which a distorted phase- 
ellipse is inscribed to that of the smaller circle which corresponds 
to the matched case.12 If there are no upright quadrupole errors 
(A =,# = 1) or if the two phase-ellipses are similar (X, = As), 
then the mixing term F = 0. For mismatches with X,,, S 2, 
corresponding to upright quadrupole errors of up to l%, then 
m d 2.5. For such cases, the inequality sign in the 
expression given in Eq. (2) can be replaced by an equality sign, 
for approximate calculations. 
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VI.3 “Specification of Harmonic Corrections (Wirefix) for the SLC Arcs” 

This collider note describes the theory and the design and implementation of harmonic 
corrections in the arcs. Normally a method which applies to circular accelerators, harmonic 
corrections can under certain conditions be used efficiently for doing optical corrections in 
long open FODO arrays. Such corrections were introduced in the last third of the arcs 
to supplement the optical corrections in the final focus. They are necessary to enable 
adjusting the beam at the entrance to the final focus, where a nearly matched phase-space 
is required to minimize backgrounds in the experimental apparatus. 

: 
_.._ . . ,. 
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SINGLE PASS COLLIDER MEMO CN-370 

AUTHOR: Philip Bambade, Andrew Hutton DATE: February 1, 1989 I 

TITLE: SPECIFICATION OF HARMONIC CORRECTIONS (WIREFIX) 
I 

FOR THE SLC ARCS** i 

- 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the original SLC commissioning plans, it was thought that accumulated 
optical mismatch, generated by focusing errors in the whole machine, would be 
corrected at the very end, in the Final Focus. Dedicated correctors for optical 
matching and a special adjustment strategy were planned for this purpose, with 
a large tuning range of up to about a factor four in any dimension of the beam 
phase-space1 . 

For several reasons, this does not appear to be feasible. One major constraint 
limiting the magnitude of mismatches which can be absorbed in the Final Focus is 
the background generated in the detector, from electromagnetic debris and from 
muons produced when beam-tails strike apertures there. The apertures in the Final 
Focus, normalized to the nominal beam size, are in effect significantly smaller* than 
in the Arcs, both upstream and downstream of the dedicated optical correctors. 
Because of this, otherwise correctable optical distortions can result in enhanced 
backgrounds, as imperfectly collimated beam tails get magnified by the optical 
distortions, and can get scraped off. ’ 

With the present collimation and shielding arrangements, it is necessary to 
control the beam upstream of the Final Focus in order to inject a nearly matched 
phase-space there. Following work by Stiening in the Linac2, and by Fieguth in 
the Arcs’, we have developed and installed a new system of harmonic focusing 
corrections at the end of the SLC Arcs, to provide such control. 

* The protection collimator PC18, for example, has a radius of 4 millimeters. After normal- 
izing by the nominal beam size, it is smaller than the Arc 6 millimeter vacuum &amber by 
a factor 6.7. 

**Work supported by the Department of Energy Contract DE-AC03- 
76SF00515. 
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The scheme consists of introducing small regular and skew focusing deviations 
at specific harmonics of the betatron frequency which the phase-space is specially 
sensitive to. The harmonics in question are the zeroeth harmonic and the second 
harmonic of the betatron frequency*. The focusing deviations are introduced in 
the Arc lattice by perturbing the strengths of the combined function magnets with 

t a set of appropriately rewired trim windings at their backleg . The corrections 
provide an efficient way for adjusting both for errors in the Arc lattice and for 
mismatch at the injection to the Arc, generated by the upstream systems. 

- 

In this note, we describe the specification of this correction procedure as well 
as the present installation. Initial operational experience with this new method for 
adjusting beam-lines is presented elsewhere4. 

We begin with a description of the theoretical work which guided the specifica- 
tion. We then define the harmonics in the case of the Arc lattice, and describe the 
-wiring modification and the strength of the regular and skew quadrupole compo- 
nents which can be generated, as calculated with POISSON5. We also describe the 
intra-magnet wiring arrangement through which the spatial strength modulatiotis 
are produced. 

/ (. 1 
i, :‘.- 
il -‘- .-: . i 

Finally we present the predicted effects from the present installation, and out- 
line possible improvements. 

! ,. 

.:,:, 
1::. :, 
i 

* In a circular accelerator, these harmonics correspond to the half-integer resonance in each 
plane, and to the sum and difference coupling resonances. 

t The backleg windings were introduced in the Arc magnets originally to provide a step-wise 
adaptation of the strength of the lattice to the energy of the beam, which loses about 1 Gev 
through the emission of synchrotron radiation in the guide-field. 
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II. THEORY OF HARMONIC CORRECTIONS 

11.1 Concept of Harmonic Correction in a Beam-Line213 

- 

In a beam-line where the focusing lattice consists of a periodic FODO array, the 
optical mismatch which occurs from focusing errors is conveniently described by 
an ellipse which rotates in phase-space with the betatron phase-advance6. Because 
ellipses are invariant under rotation of 7r, the beats in the beam envelope occur at 
twice the betatron frequency. Therefore, focusing errors which are separated by K, 
and more generally, whichccur at twice the betatron frequency, will build up and 
enhance the optical mismatch. 

Thus it is natural to consider adjusting the lattice and the phase-space in 
a FODO array by introducing controllable focusing perturbations at twice the 
betatron frequency. In general, the focusing errors in the lattice are random. 
Such focusing perturbations will thus-add to or subtract from the strength of the 
Fourier component of the random errors which is at twice the betatron frequency. 
Controlling the strength of this harmonic thus enables to either make an overall 
correction of the lattice, or to purposely distort the lattice to minimize optical 
mismatch in the injected beam. This notion can be applied both to regular focusing 
errors and to skew focusing errors. 

Because the perturbations from the errors are random and contain in generai a 
systematic component, the accumulating optical mismatch will not remain indefi- 
nitely in phase with the focusing perturbations which are introduced. The longer 
the array, the larger the phase-shift between the two will be, and the weaker the 
effects from the controls become, as the system becomes more narrow-band. Be- 
cause of this, harmonic corrections cannot be performed over a region that is too 
long, without losing much of their efficiency. 

A second reason why harmonic corrections can in general not be applied over a 
region that is too long arises if the momentum dependance of the focusing, referred 
to as the chromaticity of the lattice, is not or is imperfectly corrected. In this case, 
the finite momentum spread in the beam will cause the optical mismatch from the 
focusing deviations to filament into a larger effective phase-space. The efficiency 
of a harmonic correction can in this case be reduced. Because the SLC Arcs are 
designed to be achromatic, such effects arise only to the extent the chromaticity- 
correction, because of the errors, is imperfect. For the range of errors which we 

‘. .’ ., 
I: ,,“-. 
i .‘. 
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consider*, this is a small effect which we will not consider here. 

II.2 Scope of Theory 

- 

The scope of this theoretical description is not that of full generality or rigor. 
The goal is rather to show the basic features of betatron oscillations and of trans- 
verse phase-space, as they are imaged through a FODO array which has been 
perturbed by a periodical focusing deviation; We will calculate the effects for each 
perturbation separately, in an idealized system with no errors, and ignore mixing 
effects which arise when-several perturbations are applied simultaneously. Such 
mixing effects can change the magnitude of the effects, but do not change the 
basic features of the solutions which we will derive. 

_ The only case of mixing which we will treat is that of a systematic focusing 
deviation, from the random errors or applied as an independent perturbation, 
combined with a periodic focusing perturbation at twice the betatron frequency. 
Rather than calculating the explicit solution for this case, we wiii indicate the 
magnitude of the reduction factor which results. 

A practical case of periodic focusing deviation applied to a lattice with random 
errors will be explored through simulation in section VI. 

In order to calculate the effects to be expected from harmonic focusing pertur- 
bations in a repetitive lattice, it is convenient to introduce and work with normal- 
ized variables. 

II.3 Normalized Variables7 

The transverse motion of a particle in a focusing array is governed by Hill’s 
equation: 

i: + ICZ = 0 (1) 

where z = x, y and s = ct are the transverse and longitudinal coordinates respec- 
tively, and where K represents the strength of the varying ‘restoring force from the 
focusing array. 

+ We consider focusing perturbations of up to about one percent. 
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The use of the normalized variables uzly = -$ and d~~5 = $, where p satisfies: 

~/3~-~~2+Kp2-1=o, (2) 

transforms (1) into the equation of a pure harmonic oscillator: 

. . 
G,y + %,y = 0. (3) 

In (1) and (2), f 5 $, w_here f = z,p. In (3), ti s 9. The solution of (1) is 
thus: 

z = aficos(4 + b), (4) 

where a and 6 are integration constants, and is referred to as a betatron oscillation. 
By definition the frequency of this oscillation, written as a function of the phase 
variable (p, is one. 

Although the form in (4) is general, it is specially suited to periodic arrays 
consisting of repeated cells. In this case K, ,B and 9 are periodic with the cell 
length and the betatron oscillation is pseudo-harmonic. An equivalent harmonic 
oscillator can be defined by sampling* (4) at each cell: 

zn = aficos($, + b), 

with c#,, = np. (5) 

. 

where ,U is the phase-shift per cell. In what follows, we consider perturbations of 
(3). The solutions we will derive coincide with those of (1) at the sampling points, 
after resealing by fi. It is therefore possible to use (1) or (3) interchangeably, as 
long as one considers the restriction of the solution to the sampling points. We 
will use this fact to write simplified expressions for the perturbed motion. 

II.4 Periodical Focusing Perturbations 

II.4.1 Regular Quadrupole Perturbations 

‘- _: 
I-‘- -: 

* From the sampling theorem, (4) is not undersampled by this procedure as long as the cell 
phase-shift is less than K, which is always the cases. In the SLC Arcs, p= F. 
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To study the effect from a focusing modulation with regular quadrupoles, we 
replace I< by I< + k COS(VI$ + $) in the governing equation (l), where k COS(Y+ + $) 
represents a periodic deviation in the restoring force I<, of amplitude k and of 
phase $, and with u cycles per radians of phase-advance along the array. For 
the horizontal motion (z = z), the most important deviations are the ones in the 
focusing lenses. Conversely, for the vertical motion (Z = y), the most important 
deviations are the ones in the defocusing lenses*. We consider small errors so &,t 
k << I<. 

In the normalized system, the equation of motion in (3) becomes: 

il,,+ (1 + St cos(L4 + $‘))uz,y = 0, (6) 

with gr = ,f3” k, and +,’ = +. The function p is sampled at the center of each 
focusing magnet for the horizontal motion, and at the center of each defocusing 
magnet for the vertical motion. Since only errors in the focusing (respectively 
defocusing) magnets affect the motion significantly in the horizontal (respectively 
vertical) planes, the factor gr can be considered constants in (6). 

X4.2 Skew Quadrupole Perturbations 

Similarly, we write the equations which govern the motion when focusing mod- 
ulations with skew quadrupoles are applied. In this case, the restoring focusing 
force, proportional to the beam excursion in each transverse plane, acts on the per- 
pendicular plane. This generates cross-plane coupling. The equations of motion 
are in this case: 

{ 

ii, + 21, + gs cos(u#J + Jquy = 0 

ii, 4 uy + gs cos(uqb + $qu, = 0, (7) 

where gs and G” represent the amplitude and phase of the skew focusing modulation 

* This results from the fact that, in a FODO array, the beam size is naturally larger in each 
lens, in the plane in which the lens focuses. Because of this, the set of F and D magnets 
form close to orthogonal sets, in terms of their effect on the one-dimensional beam motion. 
A measure of this orthogonality is given by the ratio of the mavimum to minimum beam 
size in the array. In the Arc lattice, this ratio is 2.8. The two sets are orthogonal for all 
practical purposes. 
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t along the array . 

Defining zlk = uz f uy, we can rewrite (7) in a form similar to (6): 

ii& + (1 f ga cos( Yg5 + $J”))u* = 0. (8) 

Next, we show that the perturbed motions, solutions of (6) and (7), are affected 
significantly only for two specific values of the frequency Y of the modulations, 
namely: 

C 
- VEO and ~ru2, (9) 

corresponding respectively to the systematic component in the errors and to the 
s_econd harmonic of the betatron frequency. 

II.5 First Order Solution 

11.5.1 filethod of Variation of Constants 

Following Nayfeh, and along with the method of variation of constants, we 

t The factor g’ can be related to the amplitude of skew quadrupole modulations in the 
focusing and in the defocusing magnets as follows: 

where kD,F represent deviations to the focusing Jnd defocusing magnet strengths in the 
regular coordinate system. The largest effect in the first (respectively second) of the two 
equations in (7) occurs in the defocusing (respectively focusing) magnet, since uY (respec- 
tively uz) is naturally the largest there. Therefore the term g’ in the first (respectively sec- 
ond) equation in (7) is essentially g& (respectively 9;). Since in a FODO array, pcY = ,L$‘+, 
we have gg = g>. For this reason, we use the same g’ in the two equations in (7). 

Furthermore, it has been shown (through computer simulation) that modulations where 
the skew quadrupole components have opposite signs in the focusing and in the defocusing 
lenses produce effects which cancel over one betatron period, except in the case of the 
systematic component, corresponding to u N- 0. For this reason, we use the same phase $P 
in the two equations in (7). In the case v N 0, skew quadrupole focusing FertzrLatioE; -.-;it:i 
opposite sign in the focusing and in the defocusing magnets correspond to a rotation of the 
coordinate system. It can be shown that such a rotation can be expressed in the normalized 
variables by simply exchanging the sign of g’ in one of the two equations in (7)g. In this 
case, the two equations cannot be decoupled simply as in (8). 

i :I 
y.. 

I’, -.: 
/ ‘- 
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solve (6) and (7) by searching for solutions of the formlo: 

u = ucos(q5 + $7)). (10) 

- 

where a and 9 are functions of 4 to be determined. In (10) and in the rest of this 
paragraph, u represents u~,~,+,-. By taking the first derivative of (lo), letting a 
and 4 vary, and by requiring that the result be what it would be if a and $ were 
constants (i.e. ti = -asin($ + v)), an equation relating the first order derivatives 
b and @  is found. By calculating the second derivative of U, and after inserting 
it in an equation of the fErm of (6), we find a second equation relating b and (j. 
Thus we have replaced a second order differential equation in u by two coupled 
first order differential equations in a and in cp. By solving this coupled system, we 
find that a and v satisfy: 

t sin[(:! t u)$ + 2p t $1, 

dy = ;d$(2 co++ + +] 

t 42 - +$ + 2q - $1 
+ cos[(:! t I+$ + 259 t $I), 

(114 

Wb) 

where 11 = GTpa and g = g’t’. 

11.5.2 Averaging Method 

To find the behavior of the solutions in the limit of small gd, we solve (11) 
to first order. To do so, we first note the fact that for values of v # 0,2, the 
solutions of (11) are rapidly oscillating functions with amplitudes of order g. We 
will neglect such contributions, as they are bounded by g. Thus for v # 0,2, the 
motion, solution of (6) and (7), is perturbed negligibly. 

The amplitudes of the functions a and cp can only become significant if the 
functions on the right hand side of (11) are slowly varying functions. This occurs 
for v z 0,2. 

From now on, we will write go for the magnitude of the systematic focusing 
deviations, corresponding to Y pv 0, and g2 and $2 for the amplitude and phase of 
focusing modulations at twice the betatron frequency, corresponding to Y N 2. 
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We first solve for v N 0. The solution is obtained by integration of (llb). This 
gives: 

u = a0 cos[(l + q4 + vo] 2 , (12) 

where aa and 90 are integration constants. 

- 

Next we solve for v N 2, integrating this time both (lla) and. (llb). From 
(llb), and including only the slowly varying term cos[(2 - ~)4 + 29 - ?,!Q], we 
note that dcp 5 agzdd. The total variation of cp over the interval of integration is 
thus bounded by igz$. Thus the right hand sides of (11) stay about constant if 
$~ZC#J << r. We can in t&s case treat the slowly varying terms on the right hand 
side of (11) as constants in the integration. We obtain in this case: 

u N aoe’+ cos[(l + K)4 + cpo]. (13) 

-where: 
A= 4 sin(2cp0 - $2), 
K. = “4’cos(2cpi3 - $9). 

(14) 

II.6 Physical Description of Perturbed Motion 

II. 6.1 One-Dimensional Oscillations 

. 

From (14), (15) and (IS), we characterize the effect of regular focusing modula- 
tions on the one-dimensional motion, in the limit of small perturbation, as follows: 

Case v N 0: 

The fundamental frequency of the oscillations is shifted by systematic regular 
focusing deviations, corresponding to v = 0. This shift is independent of the initial 
phase of the betatron oscillation. 

Case v 21 2: 

The amplitude and frequency of the oscillations are perturbed resonantly by 
regular focusing modulations at the second harmonic of the fundamental betatron 
frequency, corresponding to Y = 2. Depending on the phase $9 of this modulation 
and on the initial phase ~0 of the betatron oscillation, the amplitude will initially 
decay or grow exponentially with a growth rate A, and the frequency will increase 
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or decrease linearly by the slippage parameter K. These two effects are out of 
phase: maximum frequency-slippage coincides with a constant amplitude, and zero 
frequency-slippage with a maximally perturbed amplitude*. 

We will describe the consequences for the phase-space and for the beam enve- 
lope in the next section. 

11.6.2 Trvo-Dimensional Oscillations 

Case v N- 0: (Systematic Skew Component) 

- 

We can use (12) and uk = ux f uy to calculate the effects from systematic 
skew perturbation. We obtain: ux E [ux(0) cos $J + tix(0) sin $1 cosg[q5 

+ [-~~(0) sin q3 + I&(O) cos q5] sing:4 (154 

and: 

uy N [-~~(0) sin q5 + G,(O) cos $1 sing:4 
+ [uy(0) ~0s 4 + fly(O) sin 41 cos gi6, (156) 

. 

The results in (15a) and (15b) h s ow that in the case of a systematic skew 
focusing perturbation (v N 0), oscillations originating in one plane are gradually 
transferred into the other plane, and that the sum of squares of the oscillation 
amplitudes in both planes remains constant. Thus there is beating between the 
two planes. The period of this beating is determined by g. This is true for both 
the positions uzry and the angles tiz,Y, as can be seen from differentiating (15). 
Therefore the beating phenomenon which arises is between the two full phase- 
spaces in both planes. 

C&e v N- 0: (Coordinate Rotation) 

The solutions are in this case simple harmonic oscillators, in the rotated coor- 
dinate system. We will not write these solutions explicitly. 

Case Y III 2: 

,_ :. ..:- /: : ; / ::.:;:.: 1: 
-k The separation between the two initial phases cpo, corresponding to maximum growth or 

decay, and to maximum phase-slippage, depends on the magnitude of the perturbation. It 
is strictly 45 deg only in the limit of small perturbation. We will describe the behavior for 
larger perturbation in the next section. 
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From (8) and (13)) the form of the solutions are: 

For initial conditions contained in one of two u ’ z, uz or uy, 6, planes, corresponding 
t,o the propagation of betatron oscillations launched from one plane at a time (for 
example: uy(0) = $(O) = O), one can show that the solutions can be written as the 
sum of two functions, one exponentially growing and one exponentially decaying: Q,Y = a, 2[ e%s[(l + ~)4 + cp0] It eeX4 COS[(~ - K)$ + cpoJ). (17) 

In this case, the oscillations will grow exponentially in both planes for arbitrary 
initial phase. 

It is however possible to find initial conditions such that both us and u.- 
decay simultaneously initially. This has been shown independently by solving (8) 
numericallyg. One example of such initial conditions is u=(O) = &(O) = ~~(0) = GY (0). 

In the next section, we will analyse the consequences from this cross-plane 
coupling on the areas of the beam phase-space, projected in each plane (projected 
emit tances), and for the beam envelopes, in each of the above cases. 

II.7 Physical Description of Perturbed Phase-Space 

II. 7.1 Matched Phase-Space 

In the case of a perfect lattice and when the beam phase-space is matched at 
the input, it remains matched as it is imaged through the array by the optics. 

The equation of the envelope of the matched phase-space is easily constructed 
from the form of the betatron oscillation in (4). One obtains an ellipse: 

y2 + 2cYz.i + pi” = a2, (184 

where i = 2, y = q, and cy = 3. The quantity in (1Sa) is called the Courant- 
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Snyder invariant 7. It can also be written in matrix form: 

and det(T) = 1. (1%) 

The equations in (18) also define the closed phase-space trajectory of a particle 
with initial condition a. The parameters CY, P and 7 are called Twiss parameters. 
They characterize the lattice. They also describe the beam phase-space if and 
when it is matched to the lattice. In this case, the beam-matrixll u = CT. The 
area ra2 of the ellipse is identified as 7r times the emittance E. 

In the normalized coordinates u = 5 and iL = $ = fl(i - 6~) defined in 
11.3, the matched phase-space is a circle of radius E. This can be verified by direct 

-substitution in (Isa). 

Il. 7.2 Perturbed One-Dimensional Phase-Space 

Case v z 0: 

In 11.6.1, we described the effect of a systematic regular focusing deviation, with 
magnitude gi, corresponding to Y N 0. The motion is in this case simply frequency- 
shifted, and the solutions in (12) will satisfy the equation of the matched circle 
defined in 11.7.1. The beam phase-space remains in this case matched*. 

Case u 2 2: 

When the lattice is perturbed by focusing errors, this matched circle is distorted 
into an ellipse. We describe this condition of the beam phase-space by mismatch. 
We characterize this mismatch by the ratio M of the radius of the larger circle 
in which this ellipse is inscribed to that of the initial circle corresponding to the 
matched case, and by the angle $0 between its major axis and the abscissa (see 
Fig. 1): M and ~$0 are the amplitude and the phase of the mismatch. 

* This is strictly speaking only approximately true, as the Twiss parameters in (18b), which 
characterize the FODO array, depend on the phase advance per cell. For example, it can 
be shown that for a thin lens FODO array12: 

pk --L 1 f sir4.42) 
sinp ’ 

where JQ are the maximum and minimum values, occurring in each plane in the lenses which 
are focusing, and respectively defocusing, in that plane. For small systematic perturbations 
of up to one percent, the variation of the Twiss parameters is of the order of one percent. 
We neglect such variations, 
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In 11.6.1, we described the effect of a regular focusing modulation at twice 
the betatron frequency, with magnitude g,$ and with phase +G, corresponding to 
v N 2. We found that the maximum oscillation amplitude which can be reached 

I- 

is: u maz = e34. 

The phase $0 of the mismatch depends on how far along the array the mismatch 
has propagated, i.e. on the accumulated phase advance 4, and on the phase $$ of 
the regular focusing modulation. We can thus write: 

$o=$+& 

Since 40 can take an arbitrary value, we can identify: 

(1% 

M ziq$ =umaz=e’ . (20) 

The equation of the distorted ellipse is calculated in terms of M and 40, first 
in the coordinates rotated by ~$0 in which it is erect, and then transforming back 
into the unrotated coordinates. This gives: 

U2( iV cc2 ~$0 + & sin2 $0) + id2 ( M2 sin2 $0 + 

i- 2uti cos &J sin $o( M2 +)=f. (21) 

The corresponding beam-matrix, written in the normalized system, in terms of the 
amplitude ~~27 and of the phase r,!$, is: 

where: 

Cl1 = cosh(Z&) + sinh( $4) cos(@ + $J;) 

Cl2 = - sinh( $4) sin(24 + $5) 

Cz2 = cosh(&) - sinh( 94) 424 + $;), (23) 
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and where e is the emittance. Transforming back into real coordinates gives: 

Cl1 = P&l, 

Cl2 = Cl2 - c&l, (24) 

a22 = @a2 + cY”c11 - 2d13). 

For the ideal lattice, characterized by g$ = 0, (24) reduces to (1Sb) as expected. 

- 

In summary, when the lattice is perturbed by a regular focusing modulation 
at twice the betatron frequency, with amplitude g$ and phase $z, the phase-space 
gradually becomes elong&ed into an ellipse with a major axis which grows expo- 
nentially with the accumulated phase advance, at a growth rate 8. This ellipse 
rotates in phase-space at the betatron frequency. The initial value of the phase of 
the mismatch is determined by the phase $5. 

_~ 
From (23), we see that the beam size beats between minimum and maximum 

values, of e 2 -2k:‘Q and et ‘4 respectivel$ The beating occurs with a period of r, as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Equation (23) (and graphically Fig. 1) also allows us to study 
the behavior of the solutions, both for large and for small perturbation‘. For small 
perturbation (g:d < l), the first equation in (23) reduces to Cl1 z 1+ $$ cos(24+ 
+$). In this case, the separation in the phase C$ between maximally growing or 
decaying solutions, and solutions with an unperturbed amplitude (corresponding to 
116 = l), is exactly 45 deg. This is in agreement with the results from the first order 
calculations described in 11.6.1. For larger g:$, the initial phases corresponding 
to an unperturbed amplitude move closer and closer to the phase corresponding 
to a maximally decaying solution. For infinite g’ 2, all solutions become eventually 
esponentially growing, escept for the “single” one for which, strictly, cos(2$+7&) = 
-1. This has been shown independently by solving (6) numericallyg. 

II. 7.3 Coupled Two-Dimensional Phase-Space 

In 11.6.2, we gave expressions describing the cross-coupling of betatron oscilla- 
tions which occurs from systematic skew focusing errors, corresponding to v z 0, 
and from skew focusing modulations at twice the betatron frenllenrlr CA~~PS~A~A- -‘1-----J) ” -----,- -___ 
ing to v ‘v 2. We use these expressions to infer the evolution of the areas of 
the phase-space projections in each -plane. The correctness of all forms (except 
(2s)) given in this section has been verified through simulation. Results from these 
simulations are presented in section IV. 

We assume an input phase-space where the horizontal and vertical planes are 
not coupled, but where the emittances are not necessarily equal. Let r = cy/ez 
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be the ratio of the initial vertical to the initial horizontal emittances (we assume 
T 5 I), and let us normalize the results to the initial horizontal emittance, by 
putting Ez(4 = 0) = 1. 

Case v 2: 0: (Systematic Skew Component) 

In this case, it is possible to calculate, from (15), the projected emittances, as 
the beam is imaged through the array. We obtain: 

1 
44 = $((l t 7.) t (1 - ~)w@l 
E&5) = $(l + 7.) - (1 - r> cosg;$$ (25) 

Putting r = 0 in (2F) shows explicitly the beating phenomenon which we 
described in 11.6.2. One obtains in this case: 

(26) 

The sum of the two emittances is in this case constant, and transverse oscillation 
energy is transferred back and forth between one plane and the other. This condi- 
tion describes adequately the imaging of betatron oscillations launched from one 
plane at a time. 

In the special case of equal emittances, corresponding to T = 1, we have from 
(25) that: 

~z(~) = Q(d) = 1. (27) 

The motion remains in this case unperturbed by systematic skew focusing devia- 
bions. 

For an arbitrary value of r, the two emittances will beat between minimum and 
maximum values of T and 1. As can be seen, the variations of the two emittances 
are out of phase. 

Case v N 0: (Coordinate Rotation) 

In this case, the projected emittances are calculated by transforming a four- 
dimensional uncoupled beam-matrix through a rotation of the coordinate system. 
We obtain: 

E,(4) = cos’(2gi) -I- f sin2(2gi) 

cy(d) = sin2(2gi) + r cos2(2gi). 
(28) 

i.’ .:.. 

; “: :’ 

i “’ 

The same features apply as for the systematic skew component: for r = 0, the 
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sum of the projected emittances is preserved, and for r = 1, the phase-space is not 
perturbed. 
Case v N- 2: 

In this case, we write, by analogy with (25): 

h(4) = cosh2 $4 + r2 sinh 26 4 4 

d4) = sinh2 $$ + ,2 cash’ 94. W 

In the special case okero initial emittance in the vertical plane (r = O), we 
obtain: 

1 

E&$) = cosh2(F$) 

~(4) * sinh2($4), (30) 

in accordance with (17), from which all solutions grow exponentially if the initial 
conditions are restricted to one plane. 

The difference between the two emittance projections is in this case constant, 
and the projected emittances grow exponentially in both planes. This condition 
descri’bes adequately the imaging of betatron oscillations launched from one plane 
at a time 

In the special case of equal initial emittances in each plane (r=l), we obtain: 

~(4) = e:,(4) = cash (31) 

The two projected emittances remain in this case equal, and grow exponentially*. 

II.8 Summary Description - Number of Independent Perturbations 

Thus we find that, in total, the transverse motion can be perturbed by ten 
independent parameters: 

* Although the envelope grows, there can exist, as we found in (16), individual solutions 
which are decaying. 
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I. The one-dimensional horizontal motion can be perturbed in three ways, 
namely through a systematic strength deviation in the focusing quadrupoles, 
and through the amplitude and phase of a periodic focusing deviation at 
twice the betatron frequency in the focusing quadrupoles. 

2. The one-dimensional vertical motion can be perturbed in three ways, namely 
through a systematic strength deviation in the defocusing quadrupoles, and 
through the amplitude and phase of a periodic focusing deviation at twice 
the betatron frequency in the defocusing quadrupoles. 

3. The two-dimensional coupled motion can be perturbed in four ways, namely 
through a systemat& skew quadrupole component, through the amplitude 
and phase of a periodic skew focusing deviation at twice the betatron fre- 

t quency , and through an overall coordinate rotation. 

- . These ten perturbations correspond to the number of free parameters in a fully 
general two-dimensional transfer matrixr3. 

To the extent that the errors are small and that only one perturbation is 
applied at a time, it is possible to simply parametrize the perturbed motion as a 
function of these ten parameters, as was shown above. In general, however, a full 
parametrization will be complicated as the mixing between the perturbations, not 
considered here, will yield higher order dependances. 

In the case of the four-dimensional beam phase-space, it would appear from 
our calculations that it only can be perturbed in seven independent ways, since 
the two systematic strength deviations, in the focusing and in the defocusing mag- 
nets, do not distort the phase-space, and since the coupling effect from the overall 
coordinate rotation can be reproduced through the systematic skew quadrupole 
component. 

This is however in contradiction with the counting of the number of invari- 
ants imposed by Hamiltonian Mechanics. As can be shown, two invariants exist 
for hamiltonian systems with two degrees of freedom: the volume of the four- 
dimensional phase-space and the sum of the projections onto each coordinate 
plane of any two-dimensional surface in the four-dimensional phase-spaceI*. From 
this counting, one expects eight degrees of freedom for the fully coupled four- 
dimensional phase-space. We have not resolved this discrepancy. 

In the special case of equal initial emittances in both planes (r = l), our cal- 

! . . . . -. 
,, : :: ,. ._ 
!- 

, 

I 

t iVith in both cases the same sign skew quadrupole component in the focusing and in the 
defocusing quadrupoles. 
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culations show that the fully coupled four-dimensional phase-space has six degrees 
of freedom. This is in agreement with an independent proofl’, and has also been 
verified in extensive computer simulations of optical corrections in the Final Focus 
System”. 

II.9 Case of the SLC Arcs 

Not all perturbations are equally important in the case of the SLC Arcs. 

Effects from the syste,matic coordinate rotation can in the SLC be ignored for 
all practical purposes, because the magnitude of the rotation angle can never be 
very large: for skew focusing errors of one percent, the rotation angle is only 1.15 
degree. 

In addition, effects on the phase-space from both the systematic skew quadrupole 
perturbation and the overall coordinate rotation are vanishing if the beam has; as 
is nominally specified, equal emittances in both planes. 

In the case of the systematic skew quadrupole perturbation, there can however 
be significant effects on the betatron oscillations and on the transfer matrix. For 
beams with unequal emittances, the beats which are produced in each of the two 
emittances out of phase and are bounded by the larger emittance (see equation 
(25)). In the case of the SLC, where beams with emittance ratios of about one to 
three are presently measured at the end of the Linac, this is not a large effect*. 

Effects from systematic focusing errors, over the whole length of the Arc, in the 
focusing and in the defocusing quadrupoles, would be small in entirely flat Arcs, 

’ except for mixing effects with the other perturbations. In the original design, the 
Arcs were rolled around their axis to enable following the terrain of the SLAC 
site, and this generated a strong sensitivity to systematic focusing errors. With 
the adiabatic roll transition which was introduced to remedy this problem, such 
systematic errors will produce coupling effects similar to the ones produced by a 
systematic skew focusing perturbation l7 . In the case of close to equal emittances, 
the effects on the phase-space from this are small, as was described above, and the 
modified Arcs have sensitivities which are similar to those of a flat Arc. 

I 

* This argument ignores mixing effects between several perturbations. It has in particular 
been shown that the upper bound described above can be significantly larger if the sys- 
tematic skew deviation is mixed with a systematic phase difference between the motions in 
both planes and a one-dimensional mismatch from regular quadrupole errorsr3. 
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11.10 Bandwidth Limits 

- 

The effect from the focusing modulation at the second harmonic of the be- 
tatron frequency, corresponding to v = 2, is weakened if a systematic focusing 
deviation, corresponding to u = 0, is simultaneously present, from either the er- 
rors in the array, or applied externally. This results from the gradual phase-shift 
which accumulates in this case between the resonantly growing optical mismatch 
and the induced focusing modulation (see Fig. 2). The mixing between the two 
perturbations will cause the resonant growth of the oscillations to reach a maxi- 
mum and to then decay, in a long-range beating effect. The nominal phase-space 
will be fully restored whez the phase-shift between the resonantly growing optical 
mismatch and the induced focusing modulation reaches x. 

We will not derive the explicit form of the perturbed solution. We can however 
evaluate, at any given point along the array, the reduction in the growth of the 
oscillation amplitudes, by considering- the modulation in frequency domain. The 
harmonic strength - or spectrum - of the focusing perturbation introduced along the 
array is given by the modulus of the Fourier transform of the perturbation. Here, 
we consider periodic perturbations - or modulations - which are applied along an 
array with finite length, corresponding to a total phase shift of c$,,, = np, where p 
is the phase-shift per cell, and n is the number of cells in the array. The harmonic 
strength is therefore given by: 

where b(y) is the Dirac distribution, @  symbolizes the convolution product, and 
dnP(r$) is a function of 4 which is equal to unity between 0 and np, and zero 
everywhere else*. 

This calculation is illustrated in Fig. 3. The range Av over which the harmonic 
strength is still reasonably large is given by about half the separation between the 
zeros of the function in (32), or Av = &1/2n,u cycles per radians. This corresponds 
to a maximum phase-shift of ;, accumulated between the growing mismatch and 

* This function is usually called the “door” function. 
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the focusing modulation, along the total length of the array, or to a maximum 
systematic phase-error per cell of: 

AP 
7r 

ma2 = -a 2n (33) 

Equation (33) g ives the requirement on systematic errors in the array, as a 
function of its length, to maintain strong effects from the induced focusing mod- 
ulation. The system of harmonic focusing cgrrections installed in the SLC Arcs 
extends over seven achromats, or n = 70 cells. The requirement on systematic 
phase-errors is in this case Apmaz = 4~1.3’ per cell. 
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III. HARMONIC PERTURBATIONS IN THE SLC ARCS 

III.1 Definitions 

A systematic perturbation in the focusing or in the defocusing magnets means 
that each focusing or defocusing magnet is perturbed the same way. 

The cell phase-shift in the SLC Arc lattice is 108’ or %. Thus a perturbation 
at twice the betatron frequency is a perturbation whose strength is modulated by 
exp(iyk) along the cells in the array, where k is the cell number. 

A total of nine* independent harmonic perturbations can be generated in the 
SLC Arc lattice. We will represent the strength perturbations in the focusing and 
defocusing magnets respectively by F-and D. We have: 

1. Cosine-like in-plane (regular) horizontal second harmonic component: 

F(k) = g; cos$- 6=k) 

2. Sine-like in-plane (regular) horizontal second harmonic component: 

F(k) = gi sin( ;k) 

3. Cosine-like in-plane (regular) vertical second harmonic component: 

D(k) = g; cos( 5 6Tk) 

* Only nine adjustments can be generated, out of the ten which are needed to fully control the 
optical transfer. The missing one wouM be a regular focusing perturbation, as in 7. below, 
but with the same sign in the focusing and in the defocusing magnets. Such a perturbation 
can be generated electrically through the harmonic correction system described in this note, 
or through the already installed backleg windings, but has no optical effects because of the 
achromaticity of the lattice. The only way in which it can be generated in the SLC lattice 
is physically moving the focusing magnets closer or farther horizontally from the defocusing 
magnets. 
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4. Sine-like in-plane (regular) vertical second harmonic component: 

D(k) = gi sin( $k) 

5. Cosine-like cross-plane (skew) second harmonic component: 

F(k) = D(k) = ~;cos(~ 6ak) 

6. Sine-like cross-plane (skew) second harmonic component: 

F(k) =-D(k) = gg sin( Fk) 

7. Systematic regular focusing strength difference between focusing and defo- 
cusing magnets (FD-Imbalance): 

F’(k) = --D(k) = s; _ 

8. Systematic skew focusing perturbation in the focusing and defocusing mag- 
nets: 

F(k) = D(k) = go” 

. 
9. Overall coordinate rotation: 

F(k) = -D(k) = g; 

III.2 Strength Perturbations in the Alternating Gradient Magnets 

III. 2.1 Backleg Wiring Modification 
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The combined function magnets in the Arc lattice are equipped with backleg 
windings on each coil. These backleg windings have 29 turns and are connected in 
series along one achromat. Their purpose is to provide a step-wise adaptation of 
the lattice to the energy of the beam, which loses about 1 Gev through the emission 
of synchrotron radiation in the guide-field. The strengths of each magnet in the 7 
last achromats are perturbed individually by separately connecting and powering 
4 out of 29 backleg winding turns on the upper and lower coils. The remaining 24 
turns* are connected as for the original use of the backleg windings.. A schematic 
of the modified wiring arrangement is shown in Fig. 4. 

111.2.2 Strength Calculation 

The separate four-tuZ-windings are inter-connected to produce periodic and 
systematic perturbations along the 7 last achromats in a way which we will describe 
below. Each circuit is presently powered with bi-polar HCOR12 supplies limited to 

--+5 amperes by the voltage requirement. With four turns in each circuit and with 
the main Arc magnets powered with about 4000 amperes, the maximum strength 
perturbation of each magnet is of the-order of f0.005. 

More precisely, the magnitudes of the nominal and incrementa! di?o!e and 

quadrupole components i which are generated on the central trajectory have been 
calculated with POISSON, for Arc-type magnet, nominally powered with 3766 am- 
peres in the main coil, and trimmed with 20 ampere-turns in the backleg windings5. 

When the top and bottom windings are perturbed with- the same polarity, 
mid-plane symmetry is preserved and the strengths of the horizontally deflecting 
dipole field ( vertical magnetic field), and of the regular quadrupole component in 
the combined function magnets are perturbed. 

. 

When the top and bottom windings are perturbed with opposite polarity, a 
vertically deflecting dipole field (horizontal magnetic field), and a skew quadrupole 
component are generated. The magnitudes of the components are listed below: 

1. Nominally powered magnet: horizontal dipole = 5701.60 Gauss, regular 
quadrupole = 715.64 Gauss/mm. 

2. Trimmed magnet with same polarity for top and bottom coils: incremen- 

x The bottom windings on each coil have in some magnets been observed to droop and to 
cause partial shorts. As a preventive measure, the last turn was cut off and disconnected 
on each of the modified coils. 

t We neglect the perturbation to the sextupole component, which is very small (less that 
0.005 of the nominal value) and for which the tolerance for sizeable effects on the beam is 
loose (a few percent). 
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tal horizontal dipole = 27.87 Gauss, incremental regular quadrupole = 3.49 
Gauss/mm. The magnitudes of the perturbations are close to equal in the 
focusing and defocusing magnets, and correspond to a 0.00488 of the nominal 
values. 

3. Trimmed focusing magnet with opposite polarity for top and bottom coils: 
incremental vertical dipole = 14.05 Gauss, incremental skew quadrupole = 
1.59 Gauss/mm. This corresponds to 0.0022 of the nominal values. 

4. Trimmed defocusing magnet with opposite polarity for top and bottom coils: 
incremental vertical dipole = 16.58 Gauss, incremental skew quadrupole = 
2.15 Gauss/mm. This corresponds to 0.0030 of the nominal values. 

It, can be noted that tc skew components have about half the strength of the 
regular components. In addition, the magnitudes of the effects from trimming the 
focusing and defocusing magnets with opposite polarity for top and bottom coils 
are slightly assymetric. This may arise-from an assymetry in the pole shape which 
exists between the two magnets. _ 

III. 2.3 Polarities of Components 

We use the TRANSPORT polarity convention”. We have determined that: 

1, A positive trim current in both top and bottom coils, to generate regu- 
lar quadrupole components, will strengthen both focusing and defocusing 
magnets. This means that both the total bending angle and quadrupole 
component become stronger. 

2. A positive trim current in the top coil and a negative trim current in the 
bottom coil, to generate skew quadrupole components, will generate a neg- 
ative vertical kick in the defocusing magnets, a positive kick in the focusing 
magnets, and a negative skew quadrupole in both focusing and defocusing 
magnets. 

III.3 Magnet Interconnections - Wiring and Layout 

III. 3.1 In t ermagne t Wiring 

Each trim winding, top or bottom, is connected in series with equivalent wind- 
ings, top or bottom, exactly five cells (corresponding to 3x betatron phase-advance) 
(or ten magnets) apart, along the 7 last achromats (70 cells or 140 magnets) in the 
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Arcs. Since focusing and defocusing magnets are wired separately, there are thus 
20 independent circuits. The wiring arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 5. 

III. 3.2 Nom en da t ure 

The database formal names for the 20 supplies are listed below. 

SMPS,CA13,1703=Top coil of defocusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1704=Bottom coil of defocusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1708=Top coil of focusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1709=B&om coil of focusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1713=Top coil of defocusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1714=Bottom coil of defocusing magnet. _ 

SMPS,CA13,1718=Top coil of focusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1’719=Bottom coil of focusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1723=Top coil of defocusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1724=Bottom coil of defocusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1728=Top coil of focusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1729=Bottom coil of focusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1733=Top coil of defocusing magnet. 

SiLIPS,CA13,1734=Bottom coil of defocusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1738=Top coil of focusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1739=Bottom coil of focusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1743=Top coil of defocusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1744=Bottom coil of defocusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1748=Top coil of focusing magnet. 

SMPS,CA13,1749=Bottom coil of focusing magnet. 

The last digit of the unit number (3,4,8,9) re ers f to top or bottom windings 
and to focusing and defocusing magnets. The next to last digit (0,1,2,3,4) refers 

t 
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to the cell number of the first coil in the each string. The first two digits (17) refer 
to the achromat number of the first coil on each string. 

III. 3.3 Mui tikno b Definitions 

, 
The nine harmonic perturbations defined in III.1 are produced by linearly / 

combining the 20 above supplies according to the coefficients given in the same ! / 
paragraph, using the software multiknob facilityr8. The table below gives the I 
mapping relating the 20 supplies to the 9 knobs: / 

I 
SINXX COSXX STNYY COSYY SINXY COSXY SYSKEW Sk’SROi FijiSiB j 

1703 +o.oo +o.oo -+.59 -0.81 -0.59 -0.81 $1.00 +1.00 j1.00 / ..,.., ::; .-::+ 1: :“.?.. 

1704 +o.oo $0.00 -0.59 -O.Sl +0.59 +o.s1 -1.00 -1.00 $1.00 
/:, :.,.:. -. : 
j 

17ps -0.59 -O.Sl +o.oo +o.oo -0.79 -1.09 +1.35 -1.35 -1.00 / 

1709 -0.59 -O.Sl $0.00 +o.o.o +0.79 $1.09 -1.35 +1.35 -1.00 / 
I 

1713 $0.00 +o.oo $0.95 +0.31 +0.95 +0.31 +1.00 +1.00 $1.00 1 
I 

1714 $0.00 $0.00 $0.95 +0.31 -0.95 -0.31 -1.00 -1.00 +l.OO / 

$0.00 
I 

171s +0.95 +0.31 $0.00 +1.2s +0.42 +1.35 -1.35 -1.00 I 

1719 $0.95 +0.31 f0.00 to.00 -1.28 -0.42 -1.35 +1.35 -1.00 / 
I 

1723 $0.00 +o.oo -0.95 $0.31 -0.95 +0.31 -+1.00 $1.00 $1.00 j 1 
1724 +o.oo $0.00 -0.95 to.31 +0.95 -0.31 -1.00 -1.00 f1.00 I 

17’S -0.95 f0.31 f0.00 +o.oo -1.2s +0.42 +1.35 -1.35 -1.00 / s 
I 

1729 -0.95 $0.31 $0.00 +o.oo +1.2s -0.42 -1.35 +1.35 -1.00 j I 
. 1733 $0.00 +o.oo $0.59 -0.81 to.59 -0.81 t1.00 +1.00 f1.00 / 

1734 +o.oo $0.00 to.59 -0.81 -0.59 to.51 -1.00 -1.00 t1.00 [ --,, 
i ._ 

173s $0.59 -O.Sl $0.00 +o.oo +0.79 -1.09 $1.35 -1.35 _ 1 .0(-j y:‘:,: 

1739 +0.59 -O.Sl to.00 to.00 -0.79 $1.09 -1.35 $1.35 -1.00 \ 

1743 $0.00 $0.00 +o.oo t l-.00 $0.00 +1.00 +1.00 $1.00 $1.00 

174-l +o.oo to.00 -j-o.00 i-1.00 $0.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 t1.00 j 

174s +o.oo +1.00 to.00 to.00 to.00 t1.35 $1.35 -1.35 -1.00 

1749 1 $0.00 t1.00 $0.00 +o.oo $0.00 -1.35 -1.35 j-1.35 -1.00 1 
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Only seven of these nine knobs have been connected and used. The two missing 
ones are the second harmonic skew modulations: SINXY and COSXY. It can be 
noted that for the skew multiknobs, the focusing magnets have coefficients which 
are scaled by a factor of 1.35 with respect to those of the defocusing magnets, in 
order to account for the assymetry between the skew components which was noted 
in 111.2.2 
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IV. SIMULATION OF EFFECTS 

IV.1 Introduction to Simulation 

We have used ARCSIXIl” and TRANSPORTI to simulate the effects from 
focusing perturbations at zero and twice the betatron frequency. 

- 

ARCSIhil is a fast simulation which treats small perturbations of the Arc 
magnets through a linear espansion around the design optical transfer matrix. 
The overall perturbed o.ptical transfer is then reconstructed by multiplying each 
individually perturbed Arc matrix. 

ARCSIMl is ideally suited to study the physics of the harmonic focusing per- 
_ turbations. However, in its current version, ARCSIhll does not include steering 
effects from the combined function magnets. Such steering effects do not modify 
the physics but do modify the magnitude of the effects. In effect, through the 
sextupole component in the combined function magnets, horizontal deflections will 
cause regular quadrupole perturbations and vertical deflections will cause skew 
quadrupole perturbations. Because the strength perturbations are at zero or twice 
the betatron frequency, the trajectory excursions from these deflections, and the 
induced optical effects, will also be at zero or twice the betatron frequency. The 
optical effects will thus add to or subtract from the optical effect from the pertur- 
bations of the quadrupole components themselves. In addition, the perturbations 
will also cause net trajectory deviations * at the end. As will be seen, the trajec- 
tory deviations are large enough to require a correction. To correctly estimate the 
magnitude of the combined effects, we have used a perturbed TRANSPORT deck 
of the Arcs, in secopd order and including steering effects, 

We first show the maximum effects of the first order optical distortions from 
the nine multiknobs defined above, in a perfect planar SLC Arc lattice. We do 
not consider second order optical distortions which arise from deviations in the 
achromaticity of the optical transfer caused by the first order distortions. Such 
effects have not been calculated in detail, but are estimated to be small. 

Effects from rolls, which are present in the stretch of Arc lattice where the 
harmonic correction is introduced, will result in not fully orthogonal controls. The 

* In theory, trajectory deviations would be resonant if the deflections were at the betatron 
frequency, and not at zero or twice the betatron frequency. In reality, because of the phase- 
slippage induced by the second harmonic (see 11.6.1), the steering effects will grow slightly 
as the cancellations of deflections T apart no longer occur perfectly. 
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magnitude of the effects is however not strongly affected, since the component of 
the perturbed phase-space which is coupled into the other plane across each roll is 
not driven in that plane. In addition the component of the perturbed phase-space 
which is coupled into the other plane is not very large. To illustrate this point, we 
show the magnitude of one of the optical distortions in a lattice with the actual 
rolls installed in the present North Arc. 

- 

The plots shown are made with ARCSIMl, but the strengths of the knobs have 
been adjusted so that the maximum effect at the end of the seven achromat long 
stretch corresponds to the magnitude calculated with TRANSPORT, including the 
steering effects (this fudging exercise has however not been done for the phasing 
of the knobs). A 

We then show one simulated example of empirically correcting a lattice per- 
turbed by errors with the harmonic correctors defined above. In the case of a 
systematic regular focusing error, we also illustrate the bandwidth limit discussed 
in 11.10. 

IV.2 Simulated Effects of Harmonic Correctors 

IV.2.1 One-Dimensional Oscillations 

Case u z 0: FD-Imbalance 

A nominal horizontal oscillation is shown in Fig. 6a. The same oscillation, but 
with the focusing and defocusing magnets perturbed through systematic regular 
focusing errors of 3~0.005 respectively is shown in Fig. 6b. As can be seen the 
amplitude of this oscillation is perturbed negligibly, but its frequency is shifted. It 
can be calculated that the corresponding shift, including optical effects from the 
displacement of the trajectory, is’: 

(Ap,, Apy) z (&87deg, 7115 deg). 

The trajectory displacement can also be calculated: it is 42pm’. Both agree well 
with simulated values. 

A plot of the unperturbed and perturbed horizontal beam envelopes is shown 
in Fig. 7a,b. As can be seen, the beam envelopes are negligibly perturbed. 

Case v 2 2: Re,auIar Second Harmonic 

Two one-dimensional horizontal oscillations with the same initial amplitude, 
but with two different initial phases separated by 90deg, and with the focusing 

!. 
: :.: , : ._ 
1.. 
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magnets perturbed through regular focusing periodic modulation at twice the be- 
tatron frequency, with amplitude 3~0.005, are shown in Fig. 8a,b. The two initial 
phases have been chosen to obtain a maximally growing and a maximally decaying 
oscillation. As can be seen, the predicted maximum growth is about a factor four. 
The beats generated in the horizontal and vertical beam envelopes are shown in 
Fig. 9a,b. As can be seen, the orthogonality of the focusing and defocusing mag- 
nets which was noted in 11.4.1 is almost perfect (i.e. there is almost no effect on 
the vertical beam envelope). This orthogonality is however not fully preserved if 
rolls are present in the lattice. To illustrate this point, we show in 9c,d the beats 
produced in the horizontal and vertical beam envelopes, from the same perturba- 
tion as in 9a,b applied to the North Arc with the present roll configuration, A 
reduction of the effect inThe horizontal plane and some coupling into the vertical 
plane can be seen*. 

Identical effects can be obtained for vertical oscillations with the defocusing 
-magnets perturbed through regular focusing periodic modulation at the twice the 
betatron frequency. 

The displacement of the trajectory is nearly 300pm from these knobs. This is 
large and requires a correction at the very end in order to be able to launch into 
the Final Focus. 

IV.2.2 Two-Dimensional Oscillations 

Case u N- 0: Systematic Skew Component 

The coupling of an initially fully horizontal oscillation into the vertical plane, 
from the systematic skew knob set to its maximum of 5 amperes, is shown in Fig. 
lOa,b. As can be seen the maximum effect is just under 50%, which is rather weak. 
The same coupling would be obtained for an initially fully vertical oscillation into 
the horizontal plane, and for any input phase of the oscillation. 

Plots of the corresponding beam envelopes are shown ‘, for a nominal initial 
phase-space in the horizontal plane and for zero initial phase-space in the vertical 
plane (Fig. lla,b), and for a nominal equal initial phase-space in both planes 
(Fig. 12a,b). Th ese two cases correspond to the beating effect described in 11.7.2 
through (26) and (27) respectively. In the case of nominal initial phase-space in 

x A slightly smaller effect from these rolls would have perhaps been seen if the harmonic 
correction had been installed in a region where the major rolls are matched. Such a region 
could have been the region between the beginning of achromat 14 and the end of achromat 
20. 

t In order to make the effects more visible, we have calculated the perturbations of the 
envelopes for a systematic skew perturbation with three times the maximum knob strength. 
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both planes (Fig. 12a,b), the envelopes are not perturbed, as was found in (27). 

The displacement of the trajectory from setting this knob at its maximum of 
5 amperes is about 30pm. This is a small effect (partly because the knob is weak). 

Effects from the systematic coordinate rotation are very small and are not 
illustrated here. 

c >ase u 21 2: Skew Second Harmonic 

The coupling of an initially fully horizontal oscillation into the vertical plane 
resulting from the skew second harmonic knob set to its maximum of 5 amperes 
is shown in Fig. 13a,b*. As can be seen the maximum effect is quite small. The 
same coupling would be obtained for an initially fully vertical oscillation into the 
horizontal plane, and for any input phase of the oscillation. 

t Plots of the corresponding beam envelopes are shown , for a nominal initial 
phase-space in the horizontal plane and zero initial phase-space in the vertical plane 
(Fig. 14a,b), and for a nominal initial phase-space in both planes (Fig. 15a,b). 
These two cases correspond to the exponentially growing cross-plane coupling ef- 
fects which were described in 11.7.2 through (30) and (31) respectively. 

. The displacement of the trajectory from setting this knob has not been calcu- 
lated in detail but appears to be large enough to require a correction at the very 
end, to launch properly into the Final Focus System. 

IV.3 Systems with Errors 

IV.3.1 Bandwidth Limit from Systematic Error 

In Fig. 9.a, we showed the beat in the one-dimensional horizontal beam en- 
velope caused by a regular second harmonic focusing perturbation. In Fig. 16, 
we show the same envelope, but now perturbed also by a systematic focusing per- 
turbation corresponding to 3’ per cell, or about twice the maximum systematic 
perturbation which can be caused by the FD-Imbalance. This corresponds to just 
over twice the maximum cell phase-shift which can be allowed for the harmonic 
knobs to work properly, as stated in- 11.10 by (33). As can be seen, the growth 

* The two skew second harmonic knobs have not been tried experimentally, 
t In order to make the effects more visible, we have calculated the perturbations of the 

envelopes for a skew second harmonic perturbation with five times the maximum knob 
strength. 
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in the beating envelope is in this case reversed half way through, and is nearly 
cancelled at the end. 

IV.3.2 Empirical Correction of Randomly Perturbed Lattice 

-- 

Fig. 17 shows the horizontal beam envelope imaged through the seven achro- 
mat long stretch, perturbed by random regular focusing errors only, with strengths 
normally distributed with a standard deviation of 0.01. The particular “seed” 
shown in Fig. 17 was chosen as one which generates significant growth of about 
a factor two. With this magnitude error, such a large growth represents a rather 
improbable case*. Fig. 1s shows a correction of the case presented in Fig. 17, by 
combining the sine-like and cosine-like regular focusing second harmonic correc- 
tors. Correction is found?mpirically rather easily for such one-dimensional cases. 
In lattices fully perturbed with regular and skew focusing errors, the empirical 
method is in some cases difficult. 

x As per IV.2.2, a factor two growth can be generated with a regular focusing modulation at 
twice the betatron frequency of amplitude 0.0025 (half the knob strength). For randomly 
distributed regular focusing errors with a standard deviation of 0.01, the one standard devi- 
ation expectation value for the strength of the component at twice the betatron frequency 
is 001 

J;;- - 0.0012, where n = i0 is the number of cells in the seven achromats. Thus a 0.0025 
strength would correspond to about two standard deviations of the strength distribution, 
or about 5% of the seeds. 

b’ 
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V. LIMITATIONS AND PROSPECTS 

V.l Strength Limitations 

- 

The strength of the controls provided in the installation described above is 
severely limited in the case of the cross-plane coupling correctors (the “skew knobs”). 
Stronger “systematic skew knobs” in particular would be important for future op- 
eration with assymetric emittances, to fully-cancel the coupling between the two 
emittances. They do however not appear to be essential for the present operation 
with close to equal emittaaces, a case for which they have no or little effect on the 
beam envelope (see 11.7.3). 

In addition, in the presence of systematic regular focusing errors of more than 
one degree per cell, the strength of the correctors for one-dimensicnal mismatches 
are significantly weakened. More generally, the strengths of all the correctors are 
iveakened by phase errors distributed in the stretch where the harmonic correction 
is installed. 

V.2 Guide-line for Upgrade 

The obvious upgrade would consist in raising the maximum current through 
the rewired backleg windings, from the present value of about 5 amperes, to twice 
or three times that. There may be an impediment to doing this from the limited 
elasticity in the copper wires composing the windings: after the controls have been 
turned on and off a large number of times, the repeated thermal contractions and 
dilatations may cause the windings to sag. An enhanced support mechanism would 

. perhaps be required. The possibility of this sagging is presently being examined. 

Another possible upgrade would consist in repeating the installation in one or 
two new stretches upstream of the one described above. Because of the observed 
tendency of the bottom turn of the backleg windings to droop (see the footnote at 
the bottom of page 22), it may be desirable, as a preventive measure, to implement 
the wiring modification in the remaining 16 achromats. In this case, two new 
installations similar to the one in achromats 17-23 could be installed in achromats 
9-16 and in achromats 1-7. The existing supplies could in this case be kept, as knobs 
in adjoining stretches could be combined to enhance the effects. The drawback of 
this is evidently a much increased complexity, as one would then have to deal with 

1.: _. 1. : :-.:- ,..: _ 
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a theoretical* total of 27 knobs, with their relative phasing “and so on”. 

In summary, if the possible sa g in the wires from heating can be solved with 
a better clamping mechanism, or otherwise shown not to be a problem, and if it 
is not essential to implement the wiring modification as a preventive measure for 
the sagging of the last wire, our recommendation would be to upgrade the power 
supplies. 

V.3 Predictive and Precision Control 

The harmonic correc%ons are presently performed successfully as approximate 
and empirical adjustments to control the beam shape at particularly sensitive 
places at the entrance to the Final Focus, where significant backgrounds can be 

- generated by optical mismatches, or to adjust the overall lattice of the Arcs to be 
close to nomina14. 

More work would be required to design fully predictable model-driven correc- 
tions for precision control of phase-space parameters at the end of the Arcs. This 
may be doable by using empirically determined transfer matrices for the Arcs, to- 
gether with a perturbation technique similar to the one described in IV.120. Some 
attempts which were made in this direction have shown that this is not straight- 
forward, and requires a detailed understanding of the propagation of measurement 
errors involved in the empirical matrix determination. More work in this direction 
may enable precision controlling the phase-space for future optical optimizations 
of the SLC Arcs. 

* In practice, the coordinate rotations do not matter, so “only” 24 knobs would be used. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

(1) Mismatched one-dimensional phase-space. The beam-size beats between 
maxima and minima of M and l/M respectively. 

(2) If a systematic regular focusing error is present, the focusin modlJlat.ion 
being applied and the beat of the beam size become gradually out of phase, This 
weakens the effect of the harmonic corrector. 

(3) Harmonic strength associated to a focusing modulation over a finite length. 

(4) Wiring modification of backleg trim windings. Four of the twenty-nine turns 
are connected to a separyte circuit, via the upper right terminal. The twenty-five 
remaining turns are connected as for the original use of the backleg windings, via 
the top terminal, except for the bottom, which is removed from the circuit. 

(5) There are twenty independent circuits connecting the 280 top and bottom 
coils of the last seven achromats in the Arcs. In each circuit, top and bottom coils 
of magnets separated by five cells are connected in series. 

(6) Horizontal betatron oscillation in seven achromats of the SLC Arcs, with 
no errors (a), and with a 1% FD-Imbalance (b). 

(7) Horizontal beam size in seven achromats of the SLC Arcs, with no errors 
(a), and with a 1% FD-Imbalance (b). 

(8) Horizontal betatron oscillation in seven achromats of the SLC Arcs, with a 
cosine-like regular quadrupole modulation at twice the betatron frequency in the 
focusing magnets, corresponding to COSXX=5 Amperes, and for two initial phases 
amounting to maximum growth (a) and maximum decay (b). 

(9) Horizontal and vertical beam sizes in seven achromats of the SLC Arcs, 
with a cosine-like regular quadrupole modulation at twice the betatron frequency 
in the focusing magnets, corresponding to COSXX=5 Amperes. Cases (a) and (b) 
correspond to respectively the horizontal and vertical beam sizes in entirely Aat 
Arcs. As can be seen, the modulation affects mostly the horizontal motion. Cases 
(c) and (d) correspond to respectively the horizontal and vertical beam sizes in 
the last seven achromats of the North Arc, with the present roll distribution. As 
can be seen, some coupling is generated in the vertical plane, and the beats in the 
horizontal plane are weakened by about 25%. 
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(10) Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) betatron oscillation in seven achromats 
of the SLC Arcs, with a systematic skew focusing perturbation, corresponding to 
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SYSKEW=5 Amperes. 

(11) Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) b earn size in seven achromats of the SLC 
Arcs, with a systematic skew focusing perturbation, corresponding to SYSKEW=15 
Amperes. In these plots, the initial emittance is zero in the vertical plane. An ex- 
change of oscillation energy from the horizontal plane to the vertical plane can be 
seen. 

- 

(12) Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) beam size in seven achromats of the SLC 
Arcs, with a systematic skew focusing perturbation, corresponding to SYSKEW=15 
Amperes. In these plots, the initial emittances are equal in the horizontal and ver- 
tical planes. In this case, the skew focusing perturbation has no effect on the beam L 
envelopes. 

(13) Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) betatron oscillation in seven achromats of 
the SLC Arcs, with a skew focusing modulation at twice the betatron frequency, 
corresponding to COSXY=5 Amperes- 

(14) Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) b earn size in seven achromats of the SLC 
Arcs, with a skew focusing modulation at twice the betatron frequency, corre- 
sponding to SYSKEW=25 Amperes. In these plots, the initial emittance is zero in 
the vertical plane. Growth of the phase-space in both the horizontal and vertical 
planes can be seen. 

(15) Horizontal (a) .and vertical (b) b earn size in seven achromats of the SLC 
Arcs, with a skew focusing modulation at twice the betatron frequency, correspond- 
ing to SYSKEW=25 Amperes. In these plots, the initial emittances are equal in the 
horizontal and vertical planes. Growth of the phase-space in both the horizontal 
and vertical planes can be seen. 

(16) Horizontal beam size in seven achromats of the SLC Arcs, with a cosine- 
like regular quadrupole modulation at twice the betatron frequency in the focusing 
magnets, corresponding to COSXX=5 Amperes, and with a systematic focusing 
perturbation of 1.33% in the focusing magnets. As can be seen, a beat in the beam 
size is initiated as in Fig. 9a, but is reversed in the middle of the section and 
vanishes almost at the end. 

(17) Horizontal beam size in seven- achromats of the SLC Arcs with the focusing 
magnets perturbed by random quadrupole errors with a 1% standard deviation. 
The particular “seed” was chosen as one which generates large beats at the end. 

(1s) Horizontal beam size in seven achromats of the SLC Arcs with the focusing 
magnets perturbed by the same random quadrupole errors as in (17), and corrected 
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by superimposing a quadrupole modulation at twice the betatron frequency in 
the focusing magnets, corresponding to COSXX=3.9 Amperes and to SINXX=0.7 
Amperes. As can be seen, the correction is almost perfect at the end. 
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VI.4 FIRST TESTS OF HARMONIC CORRECTION METHOD 

In this section, we present the first tests made with the system of harmonic corrections 
described in VI.3. These tests have shown that it was possible to adjust the phase-space, 
‘empirically, at the exit to the arcs, to minimize backgrounds produced by mismatches. 
Although it has not been possible to study all the cases which were explored in the collider 
note above, the measurements we have made confirm qualitatively the theoretical results 
presented in this note, and the validity of this approach towards adjusting open beam-lines. 
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VI.4.1 Resonant Amplification of One-Dimensional Motion 

In Figs. 20a-f and 21a-f, we show a set of betatron oscillations in the north arc and in 
the first third of the north final focus section *. These oscillations are launched horizontally 
in the last sector of the linear accelerator. The plots correspond to two different settings of 
the harmonic correction at twice the betatron frequency, and to two different initial phases 
for the betatron oscillation. The harmonic correction is applied in the last third of the arc. 
Figs. 20a-f represent the horizontal transfer of the these oscillations, and Figs. 21a-f the 
coupling into the vertical plane of these oscillations. 

We first concentrate on Figs. 20a-f. Figs. 20a-c and 20d-f correspond to oscillations 
-- which are separated by n/4 at the%rigin. In Figs. 20a and 20d, no perturbation has been 

applied. As can be seen, the amplitudes of the oscillations are almost regular in Fig. 20a, 
while they are slightly damped in Fig. 20d. In 20b and 20e, we have applied, respectively 
a sine- and a cosine-like regular focusing perturbation at twice the betatron frequency, 
with an amplitude close to 0.005 of the nominal focusing strength. As can be seen in both 
cases, the amplitudes of the two oscillations are damped. In 2Oc and 2Of, we have applied 
the same perturbations to the same oscillations, but with opposite sign. In this case, the 
oscillation which was slightly damped (Fig. 20d) b ecomes regular, and the one which was 
regular (Fig. 20e) b ecomes rather strongly amplified. 

The effects are in good qualitative agreement with the description given in section 
11.6.1 of the collider note presented in VI.3: solutions with a maximally perturbed am- 
plitude (damped or amplified) correspond to harmonic perturbations which are 7r out of 
phase. Furthermore, the effects (damping or amplification) remain unchanged if the phase 
of the launched betatron oscillation is varied by 7r/4 and if the phase of the harmonic per- 
turbation is varied by n/2. This is in agreement with the phase dependance of the effects, 
as calculated for small perturbation in section 11.5.2 of the collider note mentionned above. 

In Figs. 21a-f, we show the coupling into the vertical plane corresponding to the oscil- 
lations in Figs. 20a-f. As can be seen, this coupling, already present for the unperturbed 
oscillations (Figs. 21a,d), is modified rather appreciably by the perturbations we apply. As 
was explained in section IV.2.1 of the collider note above, this modification results from the 
rolls introduced in the arcs to follow the terrain of the SLAC site (see section VI.2). This 
coupling contributes to weaken the perturbation in the horizontal plane. This explains 
partially the fact that the amplitude of this perturbation is weaker than was predicted, by 
almost a factor two. The two other reasons for a weaker perturbation than predicted are: 

1. The fact that the relative phase of the perturbation and of the betatron oscillation 
at its origin has not been tuned to better that n/2 in these first tests. This relative phase 

* In the arcs, the data are raw, while in the final focus section, they are scaled with the square root of 
the ratio of the p-functions in the two respective sections. This enables to make the oscillation comparable 

in the two set tions. 
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is a priori arbitrary, because of the large distance between the end of the linear accelerator, 
where the betatron oscillations are launched, and the part of the arc which we perturb. 

2. The focusing errors in the part of the arc which we perturb. Such errors can reduce 
the effects from the harmonic perturbations, as was shown in section 11.10 of the above 
collider note, especially in the case of systematic errors. 

VI.4.2 Separation of Horizontal and Vertical Betatron Frequencies 

We show in Figs. 22a,b the vertical phase-shift produced by a systematic regular 
_ focusing deviation of 0.0035 of the main field, and of opposite sign for the focusing and 

defocusing magnets *. In Fig. 22a, a negative perturbation has been induced in the focusing 
magnets, and in Fig. 22b, a positive perturbation. 

As can be seen, the variation of the vertical phase is positive in Fig. 22a, and negative 
in Fig. 2.2b, for the part of the arc where the-perturbation has been applied (units 1700 
to 2400). Th e cumulative phase-shift is about 80°, which is close to what is expected for 
a relative perturbation of 0.0035. 

VI.43 Other Perturbations and Empirical Adjustments 

As shown in chapter IV of the collider note above, the skew focusing perturbation are 
too weak to have significant effects. We have however used the full set of perturbations to 
tune, the lattice on the one hand, and the spots at the entrance to the final focus section 
on the other hand, in an empirical way. We give exemples of this below. 

We show in Figs. 23 and 24 a full set of betatron oscillations, horizontal and vertical, 
.with their couplings in the opposite plane, and for four initial phases separated by 7r/4. 

‘~ These oscillations were measured after empirical adjustments of the harmonic correctors. 

* The phase-shift is calculated in the following way24: By noting that consecutive measurement points 

are separated by the phase-shift per cell, which is /J = 108’, and by considering that a weakly perturbed 
oscillatory mouvement can be represented by letting the phase and the amplitude of the oscillation vary 

slowly, one can solve, for each couple of consecutive -data points (xn, xn+l), the system: 

2 - an cos(v + A$,), n- 

Xn+l = an cos((n + 1)~ + Ah), 
(24) 

I 
/ ’ 
:_ ‘. 

;, ‘) 

where a, and A$, represent the variable amplitude and phase in question. An exact calculation would 

also give terms proportional to the derivatives of a and 4. Since we consider that these functions are 

slowly varying, we can neglect these terms. 
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As can be seen, they are essentially regular. 

We show in Figs. 25a,b the beam shape on a phosphor screen, photographed before 
and after adjusting it empirically. The two sets correspond to two different experiments, 
where the optical parameters of the beam at the entrance to the arc were different. In 
both cases, it was possible to adjust the harmonic correctors to cancel the variations. 

VI.4.4 Conclusions from the First Tests 

These first tests have shown the feasibility of the harmonic correction method which we 
have proposed, have contributed to improve the optical transfer of the arcs, and given the - 
system an additional “knob”, upstream of the final focus section, to adjust the matching 
of the phase-space there. 

These tests have also shown that the effects are weaker the predicted, in most part 
because of systematic errors and because of the rolls along the part of the arc where the 
harmonic correction system is installed. To obtain larger effects, the current of the power 
supplies feeding the correction windings would have to be raised, by a factor of two or 
three. 
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Figure. 20 Resonant growth of the horizontal betatron oscillations, from a focusing 
perturbation at twice the betatron frequency 
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Figure. 23 Transfer of horizontal betatron oscillatibns, and coupling into the vertical 
plane, for four initial conditions corresponding to phases separated by 45’) after opkiaa- 
tion of the harmonic correctors. 
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Figure. 24 Transfer of vertical betatron oscillations, and coupling into the horizontal 
plane, for four initial conditions corresponding to phases separated by 45’) after optimiza- 
tion of the harmonic correctors. 
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Figure. 25 Empirical adjustments of the beam size at the end of the arc, on two 
occasions ((a) et (b)). The photographs on the right show the beam before correction, and 
those on the left the beam after correction. 
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vII.REPORTS AND PUB-LICATIONS ON OPTICAL : 
CORRECTIONSINTHEFINALFOCUS ! 



VII.1 “Orthogonality of Final Waist Corrections at the IP 
of the SLC” 

The optical corrections in the final focus are all strongly coupled except for the three 
final adjustments to position the waists at the interaction point, which can be made fully 
orthogonal. This enable to simultaneously correct and measure phase-space parameters at 
the interaction point. The orthogonalization is shown in this collider note, together with 
a summary of the experimental algorithm. 

-- 
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SINGLE PASS COLLIDER MEMO CN-369 

AUTHOR: Philip Bambade DATE: October 27, 1988 

. TITLE: ORTHOGONALITY OF FINAL WAIST CORRECTIONS 
AT THE IP OF THE SLC*- 

I. INTRODUCTIO; 

Because the SLC final IP spot is produced by an aberration-dominated op- 
-tical system’, all components and couplings between dimensions of transverse 
phase-space must2 be controlled in the experimental tuning algorithm. For equal 

emittances cz = Q, this amounts to ten linear optics adjustments 2t . These 
adjustments are coup!ed and depend non-linearly on phase-space parameters. A 
ten-dimensional non-linear fitting program3 is therefore used to match the lattice 
in the Final Focus to the input beam. Local orthogonal “knobs” are also defined 
for fine-tweaking around the initial solution, although this is not always practical 
because of steering from the lenses. 

The three final waist corrections4 are however fully orthogonal to the other 
seven optical adjustments. This means that they do not cause any of the other 
seven optical distortions. We refer to this as external orthogonality. 

They can also be made internally orthogonal. This means that each one of 
the three orthogonalized controls can be applied independently of the two others. 
It also allows one to simultaneously correct and determine the phase-space at the 
IP. 

*Work supported by Department of Energy Contract DEAC03. 76SF00515. 
t In the case of equal emittances these t.en adjustments are grouped2 in three sets: 

1. Four corrections to minimize the spatial and angular dispersion in both planes, 
2. Three corrections to the betatcon angular spread at the IP, by controlling the mag- 

nitude of c z” > and of < y/2 >, and by minimizing the < z’y’ > correlation, 
and 

3. Three adjustments to position the waists in both planes at the IP, by minimizing the 
correlations between the positions z,y, and the angles z’,y’ in both planes. 

The ten variable quadrupoles used for these corrections are shown in Fig. 1. Because 
each correction is coupled to the ones downstream, they must be applied sequentially. A 
flow diagram illustrating this sequential application is shown in Fig, 2. 
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Both have been demonstrated to work experimentally5~e, and form the basis 
for the on-line tuning algorithm 7. In this note, we show the orthogonality of the 
corrections and outline the experimental procedure and its limits. 

II. EXTERNAL ORTHOGONALITY OF WAIST CORRECTIONS 

The three final waist corrections are designed to cancel the correlations be- 
tween the positions z, y, and the angles z’, y’ in both planes at the IP. The 
< xx’ > and < yy’ > correlations* are minimized by combining trim windings 
in two regular quadrupoles of the Final Triplet, one defocusing (QDILB), and one 
focusing (QF3). We refeao them as the in-plane waist adjustments. The < xy’ > 
correlation, which at the waist and for EZ = cy is equal8 to < yx’ >, is minimized 
with a single skew quadrupole (SQ3) just upstream of the Final Triplet. This 
one is referred to as the out of plane waist adjustment. The correction elements 
-are indicated in Fig. 1. ._ 

These final adjustments are normally decoupled from dispersion corrections 
because the dispersion is nominally zero in the Final Triplet. 

They are also close to decoupled from the angular spread corrections. To see 
this, we consider for simplicity an uncorrelated (< xx’ >=0) beam focused to a 
waist by a thin lens in the horizontal plane. From linear optics, we compute (to 
first order) the variation of the spatial beam size CT, and of the angular beam size 
U,I as a result of varying the strength of the lens: 

(1) 

In (l), uQ is the beam size at the lens and 6~ is the fractional strength variation 
of the lens. 

For UQ large compared to the minimum beam size a,(O), small adjustments 
are sufficient to change the size at the waist significantly, with only a small per- 
turbation to the angular spread. At the Final Triplet, UQ is typically a thousand 
times larger than a,(O). The quadiupole adjustments need therefore be only a 
few percent. Over that range, the change in angular spread is negligible. 

Thus the three final waist adjustments are essentially orthogonal to the other 
seven optical corrections. The opposite is not true: the other seven corrections 

* In Transport’ notation, < zz’ >= 021, < yy’ >= 043, and so on... 
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are strongly coupled to the three final waist adjustments. The experimental 
tuning algorithm is therefore sequential. It is summarized in the flow diagram in 
Fig. 2. 

III. INTERNAL ORTHOGONALITY OF WAIST CORRECTIONS 

We begin by considering the in-plane waist adjustments (i.e. the minimization 
of the < xz’ > and < yy’ > correlations). -A regular lens perturbs each plane 
proportionally to the beam size at the lens in that plane. Since this beam size is 
naturally larger in each lens in the plane in which it is focusing, QF3 and QD2B 
can be combined to control the horizontal and vertical waists independently. The 
coupling coefficients, found using TRANSPORTS, are: 

In (2), the fractional quadrupole strengths 6~3 and 6~2~ are in parts per thou- 
sand, and the longitudinal waist motions AfZ,Y are in centimeters. 

The couplings in C are close to independent of input mismatch. This is 
evident for a mismatch of the IP angular spreads from the form of (2). It is 
also true in the case of a largely correlated input phase-space into the Final 
Triplet (in-plane correlations), which the waist corrections are designed to cancel. 
This can be seen by considering the nominal IP phase-space obtained after the 
correction, and by back-tracking the beam into the lenses: since the changes in 
the strengths of QF3 and QD2B required by the correction are small, the beam 
sizes are perturbed negligibly in the lenses. Since their effect is proportional 
to this beam size, the couplings in C do not change significantly. The linear 
combinations defined in (2) can thus be used for orthogonal control independent 
of the mismatch of the input beam phase-space* . 

In the case of the out of plane waist-adjustment, (the < xy’ > and < yz’ > 
correlations) using the skew lens SQ3, orthogonality to the in-plane corrections 
is obtained by requiring an upright-beam shape near the Final Triplet (i.e. < 

+ This is not the case for the other optical adjustments iu the Final Focus, where the relative 
settings must be calculated through a non-linear fitting program3 and depend thus on 
the initial condition. Since this initial condition must be obtained from measurements 
with possibly large errors, the calculated solution can be significantly off as a result. The 
correction can in this case require several iterations. This is especially the case for the 
angular spread corrections. Operationally, some improvement is obtained by basing the 
calculations on time-averaged quantities. 
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zy >= 0). Operationally, this condition is obtained by observing the beam on 
a profile monitor (ST4) near the Final Triplet, and by adjusting a second skew 
lens, SQ17.5, located in the First Telescope, which is part of the angular spread 
corrections. 

We show this by the following thin lens argumentlo. Consider two lenses, one 
regular and one skew, of strengths K and S respectively, with parallel to point 
focusing to the waist. The change in angular spread at the waist is in this case 
strictly zero. The combined effect of the two lenses on the beam is: 

u out = Ru”‘Rt,with R = 

-K 1 -S 0 

-10 0 0 

-S 0 K 1 

0 0 -1 0 

where uout,in are the beam matrices’ describing the four-dimensional phase-space 
at the waist and in the lenses. From (3), the beam-size at the waist is, in the 
horizontal plane: 

(ugut)a = a;, + u2K2 + u2S2 2 Y - 2 < xx’ > K - 2 < yx’ > S + 2 < xy > KS, (4) 

where the subscript in has been omitted on the right hand side. The coupling 
between the two corrections cancels if the correlation < xy >= 0. This has been 
verified independently in two simulations 11J2 of the optical corrections for the 
Final Focus System. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND PHASE-SPACE DETERMINA- 
TION AT THE IP 

After the < xy > correlation has been minimized at ST4, by adjusting the 
skew lens SQ3, the out of plane waist adjustment SQ3 and in plane controls Af,,, 
defined in (2) form an orthogonal set of correctors. For minimization of the IP 
spot, they can therefore be applied independently and in any order. 

From (4) or from (l), we see that the beam sizes depend parabolically on the 
controls. This enables one to find the optimal corrections by symmetry even if 
the minimum of the parabola is not resolved instrumentally. This minimum is 
not resolved for beam sizes smaller than the carbon filament taxget12 used for 
diagnostic purposes (there are three wires, with diameters of 4,7, and 20 microns). 

: ..: 
1, ..- 
. 
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In order to simultaneously measure the phase-space parameters at the IP, we 
first apply the SQ3 correction, to minimize the out of plane correlations. After 
this, the beam sizes at the IP can be written as a function of the in-plane Final 
Triplet orthogonal controls Afi,v as: 

-- where E~,~ and &y are the emittances and the P-functions in each plane respec- 
tively. Fitting a parabola to each measurement gives fZ,y and &y. Although 
the angular spreads ~~~~~~ = 

d- 
p are well determined from the branches of the ‘VI 

parabolas, the minimum linear beam-sizes oZ,y = dz are not if the mini- 
mum of the parabola is not resolved. This lack of resolution can occur because of 
the finite wire-target size mentioned above, and because of the following optical 
reasons: 

1. For unequal emittances, because the correlations < sy’ > and < x’y > 
are not* necessarily equal, there may be residual uncorrected cross-plane 
coupling terms in the spot. 

2. Before full implementation3 of the seven other optical corrections, the size of 
the third order chromatic aberrations can dominate5 the linear component 
of the beam size at the IP* . 

. 

In both cases, the linear variables &y and eZ,y will be over-estimated. In 
order to relieve the effects from 2., a detuned optical configuration, with purposely 
small angular spreads, can be used, such that the third order aberrations are 
negligible compared to the linear beam size. For the reason, such a configuration, 
with Pz,y = 3 centimeters, instead of the nominal ,0 = 0.75 centimeters, was used 
in the initial commissioning phase. 

Effects from 1. cannot be handled in the Final Focus with the present correc- 
tion scheme, which is designed for equal emittances in both planes. Operationally, 
it is therefore desirable to maintain”equa1 emittances throughout the upstream 
parts of the SLC. 

* The second order aberrations must also be canceiled by fitting the chromatic correction 
sextupoles after each significant optical adjustment, to take into account the deviations 
in the lattice caused by the optical matching. This results from the fact that the six 
quadrupoles used to correct the betatron phase-space straddle the chromatic correction. 

:.~ 
/.. 
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Fia. 1: Schematic of the SLC Final Focus System optics. The eiz variable 
quadrupoles used for adjusting the betatron phase-space are shown shaded. The 
four quadrupoles used to correct the dispersion function are shown cross-hatched. 
The profile monitor ST4 is located immediately upstream of the skew quadrupole 
SQ3. The sequential application of these ten adjustments is summarized in the 
flow-diagram in Fig. 2. 
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Start: Chromaticity Corrected 
Configuration with ,f3,&tiec = 3 cm 

Match Angular and Spatial 
Input Lattice Dispersions 

(CQ5&3 SQ58) 
I . 

Correct X-Y Tilt at ST4 
(SQ17.5) 

Minimize Spatial IP Dispersion 
(CQS,SQ5 or CCS Orbit Bump) 

Minimize “out of plane” Waist 

(SQ3) 

Infer Measured /3& 

1 
End *Correct Betatron Angular Spread 

(SQ17.5, Q17, Ql6) 

Fig. 2: Flow-diagram summarizing the ten linear optics adjustments required to 
minimize the beam size at the IP of the SLC. These adjustments are grouped 
and applied sequentially as shown in the boxes. Some iteration of the waist and 
IP dispersion minimization is usually performed. In addition, the sextupoles are 
refitted after each significant waist correction. The main correctors used at each 
step are indicated in parenthesis. The full system is shown in Fig. 1. 
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VII.2 “Beam Dynamics in the SLC Final Focus System” 

This conference article describes the initial development of the experimental tuning 
algorithm, enabling to adjust the final focus for maximum luminosity, given a perturbed 
input phase-space. The correction algorithm had to be designed pragmatically and given 
the already built final focus beam-line. It is based on the general framework of the optical 
design of the system. The paper gives an overview of the general commissioning strategy 
for the final focus. It also provided the basic groundwork for the specification of the on-line 
computer control and modeling of the final focus, and served as a building block towards 
further work on this subject. 

L - 
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RECENT PROGRESS AT THE STANFORD LINEAR COLLIDER* 

P. S. BAMBADE 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94309, USA 

. ABSTRACT 

A status report on SLC commissioning is given, with special emphasis on 

recent progress in the Arcs and Final Focus. 

- 

INTRODUCTION 

The Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) h as two main goals 11). The first is the production of high 

luminosity electron-positron collisions for studying the physics of the Z”. The second is to test linear 

colliders as a new approach towards future high-energy machines. 

Circular colliders, where counter-rotating electrons and positrons are stored, are not easily extrapolated 

to very high energy because of copious synchrotron radiation emitted in the bends. Both size and cost 

scale [2] as E2 for an optimized design. Linear colliders avoid this by accelerating beams in linacs to the 

desired energy and by aiming them at each other on each pulse. More favorable scaling is predicted, but 

not fully established, and new problems exist. Besides the acceleration mechanism, a special challenge is 

the small collision point beam size needed to make up in the luminosity for low crossing rate. At the SLC, 

it is about 2 pm in radius. Both elaborate optics and emittance reductions via radiation damping are 

required. Considerable effort is also needed to preserve and control phase-space through the system. The 

SLC, serving to explore such problems, is an important learning experience. 

PROJECT OVERVIEW . 

Table 1 shows the basic parameter specifications [3,4]. The design luminosity is ambitious and will 

take several years to reach. Initial parameters are projections based on recent progress. Fortunately, even 
a thousandth of the design luminosity allows to do some interesting physics. 

Table 1. Basic parameters for the SLC. 

Design Goal Initial Goal Achieved Units 

Beam energy at IP 50 46 46 GeV 

Beam energy at end of lmac 51 _ 47 53’ GeV 

Electrons at entrece of arcs 7 x 10’0 10’0 3.5 x 10’0 

Pozitrons. at entrance of arcs 7 x 10’0 10’0 0.9 x 1O’O 

Repetition rate 180 120 Hz 10 Hz Hz 

Normalized transverse emittance 3 x 10-s 10 x 10-s 3-10 x 10-s rad-m 
at end of linac (electrons) 

Spot radius at IP 1.6 4/J -4c( Ctm 

Luminosity 6x1050 6 x 102’ - cm-l see-r 

*Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SF00515. 
Invited talk presented at the 19 mr Ecole de Physique des Patticules, Marseille-Luminy, France, 

September 7-11, 1987 and at the CERN Accelerator School, Berlin, Germany, September 14-25, 1987 
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Figure 1 shows the entire SLC complex. TWO electron bunches are generated and co-accelerated to 

1.2 GeV in the Injector [S]. At 200 MeV, they are joined by a positron bunch. The three are then injected 

for cooling into two Damping Rings [6], from which they are extracted before the next linac pulse. The 

existing SLAC Linac has been upgraded ]7] and co-accelerates them to 50 GeV. The 6 mm equilibrium 

ring bunch length is compressed to 1.5 mm before injecting into the Linac in order to minimize wakefield 

effects there. The last electron bunch is ejected onto-a target at 33 GeV, to produce [8,Q] positrons. These 

are returned along the length of the Linac to the 200 MeV point in the Injector. At the end of the Linac, 

-- electrons and positrons are’Frought into collision through two Arcs [l,lO]. The Final Focus System [ll-131, 

straddling the interaction area, demagnifies and steers the beams into collision. 

Electron Beam Electron Beam 
Transport Transport 

PositfoG Beom Positrac Beam 
Tronsporl Transport 

50 GeV Accelerator ~ 50 GeV Accelerator ~ 

0.2 GeV Accelerator 0.2 GeV Accelerator 
\ 

Positron Positron 
ProductionTorgel Production Target 

33 Gei Electron 33 Gei Electron I!- 
Beam. Tronso~t Beam. Tronso3rt 

0.2 GeV Positron 
Beam Transport 
0.2 GeV Positron 
Beam Transport 

1.0 GeV Accelerator 

0.2 GeV Accelerator 

Y [- Electron Source 

3-e: OVERALL S-r, LAYC‘,T :::>A- 

Fig. 1. The Stanford Linear Collider (SLC). 

Commissioning and tests of successive stages have been ongoing since the Fall of 1981 and throughout 

the construction period (Fall 1984 to Spring 1987). Subsequently, much work has been devoted to the 
newly installed Arcs and Final Focus Systems, with continuing improvements upstream in the Linac, the 

Electron and Positron Sources, and in the Damping Rings. In this paper, we review the Arcs and Final 
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Focus activities in detail. The general status of the project, reported on numerous occasions [3,14-181, js 

briefly summarized. 

LINAC AND SOURCES 

Injector [S] 

The Electron Source and Injector are specified to provide two bunches of 7 x 1Oro particles with a 

momentum spread within the Damp’iiig Ring acceptance of &l%. Invariant emittances must be smaller 

than 180 x 10m6 mrad at 120 Hz operation. These goals are met easily for 5 x lO*O particles per bunch 

and the system is stabilized through computer controlled feedback. 

Dairiping Rings [6] 

The Damping Rings have provided the design invariant emittance of 3 x 10m5 mrad at 1.2 GeV. Both 

rings are operational but useful current extracted is limited to about 2 x 1O’O particles per bunch because 

of bunch lengthening. The origin of this effect is excessive longitudinal impedance from discontinuities in 

the vacuum chamber. It is possible to extract larger currents, but the bunches can then not be compressed 

in the ring to linac transport because of limited aperture. Short-term fixes have included opening up 

this aperture, and inducing quadrupole oscillations to precompress the bunch within the ring just before 

extraction. 

Some reduction of the impedance can be achieved by installing sleeves inside the bellows, to smooth 

out the transitions there. 

Such fixes are expected to help bring the current up towards the design value. In the short term, the 

system is adequate for operation at 10” particles per pulse. 

Positron Source [8,9] 

At 33 GeV in the Linac, the second electron bunch is ejected onto a W-Re target to produce positrons. 

These are captured in a high gradient acceleration section and confined through solenoidal focusing. They 

are then transported at 200 MeV back to the beginning of the Linac for reinjection. The biggest issue is to 

increase the yield of damped positrons reinjected into the Linac per electron incident on the target. Prior 

to the Fall 1987 shutdown, this yield was down about a factor two due to combined failure of the capture 

section, which could not be operated at the design 40 MeV/m gradient, and the ,DC solenoid, which had 

developed turn-to-turn shorts. This hardware has now been replaced. The solenoid is working properly 

but the capture section still works more reliably at a reduced gradient. The yield has improved slightly 

but has not yet been pushed to the design value. 1 x 1O’O positron bunches have been obtained at the end 

of the Lmac. 

Linac [‘I] 

The Linac has been upgraded with about 200 new 67 M W  klystrons [lQ]. Energies up to 53 GeV 

have been measured, but running-in is at 47 GeV to produce collisions at the Z”. Co-acceleration of 

lOlo electrons and positrons is fairly easy and common automated beam guidance is operational. The 
energy spread can be minimized to .2 to -3%. and work is ongoing to improve launch and energy feedback 
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stabilization into the Arcs. Optical matching, important to preserve emittances, is underway both at the 

injection and throughout the lattice. A klystron management program, enabling automatic scaling of the 

lattice to match to a varying klystron population, is being tested. Invariant emittan& between 3 and 

10 x low5 mrad are at present obtained at the end of the Linac for both beams. 

ARCS 

Summary of Optics Goals [1,20] 
- 

The Arcs are designed to bend the beams without significant dilution of transverse phase-space. Two 

mechanisms must be counteracted. 

The first effect results from synchrotron radiation. The photons, emitted at random, cause energy 

fluctuations. Lower energy particles are bent more and follow curves with shorter average radius. This 

disperses their trajectories incoherently-which enhances horizontal phase-space. Such trajectories execute 

betatron oscillations in the quadrupole lattice. To minimize the growth, both photon emission rates and 

oscillation amplitudes must be small (21,221. This is achieved by making the bending radius large and the 

betatron period short, through tight focusing. As can be shown [l], the growth is proportional to Tj/p’, 

where Ta is the betatron period and p the average radius. Alternating gradient transport modules with the 

lowest possible field compatible with the SLAC site are therefore used. The packing factor is maximized 

using combined function magnets, and the lattice chosen to minimize the average invariant amplitude of 

the dispersed oscillations. For a FODO array, the optimum 1231 cell phase-shift to minimize emittance 

growth is near 135’. For reasons explained below, the adopted design uses 108”. At 50 GeV, the emittance 

added in one passage is [l] 1.5 x 10-r’ rad-m, or one-half of the design value. 

The second mechanism for phase-space dilution arises through residual energy spread resulting from 

the bunch length and the accelerating Linac RF [24). Because of energy dependance in the focusing, or 

chromaticity, optical distortions from gradient errors are not imaged coherently. For example, an off- 

energy slice of a mismatched phase-space transmits with a phase-shift A$ = 27rIVg6g where 6~ is the 

relative energy error and ND the number of betatron periods. For a large phase-shift, the overall mismatch 

averaged over all energies looses its phase relation to the input. The effective volume occupied by the 

observable phase-space is thereby enlarged. Such chromatic filamentation is illustrated in fig. 2, where a 

normalized phase-space with area one but amplitude two distortion gradually fills up an area of two. With 

Na -Y 70 in the Arc and for oE cz 0.5%, the spread in betatron phases at the output is about a~, N 0.7 x. 

This effect can be controlled in two ways. In an active approach, it is reduced with careful energy spread 

minimisation [7] and’good trajectory and optics matching into and through the Arc. In the adopted passive 

approach, eextupoles are used to cancel the chromaticity. Accumulated errors are thus imaged coherently 

and the final correction can be concentrated in the Final Focus. From a purely optical standpoint, this 

eases requirements on upstream control. In practice and as we shall explain, much upstream control is 

still necessary to maintain detectable luminosity. 

Sextupoles were introduced by shaping the combined function magnet poles [lo]. For the horizontal 

optics, the vertical component of the magnetic field may be expressed as: 

B,(z) = B,(l - Qz + 522) ) 
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Fig. 2. Nominal phase-space (a), distorted by optical mismatch (b), filaments (c) into a 
larger area when not correcting the chromaticity of the lattice. 

- 
where Q and S are the quadrupole and sextupole strengths. The sextupole provides additional focusing 

for off-energy and off-axis rays with z = 6r + 6En, where n is the dispersion function, which suppresses the 

chromaticity if 2 Sn = Q. Since sine and cosine-like components are equivalent module z/2 in a repetitive 

lattice, only one-family per plane is needed. Additional terms in z* and 62 for rays solely off-axis or off- 

energy are suppressed by grouping cells into reasonably local cancellations. Second-order achromats [25] 

achieve this by pairing sextupoles ?r phase-shift apart into superperiods with the smallest possible multiple 

of 2~ compatible with the cell phase-shift. In the SLC Arcs, each superperiod is 67r, consisting of ten 108’ 

cells. This is a compromise between achromat compactness, best with QO’, and quantum growth, smallest 

near 135’. 

The price to pay for using sextupoles is a lattice sensitive to misalignments. A poorly controlled trajec- 

tory generates erect and skew gradient errors through the sextupole which add to magnet imperfections [26] 

and enhance optical distortions. This lead to stringent magnet to magnet alignment tolerances [20] of about 

100 pm. 

The efficacy of the chromatic correction was tested by comparing a set of betatron oscillations at two 

energies. An example of this is shown in fig. 3, where the input beam was deflected horizontally on-energy 

and 400 MeV off-energy. Overlaying the plots shows no phase difference. 

Nonplanar Geometry 

Commissioning revealed another problem. Although the beam [lo] was steered through the North 

Arc early on with little lees, spots measured at several stages neither reproduced nor agreed with the 

design, and the beam injected in the Final FOCUS for hardware tests would not fit in the aperture easily. 

At times, loss also appeared in the Arc, pointing to suspected mechanical problems with the vacuum 

chamber or the magnet movers used for steering. In attempts to probe available aperture with beam, it 

was found that launched oscillations coupled strongly from one plane to the other with growing amplitude 

(see fig. 4). Measured q also showed coupling and amplification. The origin of this was the nonplanar 

geometry dictated by strongly varying site elevation, and large installation errors in magnet positioning. 
Achromats were rolled at their interface to follow the terrain, and big couplings correlated with the largest 

rolls. 

In the original design, rolls were matched in pairs one or more achromats apart for long-range sup- 

pression of the coupling, and this was sensitive to deviations in the 6 nx phase-advance, from systematic 

:  
j .‘I 

:  . ,  
:  

I  
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UNIT NUMBER 

Fig. 3. Betatron oscillation at the end of the Arc, on-energy and 400 MeV off-energy. The 
chromatic correction suppresses any phase-shift. 

-4 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 

4 88 UNIT NUMBER 6009AO 

Fig. 4. Cross-coupling of betatron oscillation in the North Arc. Large coupling occurs at 
the largest rolls. 

gradient errors. Such errors initially exceeded the specified design tolerances [I]. Effects can be large as 

cross-coupling oscillations each time see out of phase optics in the other plane. At a 10“ roll, the cou- 

pling 1271 can be 100%. Overall sensitivity of the betatron size is shown in fig. 5 from TRANSPORT [28], 

for systematic errors of 3’ per cell in each plane. Measured errors were smaller and accounted for a factor 

three to four overall growth. This was not sufficient to explain the large spots observed in the Final Focus, 

indicating that the Linac phase-space was not fully controlled. 
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Fig. 5. Growth of betatron spot size in the North Arc, for systematic errors of V per cell 
in each plane. 

Phase-Fix and Roll-Fix 

Average achromat pha.se-advances were measured fitting sinusoids to betatron oscillations, and cor- 

rected by physically moving magnets, and by combining trim windings in each achromat and a global 
imbalance between F and D magnets set up in a separate circuit. This phase-fix, which was limited by 

measurement errors, brought errors in the North Arc to within about 6.5’ per cell. Overall betatron 

growth was reduced to a factor 2 and q was essentially matched. The South Arc, only partially corrected, 

still had large growth. Phase-space injected in the North Final Focus was also reduced;enabling an initial 

optics program for small IP spots to proceed, but remaining growth, still amplifying variations, would 

often result in uncorrectable cases. 

Splitting up major rolls into smoother transitions was proposed fo reduce the sensitivity to systematic 

gradient errors. It was first found 1291 empirically that rolling D lenses near roll transitions by half the 

total amount suppressed cross-coupling of lattice r]. For the betatron motion, an approximate correction 

scheme was found by splitting rolls in three parts, each a cell apart and with magnitudes satisfying: 

O-le-izn/3 + 00 + B+le ian/ = 0 , 

as for a matched trajectory bump. Figure 6 illustrates the combined roll-f?x transition and relative roll 

ratios, Simulated [go] improvements are shown in fig. 7, for a sample of random and systematic errors, in 

the as-built and roll-tied Arcs. Reduction of the growth of spot sizes at the end of the Arc from roll-k 

is a factor 1.5 to 2. 

--- --- 
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Fig. 6. RoJMx transition. 
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Fig. 7. Growth of betatron size at the end of the Arc, for as-built’(white area) and roll-fixed 
(shaded area) lattice. 

Present Status and Plans 

Both Arcs have been roll-fixed and recommissioned. In the South, a slightly smoother transition 1311 

is installed. With proper launch, r] is matched throughout. The sensitivity of the betatron motion from 

systematic gradient errors is reduced, but random erect and skew quadrupole errors still cause some 

blowup and cross-coupling, although more gradual in nature [see fig. 8 (a)]. Cures involve empirically 

varying phases in troubled areas to reduce the coherence in the buildup, much ss tunes are adjusted away 

from resonances in circular machines. Such a detunek [32] is shown in fig. 8(b) where blowup was reduced 

by disconnecting the FD-imbalance, thus causing about a 1“ per cell difference between X and Y phases. 

Another planned [33] cure consists of exciting harmonic [34,35] gradient perturbations with a pattern 

of trim windings, to suppress damaging Fourier components in the errors at twice the betatron frequency. 

Although this will be required for the final optimization, beams are now routinely transported to the Final 

Focus with distortions which can be absorbed by optical matching there. 

FINAL FOCUS 

Summary of Optics Goals [l&13] 

The primary goal is to focus both beams to a small transverse size of about 2 pm. This would be 

easy for small enough transverse emittances and energy spreads. The limiting effect is the chromaticity of 

the focusing system needed to demagnify the beams, which as was described in the Arc causes both sine 

and cosine-like trajectories to be shifted for different energies. For a simplified Final Focus (see fig. 9), 

the contribution to the betatron spot size from chromatic aberration is o c h Yom - - 21“7EU;, where ui is the 

IP angular size and I’ the distance from the principal plane of the final lens system to the IP (a factor 

two is put in since at least two lenses are used to focus both planes). The effect would be tolerable if 

CUE 5 4'/21*. Thii is not the caSe in the SLC Final Focus, where ai L- 1.5 pm, c r 3 lO-‘O mrad, 

0~ N 0.002 and i’ k 5 m, amounting to u&,,,, u 4 pm. 

The reduction in luminosity, computed 1361 by averaging the usual expression over the two beam’s 

energy distributions, is shown in fig. 10 (dotted lines) versus p’, for the as-built Final Focus. With oE = 

0.002 and p’ 0pt N 1.5 cm, the luminosity is reduced by a factor 3.5. 
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Fig. 8. Growth of a betatron oscillation in the South Arc, before (a) and after (b) detune- 
6x. 

A Chromatic Correction Section (CCS) is introduced upstream of the final’lens to cancel this effect. 

In a simplified CCS, two dipoles of strength B, separated by 21,,,, are imaged by a quad with focal length 

1,,,/2 (see fig. 9). Near the quad is a sextupole of strength S, through which rays with energy deviation 

6E travel off-axis. This produces a stronger overall quad for 6~ > 0, which must here offset the weaker 

focusing in both final and CCS quads. The largest contribution to the chromaticity is from the final lens. 

Equating it to the effect from the sextupole, we find that S cc RI/MB, where M  = 1’fL and RI = IL/l:,,. 

Additional aberrations in 8r and 6& as in the Arc, are suppressed by pairing the sextupoles A phsse- 

shift apart and by assuring sequential symmetry for q. The section departs, however, from a pure second-. 

order achromat through the bends,.placed where angular spreads are large to minimize synchrotron ra- 

diation emittance growth. The real system (U-131, designed to focus achromatically in both planes, is 
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Fig. 9. A simplified Final Focus System. 
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Fig. 10. Luminosity loss versus p’, with second-order chromatic correction (solid line) and 
without (dotted line). 

telescopic and uses triplets instead of ler)ses. This suppresses 112,371 th e cosine-like terms in &E&E and 

minimizes [13] the sine-like chromaticities in O~E,&E, while demagnifying in both planes. Two interleaved 

sextupole families are used to correct both planes. Coupling effects between these can enhance third-order 

aberrations and must be minimired. If we neglect the final lens system, the three dominant terms in t76,$, 

t116~ and 8a scale lie SIBau~u~M, SZB~&21KZ and S2t$M3. Substituting for the sextupole, we get 

q, -1 and -2. For given phase-space volume, space constraints and desired p’, 

the overall effect from these aberrations can be minimized by adjusting [I] M,B and S to balance them 

out. 

The overall effect of the chromatic correction is shown in fig. 10 (solid line), from MURTLE 1381). As 

expected, removing all second-order aberrations raises Lmaz and reduces /3,$. The optimum is now limited 

by leftover third-order terms. As it is more peaked, it is also more sensitive to proper matching. 
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The entire system is shown in fig. 11. TWO additional sections are included to match the Arc n and 

P-functions. Extraction of the opposing beam is also provided, in the P-match section, through a puised 

magnet and septum. 
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Fig. 11. Schematic of the Final Focus System. 

Variable Matching [38] 

Both the volume and shape of the input phase-space can be perturbed by imperfections. Errors 

generated within the Arc are in principle stable, but the linac is more variable as the energy profile 

depends on the set of klystrons used to accelerate. This set can change as faulty ones are exchanged for 

spares, and the phase-space then varies unless the focusing is resealed. Also, mismatch at the Linac input 

filaments through the chromaticity of the Linac lattice, if and when the energy spread is minimized at the 

end but not locally. Good matching in the Linac is especially important at high current, when large local 

energy spreads are used to stabiliie 1391 transverse wakefields. Ongoing efforts have improved controls in 
the Linac, but some variations still exist. These are then further amplified by distortions in the Arcs. 

The Final Focus includes adjustable matching mainly for static errors accumulated upstream. In 

establishing a proper setup and while work on stability proceeds, this matching is also used to some extent 

as an overall variable feedback. This is not optimal for several reasons, as will be explained. 
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Enhanced emittances or energy spread are uncorrectable. Larger c r,y are a major concern for both 

luminosity and detector backgrounds. The purely optical damage is slightly worse than linear because of 

third-order aberration, giving [36] L a e-4 for &rI a c$. Third-order effects from a larger bE are apparent 

in fig. 10, showing close to linear loss with 0~ and weak dependance on /I’. The tolerance on 0~ is about 

0.005. 

Optical distortions in the Arcs are mostly linear 1401 and are correctable within some bounds. The 

primary set enhances cr* by correlating positions with angles or with &, amounting to axially offsetting 

the waists, z-y couplingp+ or y0 terms) or anomalous I).,~. The waist must be corrected to within the 

depth of field fl’ -N 0.5 cm; ns,s must be smaller than 1 mm. A second set enlarges u’ by perturbing 

IP angular spreads (< e2 >,< 4’ >, anomalous nr,g and 64 coupling terms). Smaller spread increases 

p’, leading to L & l/p’ from linear optics. Larger spread reduces p’, but also enhances higher order 

contributions, leading to rapid loss, From fig. 10, 0’ must be within &SO%. 

Optical corrections: In the design cs = cs case, the betatron phase-space can 1361 be perturbed in 

only six independent ways. With the four dispersions, ns,r,r,d, there are thus ten independent distor- 

tions in total. We represent them by those for which tolerances were given: the five IP angular sizes 

c 0s >,-z @  >,< 04 > and r]g,+, and the five correlations of IP positions to angles and energy < zB >, 

< 14 >, c ye > (or < zd >) and ns,s. The Final Focus is equipped to correct these ten distortions. If 

es # ss, the six betatron variables chosen do not fully describe [41] the phase-space and more correction 

elements are needed. 

Dispersion is corrected in the n-match with four quads 1131, installed in pairs s/2 apart, to control 

spatial and angular terms, respectively. Each pair consists of an erect and a skew quad to correct both 

planes. Naturally orthogonal for small input error, these correctors are coupled if it is large. Correction 

range is mainly limited by quad strengths, but some values of the input make the correction singular; for 

example, when r~~‘$@“““~*’ exactly cancels n$ice. In th is case, control is required upstream. 

Correctors for betatron mismatch straddle the CCS. The three angular terms are adjusted upstream of 

the CCS with two erect and one skew quad. The three waist terms cannot be adjusted there independently 

of the angular terms. They are taken out with trims on two of the final quads and a second skew quad. 

Correction range is about 4150 x p* for waists and a factor four in either direction for angle spreads. The 

scheme is shown in fig. 12. 

Optically, the system can correct a~ large as factor three mismatches. In practice, large distortions are 

not handled well for two reasons, 

The first ls lack of orthogonality in the corrections resulting from severe space limitations. The three 

waist corrections can internally be made orthogonal‘[42], but all the others are coupled. This is the 

case for the two skew quadrupoles, for the sextupoles, which must be refitted after betatron matching 

as the correctors straddle them, and for the extraction, which straddles two of the variable lenses and 

must be reoptlmlzed after betatron matching. The n-correction ls also non-orthogonal to the P-match, 

particularly (431 for magnified or demagnified optical configurations. Operationally, modest variations are 

amplified by distortions remaining in the Arcs, and can require extensive reoptimization. Effort is therefore 

directed both towards improving the Arc lattice and towards correcting variations in the Linac, to avoid 

feeding back on them in the Final Focus. 
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Fig. 12. Optical matching in the Final Focus System. 

The second reason is the background induced in the detector by beam-tails impinging on tight apertures 

at the injection to the Final Focus. These apertures as well as some adjustable collimators are upstream of 
the main matching elements. Harmful background from hits on these apertures can result from otherwise 

correctable distortions. Recent experimental work (441 indicates more stringent tolerances on input errors 

from this viewpoint. This may require introducing further optical corrections in the Arcs, and redeployment 

of some collimators upstream. 

Tuning Strategy and Initial Results 

In this section, we describe single-beam optical adjustments in the Final Focus. Combined adjustments 

of several SLC systems to produce and maintain luminosity with tolerable background are ongoing and not 

described here. Similarly, two-beam tuning and steering methods are described elsewhere 145,461. Some 

initial beam tests are reported. 

We first match 14’7) q from the Arc. Strip-line beam position monitors are used to measure beam 

motion versus energy. This does not give position-energy correlations in the bunch if anomalous n exists 

where the energy is varied, but gives a good estimate if the Arc is (as expected) the dominant contributor. 

Using a model, we determine q,,s,r,) onomo’ovs from a least-square fit to the measurements and calculate the 

correction. An example of this is shown in fig. 13. 

Trajectory errors within the Final Focus can also generate n at the IP. Correction is achieved by 

undoing some of the upstream match, although this also affects 1431 waist-corrections and must be the 

result of a combined fit. 

Betatron mismatch is best diagnosed near the IP, where angular and spatial sizes are naturally sep- 

arated. The three angular terms, < a2 >, C 4’ > and < 64 >, are first adjusted crudely looking at a 

nominally round spot on a high-0 screen upstream of the Final Triplet. An example of this is shown in 

fig. 14, where the action of the upper skew quad is seen and where the beam has close to the design size. 

This does not give p* if L is unknown. Also, if waist offsets are large, design size at the high-0 screen 

does not correlate well with IP angular size. For better determination, spot sizes are measured at the IP, by 

scanning the beam across a thin 5 pm’secondary emission wire target [48], as functions of the three waist 
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Fig. 13. On-line matching of the vertical dispersion function at the injection to the Final 
Focus. (b) shows mismatch before correction. (a) shows the effect of the correction. Please 
note the change of scale. 

controls, starting with the second skew quad. Neglecting changes in IP angular spread, p’ and c are found 

fitting ep’ + $ to the square of the beam s,ize. Angular spreads are well determined from the parabolas 

branches, but both L and p’ estimates suffer if the linear spot is not resolved. This arises through residual 

cross-coupling, only partially correctable for c. # er, and through third-order aberration present before 

fully matching the b-function. Sextupoles must also be fitted in the perturbed lattice before scanning the 

waists, to maintain good second-order correction. Measured c and p’ values serve as input for fitting the 

six P-matching quads towards design phase-space parameters. Both on-line and off-line models [47,49,50] 

are used. An empirical search around the calculated /Y is also planned for optimization. 

Relatively small spots were sometimes obtained originally by only scanning the waists. An example 

of this is shown in fig. 15, where a 5 firn spot was obtained, with sextupoles turned off all together. The 

phase-space had to be rather close to nominal for this to be possible. As input parameters changed, small 

epots did not always reproduce. 

More recently, the tolerance to input variations has been widened by running with a p’ = 3 cm lattice, 

as a starting guess of the most probable angular spread correction needed. Also, improvements have been 

made on stability and matching upstream. Beams with smaller than 5 pm sizes are now relatively easy to 

reproduce for both electrons and positrons with only the three waist-scans. 
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Fig. 14. Crude correction of cross-coupling in the IP angular spreads, looking at the tilt 
on a screen at the high-p point: (a) before correction; (b) after correction. 
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Fig. 15. First measurement of “small spot” at the IP. 
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SUMMARY STATUS AND NEAR FUTURE 

- 

- 

Commissioning is now proceeding rapidly towards an initial low luminosity physics run. Both beams 

are routinely extracted onto their dumps, and reasonably small beam sizes are usually reproduced at the 
IP. Main priorities are phase-space controls and stability in the whole machine needed to maintain small 

spots, background reductions and general system reliability and operability. A shift towards operation has 

been made to msure more continuity in the commissioning and a more global approach towards stability 

and tuning issues. The Mark II detector, installed on the beamline during last year’s shutdown, has 

been turned on a few ties to help look ai backgrounds. Studies indicate that collimators may have 

to be redeployed from the Final Focus to upstream places where beams can be comfortably trimmed 

without generating excessive muons in the detector. Also, enhanced optical matching in the Arcs through 

harmonic corrections is being considered for early installation, to help reduce distortions in the Final 

Focus. Extrapolating our recent rate of progress, and with some well-deserved luck, we hope to produce 

and detect a hundred Z” before Summer 1988. 
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